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FORMING A COMPLETE RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF ALL PUBLIC COMPANIES. 
(The MininG JOURNAL is Registered at the General Post Office as a Newspaper, and for Transmission Abroad.) 
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R. JAMES H. CROFTS, STOCK AND SHARE BROKER, 
No. 1, FINCH LANE, CORNHILL, LONDON, E£.O. 

Established 1842. 

BusIneEss transacted in all descriptions of M1n1nG Stocks and Shares (British 
and Fo ), Consols, Banks, Bonds (Foreign and Colonial), Railways, Miscel- 
Sa Assurance, Telegraph, Shipping, Canal, Gas, Water, and 
oc! ‘ 
BUusINESS negociated in Stocks and Shares not having a general market value. 
BusIness in all CoLLrery and [Ron Shares, and in the principal Wagon and 

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES of the NorTH of ENGLAND and SCOTLAND. 
Mr. J. H. Ororts, having now established ConRESPONDING AGENCIES in all the 

CuigF Towns of the United Kingdom, is prepared to deal in the various LocaL 
Stocks and Shares at close market prices. 

Accounts opened for the Fortnightly Settlement. 
Monthly and Daily Price Lists issued. 

Bankers: City Bank, London; South Cornwall Bank, St. Austell. 

SPECIAL DEALINGS in the following, or part :—20 Almada, 11s.3d.; 20 Assheton, 
15s.; 20 Bog, 9s.; 30 Bampfylde, 15s.; 10 Bilson, £104 ; 20 Cardiff and Swansea, 
£3; 25 Chapel House, £344; 150 Clee Hill Colliery, 2s. 6d. ; 5 Devon Consols, £54 ; 
15 Ding Dong; 20 Emma, 22s. 6d.; 10 East Caradon, £1 17s. 6d.; 50 Frontino, 
£1 16s. 3d.; 30 Flagstaff, 17s. 6d.; 20 Great Vor, £3 2s. 6d.; 20 Hingston, 22s. 6d., 
x.d.; 50 Javali, 13s. 6d.; 10 Last Chance, 13s. 9d.; 20 Marke Valley, £3%; 20 
Mwyndy Iron, £154 dis.; 10 Palmer’s Shipbuilding; 25 Parys Mountain, 13s. ; 
10 Pateley, £5% ; 10 Pennerley, £1 7s. 6d.; 50 Penstruthal, 8s. 6d.; 50 Plynlim- 
mon; 20 Prince of Wales, 6s.; 10 Roman Gravels, £12; 10 Richmond, £84 ; 10 
South Condurrow, £53 ; 50 Tyllwyd, 15s.; 100 Thornhill Reef, 2s. 6d.; 10 Tan- 
kerville, £10%; 10 Thorp’s Gawber, £734; 25 Van Consols, 30s.; 15 West Tan- 
kerville, £14 ; 15 Wheal Crebor, £23 ; 15 Wheal Grenville, £1%. 

BusINEss in POSITIVE ASSURANCE SHARES. 
*,* Shares sold for forward delivery (one or two months) on deposit of 20 per 
t cent. 

Business on hand in all the leading TIN, CopPpER, and LEAD Shares. 

GYPTIAN AND TURKISH BONDS.—SPECIAL BUSINESS 
and latest information. 

JAMES H. CROFTS, 1, FINCH LANE, LONDON. 

AILWAYS.—SPECIAL BUSINESS. Fortnightly accounts 
opened on receipt of the usual cover. 

__ JAMES H. CROFTS, 1 FINCH LANE, LONDON. 

OREIGN BONDS.—SPECIAL BUSINESS. Fortnightly 
accounts opened on receipt of the usual cover. 

JAMES H. CROFTS, 1, FINCH LANE, LONDON. 

R. W.H. BUMPUS, STOCK AND SHARE BROKER, 
44, THREADNEEDLF STREET, LONDON, E.C., 

Transacts business in MINING and COLLIERY Shares of every description, 
ENGLISH AND FOREIGN STOCKS, 

COLONIAL BONDS, 
RAILWAYS, 
BANKS, 

TELEGRAPHS, 
FINANCIAL AND MISCELLANEOUS SHARES, 

And all Securities dealt in on the LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE. 
Purchases and Sales negociated in Unmarketable Stocks and Shares. 

Accounts opened for the Fortnightly Settlement on receipt of the usual cover. 
References given and required when necessary. 

A STOCK and SHARE LIST sent FREE on application. 

BANKERS—The NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND, E.C. 
SPECIAL BUSINESS in the SHARES of all the principal HOME and 

FOREIGN MINES at close market prices. 

FOR SALE, at prices annexed :— 
25 Chontales, 8s. 100 Malabar, 6s. 125 Parys Mount., 11s. 9d. 
25 Colorado, £2 3s. 9d. 10 Neufchatel Rock,4s 6d 50 Van Consols, £1 11s. 3 
50 General Mining, £5. 10 New Shariston, £5. 40 West Maria, 7s. 6d. 
100 Javali, 13s. 6d. 150 Penstruthal, 8s. 6d. 10 Wheal Grenville, £2% 

MINING INVESTMENTS. 
Tbe Shares of several sound Dividend and Progressive Mines may now be ob- 

tained at prices which are very much in favour of purchasets, and investments 
made at the present time in this direction will, in all probability, yield very satis- 
factory results within a comparatively short period. - 
A carefully selected List of Shares, whieh are likely to have an early and im- 

portant rise in market value, may be had on application. 

WILLIAM HENRY BUMPUS, SWORN BROKER. 
(Member of McLean’s Telegraphic News Exchange.) 

ESSR8. PYNE AND ASHMEAD, 
CITY MINING AGENTS, 

LONDON MANAGEMENT OF COMPANIES UNDERTAKEN, 
ACCOUNTS AUDITED, LIQUIDATIONS CONDUCTED. 

6, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHOUT, LONDON, E£.O. 

ERDINAND R. KIRK, STOCKBROKER, 
5, BIROHIN LANE, £.0. 

SPECIAL BUSINESS in— 
Alltami Colliery. Eberhardt. Anglo-Cable. 
Chapel House. Cardiff and Swansea. Direct Cable. 
Cape Copper. Richmond. Lawe’s Chemical. 
Consols, Foreign Bonds, Railways, and every security quoted on ’Ohange bought 

and soli. Clients giving the usual “cover” can open accounts for the fortnightly 
ttl t. Ref given when necessary in most of the leading towns of the 

United Kingdom. 

I NVESTMENTS IN STOCKS AND SHARES,.— 

BRITISH and FOREIGN STOCKS and SHARES BOUGHT and SOLD. 
List of Prices and other information sent on application. 

Bankers: The Alliance Bank (Limited), London. 

Mr. P, WATSON, 79, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, B.C. 
(Close to Stock Exchange.) 

FINANCIAL OPERATIONS NEGOCIATED. 

R, ALFRED E. COOKE, STOCK AND SHARE DEALER, 
76, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, 

(Established 1853.) 

Mr. CooxE is a SELLER of the following SHARES, free of commission :— 
20 Argentine. 65 Pateley Bridge. 15 Tankerville. 
40 Blue Tent. 50 Positive Assurance. 10 West Tankerville. 
10 Devon Consols. 40 Penstruthal. 20 West Maria. 
SPECIAL BUSINESS in the following :— 
Bampfylde. laisdale. West Craven Moor. 
Cakemore Colliery. Monydd Gorddu. Western Andes. 
Cathedral. Pennant Barytes&Lead §Wheal Agar. 
Cedar Creek. 8t. Patrick. Wye Valley. 
Chapel House. Tyllwyd. 
Business transacted in all other Mines, Miscellaneous Shares, Railways, and 

Foreign Stocks on best possible terms. 
Mr. Cooke issues daily a list of Btock Exchange Closing Prices, which will be 

forwarded on application. 

M®*® T. E. W. THOMAS, SHARE BROKER, 
8, GREAT WINCHESTER STREET BUILDINGS, B.O. 

Established 1857, 

The following are the latest prices at which business could be done. Where the 
difference between the buying and selling price is wide transactions may be 
effected at an intermediate price :— 

. Buyers. Sellers. | Buyers. Sellers. 
Argentine Gold (prem.) £ 1%...£ 2 | Penstruthal ............... 8s, ... 10s. 
Birdseye Creek . S . 24% | Plynlimmon............... Gs. ... %. 
_ ee 8s, Port Phillip ... lds. ... 163 

Carn Brea .. 38% | Richmond ......... £ 1R..2 8% 
Chapel House .. ‘ Swe 3% | Roman Gravels.,. oes... Cheese 5 
Devon Great Co 7 wae © | BG. BORBOR cesccccocccsccecee 1%... 1% 
Dolcoath.. +» 42 | South Condurrow ...... 5% 
Don Pedr .. 8s, 6d. | 80. Roman Gravels...... 7s. 6d.... 10s. 
Eberhardt .: é “os 84% | Sweetland Creek ......... 24... 2% 
East Caradon . “ 1%... 2 | Tankerville ...... oo a iw oe 
Exchequer Gold -6d.... 208s. | Tincroft ......... cee | ae 
Flagstaff . 20s. Unity Wood eos 1%... 1% 
Frontino. vee ok ARES es ce 
Gold Run .. +» 17s. | Van Consols ...... va 1%... 1% 
Hingston D .» 208. | West Chiverton. ......... 17 -... 18 
ee - 14s. | West Maria (call pd.)... 7s. ... 93. 
Marke Valley . 3% | West Tankerville......... 1%... 1% 
New Quebrada 4% | Wheal Agar ...... ieese 1%... 2 
New Rosario.... 7s. | Wheal Crebor 2y... 2% 
Parys Mountain 13s. | Wh. Kitty (St. Agnes). 2u... 3 
Pateley Bridge. 5% | West Godolphin ......... 1%... 1% 
Penner ley .......0..ccccccee Yin 1% | 7 

Autumn Circular, containing selected Mining Investments for 1876, now ready, 
post free for One Penny stamp. 

M RR, Poi bot. A. 
(LATE Warp AnD LITTLEWOOD), 

CROSBY HOUSE, 

95, BISHOPSGATE STREET WITHIN, B£.O., 

STOCK AND SHARE BROKER. 

N R. E. J. BARTLETT, STOCK AND SHARE DEALER, 
i No. 30, GREAT 8ST. HELEN’S, LONDON, E.C. (Established 10 years), 
has SPECIAL BUSINESS in South] Condurrow, Prince Patrick, Wheal Kitty, 
Penhalls, and Chapel House Shares at close prices. 

R. THOMAS THOMPSON, Jun., 1, PALMERSTON 
BUILDINGS, BISHOPSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.O. 

Some valuable hints as to the purchase of mining shares will be found in Mr. 
Thompson’s ‘‘ Investment Circular” for Dec. now ready, post free, price 6d. 

ESSRS. ENDEAN AND CO., STOCK AND SHAKE 
DEALERS, 85, GRACECHURCH 8TREET, LONDON, E.O. 

Government and every negociable Stocks dealt in for cash or account. Orders 
and telegrams punctually attended to. 

WaA RD 

ESSRS. HARLAND AND CO., STOCK AND SHARE 
DEALERS, 235 and 236, GRESHAM HOUSE, 

OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 
Bankers: London aud County Bank. 

Messrs. H. and Co. have poy Business in Chapel House and Alltami Collieries 
Shares, also in the shares of the Oregon Gold, and the Patent Ligno Mineral 
Paving Companies, and will be happy to give full particulars of the above desirable 
investments investments on application. 

Dealings at closest market prices in all kinds of Stocks and Shares. 

ESSRS. HARVEY, JORDAN, AND CoO., 
MINING ENGINEERS anp AGENTS, ACCOUNTANTS, AUDITORS, 

MANAGERS OF PUBLIO COMPANIES, &c. 

M R. CHA 8 OMAS, 
MINING AGENT, STOCK AND SHARE DEALER, 

8, GREAT 8T. HELEN’S, LONDON, £.0. 

EST GODOLPHIN.—Full particulars of this mine may be 
obtained on application. The shares are recommended for immediate 

investment or speculation. 

CHARLES THOMAS, 3. GREAT 8ST, HELEN’S, LONDON, E.C. 

ESSRS. A. W. THOMAS AND CO,, 
10, COLEMAN STREET, E.C., 

MINING AGENTS, AND STOCK AND SHARE DEALERS 

Price Sixpence, 
“INVESTMENTS AND SPECULATIONS FOR 1875.” 

FOR SALE, 50 Chapel House Colliery Shares, at £314. 
WANTED TO PURCHASE, a few Shares in Whitehaven Iron. 

ESSRS, A. ENDEAN, FISHER, AND CO.,STOCK AND SHARE 
DEALERS, 3, LOMBARD COURT, LOMBARD STREET, E.O. 

Bankers: London and Westminster, Lothbury. 

Now ready.—Special. 
EY N OLD 8’ SELECT Y is F, 
containing pithy and pointed statements respecting Erie, Grand Trunk 

— and English Railways, Foreign Stocks, Telegraphs, Foreign Railways 
an nes. 

Forwarded gratis on application to JouN B. REYNOLDS, 70 and 71, Bishopsgate- 
street Within, London, E.C 

M ®: TIMOTHY HUGHE 8, 
59, SEEL STREET, LIVERPOOL. 

The Registered Office of the PRINCE PATRICK GROSVENOR, WEST 
BRYN CELYN, CENTRAL FOXDALE, and GREAT EAST FOXDALE LEAD 
MINING COMPANIES (LIMITED). 

Full information respecting these Mines forwarded on application. 

RELIABLE INFORMATION given respecting Mines in the Isle of Man, Flint- 
shire, and the neighbouring districts 

R. W. F. STANLEY, MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMEN1 
MANUFACTURER TO H.M ’8 GOVERNMENT, COUNCIL OF INDIA, 

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT, ADMIRALTY, &c. 
MATHEMATICAL, DRAWING, and SURVEYING INSTRU MENTS of ever 

description, of the highest quality and finish, at the most moderate prices. 
Price-list post free. : 

ENGINE DIVIDER TO THE TRADE. 

AppREss—GREAT TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 

WEST GREAT WORK MINE (LIMITED). 
ANTED TO PURCHASE, 200 SHARES, or ANY PART 
thereof.—Sellers must name number and lowest price to Messrs. W. J. 

TALLENTIRE and Co , 20, Change-alley, Cornhill, London, E.C. 

ANTED, by the EBBW VALE STEEL, IRON, and COAL 
COMPANY (LIMITED), a Gentleman, to TAKE the TECHNICAL 

MANAGEMENT of the COMPANY’S IRON and STEEL WORKS. He must 
be a high-class Engineer, and possess a thorough knowledge of the Manufacture 
of Iron and Bessemer Steel. : 

Applications to be addressed to the Secretary, at 86, King street, Manchester, on 
or before the 27th December instant. 

WANTED, a CLERK in a SPELTER WORKS. One havin 
a knowledge of Assaying preferred. State age, where last employed, 

and salary expected. 
Apply, “J. Y. H.,” Mrxtne JourNAL Office, 26, Fleet-street, London, 

ANTED, TWO SECONDHAND SMALL JACK ENGINES, 
with siugle 9 to 10 inch, or double 6 inch cylinder, fitted with small drum 

complete, without boilers. 
Apply to Mr. DaGuisH, Mining Offices, Tynemouth. 

OR SALE, TEN BRIDGEFIELD AND VICTORIA SALT 
, oe also ONE HUNDRED PRINCE OF WALES SHARES. All 
1 id. 

bay tom to “‘ W. B.,” care of Carr Brothers and Smith, 1, Warnford-court. 

ie SALE, BY PRIVATE CONTRACT, ONE 22 in. cylinder 
WINDING ENGINE and CASE, with BOILER of 8 tons, on WHEAL 

MARY ANN MINE. 
For particulars and price, apply to the Purser, W. G. NETTLE, Liskeard. 
December 9, 1875. 

ANGANESE MINE FOR 
NEAR NEWTON, DEVON. 

Apply to Brown and Sons, St. Austell, Cornwall. 

ONYDD GORDDU MINING COMPANY (LIMITED),— 
A FEW FULLY PAID-UP SHARES, of £5 each, in the above mine, Vv 

BE SOLD at a discount for cash. 
Apply to “G. W.,” Minrive JouRNAL Office, 26, Fleet-street, London, 

SALE, 

Pan RISLEY (SWORN), STOCK AND SHARE BROKER, 
77, CORNHILL, LONDON. 

Business transacted at the following rates of commission :—Foreign Stocks, % per 
cent.; and Mining Shares of £4 each and upwards, 1 per cent.; under £4, ls, 
per share. 

ESSRS. W. J. TALLENTIRE AND CO.,, 
STOCK AND SHARE BROKERS. 

20, CHANGE ALLEY, CORNHILL, LONDON, B.C., 
Transact business in Stock Exchange Securities and Mining Shares of every de- 

scription, either for immediate cash or the usual bi-monthly settlements, and also 
afford advice personally or by letter to executors, trustees, capitalists, and investors 
of every class in the solestiod of Securities for safe and profitable investment, their 
experience of the markets, extending over a period of more than sixteen years, 
together with special facilities for acquiring information, enabling them to act 
beneficially for clients. 

They have established Corresponding Agencies in all the principal towns of the 
United Kingdom, and are prepared to deal in the various local Stocks and Shares 
at close prices. Orders per pust or telegraph receive prompt attention. 

INVESTORS SHOULD APPLY for a copy of Messrs. W. J. TALLENTIRE and 
Co.s Circular for December, SENT POST FREE. It contains valuable information 
on Foreign Stocks, Railways, and Mines. 

E. SIMPSON, STOCK AND SHARE DEALER, 
e 6, GREAT WINCHESTER STREET BUILDINGS, LONDON, B.C, 

R, W. TREGELLAS, 123, BISHOPSGATE STREET 
wi » B.O., 

Deals in all descriptions of Stocks and Shares at close market prices. 

R. W. MARLBOROUGH, STOCK AND SHARE DEALER, 
29, BISHOPSGATE STREET, LONDON, B.C. (Established 19 Years), 

cin sell the following SHARES, at prices annexed :— 
25 Alltami., 40 Flagstaff, 18s. 9d. 60 Parys Mount., 11s. 9d. 
50 Assheton, 16s, 6d. 30 Frontino, 33s. 3d. 25 Pennerley, 28s. 3d. 
60 Bog, 7s. 9d. 35 Gold Run, 16s, 3d. 50 Plynlimmon, 6s. 9d. 
80 Birdseye, £2 1s. 3d. 
25 Bedford Unit., 25s, 6d. 
50 Chontales, 9s. 3d. 
60 Cathedral, 24s. 
40 Chapel House, £3%. 
20 Colorado, £2 1s. 3d, 
70 Don Pedro, 8s. 9d. 

20 Hingston, 19s. 
50 Javali, lés, 
20 Ladywell, £2 8s. 9d. 
40 Last Chance, lds. 
25 Marke Valley, £3 6s 3d 
20 N. Quebrada, £4%. 
80 Old Treburgett, 4s. 9d 

25 East Caradon, 39s. 25 Pateley Bridge, £6. 
50 Exchequer Gold, 20s. 25 Prince Patrick, £344. 25 Wheal Agar, £2% 
20 Eberhardt, a“ 100 Prince of Wales, 383d 30 West olphin, 

SouTH CE PaTRICK.—An offer wanted for 20 Shares, 

60 Port Phillip, 16s. 3d. 
20 Richmond, £8. 
25 Sweetland, £2 18s, 9d. 
70 Bouth Aurora, 8s. 
50 St. Patrick, 27s. 6d. 
30 Bo. Tolcarne, 15s. 
60 West Maria, 7s. 9d. 
50 Western Andes, £4113 

ction with Messrs. TEAL, Foster, and Co., Georgetown, Colorad 
Mineral Properties Inspected. 

LONDON OFFICES—30, MOORGATE STREET, E.C. 
THE LLANTRISSANT TIN PLATE WORKS, 
THE PLANET SILVER Minne Co. 

ESSRS. VOSPER AND CO., 48, FINSBURY CIRCUS, E.C., 
GENERAL AND MINERAL ESTATE AGENTS, have ON SALE FREE- 

HOLD AND LEASEHOLD AND REVERSIONARY PROPERTIES, also 
ELIGIBLE PROPERTIES, on which mortgages are required, Mineral Estates 
consisting of China Clay, Copper, Coal, and Lead. They have also shares in Lead 
and Mining Companies, progressive and dividend paying. Terms on application, 

WYE VALLEY LEAD MINE. 

ESSRS. H. HALFORD AND CO., ROYAL INSURANCE 
BUILDINGS, LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, are BUYERS of any 

number of SHARES in the WYH VALLEY MINE. 
They are also BUYERS of GROGWINION SHARES. 
Bellers should apply by letter, stating number of shares and lowest price. 

ESSRS. J. TAYLOR AND CO., 86, LONDON WALL, E.C., 
and MINING EXOHANGH, SOUTH KING STREET, MANCHESTER, 

Murine ENGINEERS AND INSPECTORS. 
Business done in all descriptions of Stocks and Shares. 

R. JAMES STOCKER, STOCK AND SHARE BROKER, 
2, CROWN COURT, THREADNEEDLDE STREET, LONDON, E.C., 

SPECIAL BUSINESS in the following British and Foreign Mines, Colliery, 
and other shares at closest prices :—Argentine Gold, Bilson and Crump, Birdseye 
Creek, Bedford United, Bog, Carn Brea, Cathedral, Chontales, Cedar Creek, Chapel 
House, Cardiff and Swansea, Chicago, Devon Consols, Don Pedro, Eberhardt, 

Hingston Down, Hornachos, Javali, Ladywell, Last Chance, Marke Valley, 
Gorddu, New Rosario, New Quebrada, Parys Mountain, Pateley Bridge, Pen- 

Rica, Roman Gravels, Sweetland Creek, South Aurora, South Carn Brea, Tanker- 
ville, Tecoma, Unity Weod, Van, Van Consols, West Chiverton, Western Andes, 
West Tankerville, Wheal Grenville, Wye Valley. 
FOR SALB, 280 Positive Assurance. 

JAMES STOCKER, SWORN BROKER, 
pege and sells on commission every description of English and Foreign Funds, 
Railway Stocks and Shares of all kinds. 
Foreign Bonds—Peruvian, Turkish, Egyptian, &c. 
Bank, Gas, Shipping, Telegraph, and Miscellaneous Shares. 
Fortnightly accounts opened for same. 
Cheques sent in letter to be crossed London and Westminster Bank. 
References given and required when necessary. 

Emma, Exchequer, Flagstaff, Frontino, oa Gold Run, Gold (Welsh), | 
onydd | 

nerley, Penstruthal, Plynlimmon, Port Phillip, Phosphate Sewage, Richmond, | 

M £; es; x BB: Be, 
ASSAYER AND ANALYTIOAL OHEMISBT, 

BWANSBEA. 

APTAIN ABSALOM FRANCOIS, 
NGINEER, AND SURVEYOR. MINING AGENT, 

GOGIN 

M ® BS. 2.3.8.8 2 -- 3-0-2 S:2 oes 
FINANCIAL AGENT 

60, ENGLISH STREET, CARLISLE. 

L 

8 

fee BSS ES. J. Mc. LAWRENSON AND CO:, 
ACCOUNTANTS, 

SHARE AND MINE BROKERS, 
AROADE OHAMBERS, 

96, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER. 

IRE-ROPE TRAMWAYS AND BRIDGES, AND 
SUSPENDED RAILWAYS, on the GRAVITATION PRINCIPLE 

(under PALMER’s Patent), are manufactured by 

GWYNNE AND OO., CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, 

ESSEX STREET WORKS, STRAND, LONDON, 

At a cost of from £150 to £500 per mile. 

The Patent Double Line Incline, with the Loaded Car bringing back the Empty, 
is especially usefal for mines &c., and bridges over torrents and canals. 

When applying for Estimates, send full particulars of work required to be done, 

REMOVAL OF OFFICES TO 76, CHEAPSIDBEB 
From 21, Gresham-street, London, E.C. 

IRE TRAMWAYS ARE NOW IN OPERATION IN ALL 
PARTS OF THE WORLD. 

By recent improvements, inclines as steep as lin 3 can be surmounted, and 
ravines up to 200 yards can be crossed without intermediate support. Quantities 
from 50 to 500 tons daily can be thus transported. 

For full information, and references to examples at work, apply to the Engineer, 

W. CARRINGTON, 76, CHEAPSIDE. 

115 BLAKE'S FAtE NT ORE-CRUSHERS 

For catalogues, apply to— 
WwW IN USE. 

Maz. H. R. MARSDEN, 80HO FOUNDRY, LEEDS, 
Only maker in the United Kingdom, 

| 
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The Percy and Kelly Nickel, Cobalt, and Chrome 
Tron Mining Company, Limited, 

MONT D’OR, NOUMEA, NEW CALEDONTA, 
Registered under the Companies Acts, 1862 and 1867. 

Caprrat £120,000, 1n 12,000 snares or £10 EaAcu. 
Divided into 6000 “ A” shares and 6000 (fully paid up) “ B” shares, the latter of which are taken in part payment for the property. 

Until the Ist of October, 1878, the holders of the “ A” shares will be entitled to a preference dividend of £10 per cent. out of the 
annual profits of the company, in — to the amounts paid by them, subject to which the holders of the “ B” shares will be 
entitled to a like dividend, and the alance will be divided between the holders of “A” and “B” shares in proportion to the 
amounts paid up, or to be deemed paid up, on the shares held by them respectively. After the period aforesaid the holders of 
“A” and “B” shares will be entitled to a dividend out of the net profits of the company in proportion to the amounts paid up, or 
to be deemed paid up, on the shares held by them respectively. 

The shares now offered to the 
allotment ; the balance, if required, in calls not exceeding £1 per 

ublic consist of 6000 “ A” shares only, on which will be payable £2 on application and £3 on 
share, at intervals of not less than six months, 

Applicants desiring to pay up in full on their shares can do so, and will not only be entitled to a dividend on the amount, and 
avoid all further liability, 
and allotment money. 

ut will also be allowed a discount of £5 per cent. on the full amount paid exceeding the application 

Shares will be allotted by priority, immediately upon application; but in the event of no allotment being made all moneys 
received for shares on application will be returned in full, 

Each Director will hold a qualification of £500 in the company. 
TRUSTEES. 

THE RIGHT REVEREND BISHOP JENNER, D.D. 
MAJOR W. STEWART RICHARDSON (46th Regiment), Limerick, Ireland, 

DIRECTORS. 
GEORGE BROCKELBANK, Esq. (Director of the General Steam Navigation Company, Lombard-street), 33, Bedford-square, 

London, W.C.—CHAIRMAN. 
The Right Reverend BISHOP JENNER, D.D., Sandwich, Kent. 
General H, ERSKINE HICKS (Director of the British Guardian Life Assurance Company, London), Hillgrove, Wells, 

Somersetshire. 
E, GILBERT HAMLEY, Esq. (Coroner for the Eastern Division of Cornwall), Bodmin. 
Monsieur E. HAUSSER, Engineer-in-Chief, Lorient, France. 
The Hon. MAR-ERSKINE, Moncton House, Ryde, Isle of Wight, 
C, LINDSAY CRUIKSHANK, Esq., Belturbet, Cavan, Ireland. 

— LOCAL BOARD. 
JOHN MORGAN, Esq. (Messrs, Higginson, Morgan, and Co., Merchants), Noumea, New Caledonia, 
J. J. KELLY, Esq. (J. . Kelly and Co.), Noumea, New Caledonia, 

JOHN WHITEHEAD, Esq. (Whitehead, M‘Laughlen, and Co.), Barrack-street, Sydney. 
BANKERS. 

Messrs. MARTIN AND CO., 68, Lombard-street ......:.. 
BANQUE DE LA NOUVELLE CALEDONIE, 33, 
Messrs. BRUGMANN FILS ...... 
Messrs, LYSEN FRERES AND CO, 

SOLIC 

Messrs. WYATT AND BARRAUD, 1, Arthur-street West, London Bridge .........ssscsse0 
C. KENNELLY HALL, Esq. (Avocat), 19, Rue de 
E. JONES, Esq. (Avocat), 2, Rue du Pont Neuf.. 
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g LONDON, 
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ND CO., AGENTS), 

EXTENT AND PARTIOULARS OF PROPERTY. 

This company is formed for the purpose of acquiring and working the Perey an 

Assay Laboratory, 26, O’Connell-street, Sydney, 26th June, 1874. 
Assay report of sample of nickel ore received from Mr. Kelly :—Assay, aoe per 

Kelly Nickel, Cobalt, and Chrome Iron Mine, secured by a lease under the ‘ Mining |Cent. of metallic nickel. Charge, £2 2s.. Received, J. G. Latta. J. G, LATTA. 
Statute Act” of New Caledonia and Dependencies, and situated at Mont d’Or, 
Noumea, New Caledonia, The lease is granted for perpetuity, from the 5th No- 
vember, 1874, identical in terms with all mining leases granted in New Caledonia. 
The property it subject to a ground rental of £50 per annum. 

This (as will be seen on reference to the plan) is one of the largest mining proper- |chrome iron will not be furnished till Monday. 

Union Club, Sydney, 20th June, 1874. 
Dear Srr,—In answer to yours of yesterday, received to-day, I herewith send 

you a note of the results furnished by the analyses of two of the specimens—viz., 
the nickel ore itself and the casing of the chrome iron vein. The analysis of the 

I find that the brown serpentine 
ties on the Mont d’Or Nickel, Cobalt, and Chrome Lron Fields, and has an area of 100 | which occurs with the nickel ore does contain some nickel, but only in small quan- 
hectares, being equivalent to 250 acres (English). Its natural position is hardly to be | 
surpassed, It is traversed (as will be seen by the accompanying report) throughout 
its entire length by bi oad belts of lodes, allauriferous. Ore of a very high average | 
has been discovered on the surface, and in very large quantities, and Mr. Kelley | 
reports that about 150 tons, averaging about LO per cent., is now stacked, which the 
company will have the option of taking with any ore on bank at the time of com- 
pletion of the contract, on paying to the vendors £24 per ton, being the lowest price } 
offered by the Bank of New Caledonia, Paris, for 5 per cent. ore, 

ASSAYS, 

A quantity of ore taken from the mine of the same character as that mentioned 
above, aud to be seen at the offices of the company, was submitted to the Rev. W. 
B. Clarke, LL.D., Prof. Liversidge, of the Sydney University; Dr. Leibus, of the 
Sydney Mint; and Mr. C. J. Latta, of Sydney ; and to Messrs. Johnson, Matthey, 
and Co. (Assayers and Smelters to the Bank of England and Her Majesty’s Mint), 
of Hatton Garden, London, and the following are their reports. 

COPIES OF ASSAYS OF THE PERCY AND KELLY NICKEL MINE, 
MONT D'OR, NOUMBEA. 

The originals and certified copies, under statutory declaration, may be seen at 
any time at the offices of the company. 

Johnson, Matthey, and Co., Assayers and Melters to the Bank of England, Her 
Majesty’s Mint, &c. Assay Offices and Ore Floors, Hatton Garden, London, E.C., 
May 26, 1875. Favoured by the Rev. W. B. Clarke. 

Assay by Dr. Letnus, Sydney Branch Royal Mint, 1874. 
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tities. If you would like to have a qualitative analysis of the nickel, that also I 
sould forward to you with the cromeiron results. It might perhaps be iu sufficient 
quautity to pay for extraction. I have sampled the ore itself, before the receipt of 
your former note; but even had I not done so I, of course, could not dress the 
specimens myself ; they must be sent to me in the state in which they are to be 
assayed, ARCHD, LIVERSIDGE. 

PROSPECTS OF THE MINE, / . 
From the various samples assayed it appears that the average yield of nickel now 

being taken from a 10-ft, tunnel on the mine has been from 15 to 24 per cent. 
Direct offers have been received (trom the Bank of New Caledonia, Paris) to pur- 

chase ore from the mine, free on board at New Caledonia, on the following terms, 
for the period of one or five years, viz:— 

Ore carrying 5 to 7% per Cent..........ssereereereerenee «+. £24 0 O perton. 
Ore carrying 7% to 10 per cen . 32200 , 
Ore carrying 10 per cent. ............ senaodente 0 » 

The Sydney Morning Herald, Sept. 19, 1874,mentions a contract entered into by Mr. 
Pratch with Messrs. Tully and Co., of Mont d’Or Nickel Mine, adjoining the Percy 
and Kelly Mine, “to mine and deliver 3000 tons, at the rate of 150 tons a month, 
for £10,500,” being at the rate of £3 10s. per ton. 

It will be seen, on reference to the report of the Government Surveyor before 
mentioned, that he states that ore can be conveyed from the mine by a tramway 
1800 yards long, on a favourable incline, to the water’s edge, forshipment. Assum- 
ing the cost of mining and delivering free on board at New Caledonia to be £3 10s. 
per ton, and that 50 tons weekly can be raised of 5 per cent. ore, the lowest average, 
that at £24 per ton less the £3 10s. costs, leaves a margin of weekly profit equal to 
£1025, or at the rate of £50,000 per annum. The directors, however, carefully ab- 
stain from over-sanguine representations as to the prospects of the mine; at the 
same time they would state that trustworthy information, derived from a variety 
of sources, and confirmed by the reports of a very well known and experienced 
mining manager and engineer, printed with this prospectus, who has examined the 
mine, the originals of which can be seen at the offices of the solicitors to the 
company, has convinced them of the soundness of the undertaking. There are 
hundreds of tons of surface ore on the mine, which, it is believed, will pay hand- 
somely for shipment to London until the company erects its own smelting works. 

TERMS OF PURCHASE. . 
The purchase money of the property is £110,000, which the vendors, in proof of 

their belief in the success of the mine, have agreed, in lieu of payment of cash, to 
take as follows—£50,000 in debentures running for 15 years, at 10 per cent., pay- 
able out of profits, with the option to the company of redemption after 30 days’ 
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CERTIFICATE OF ASSAY. 
We have examined the sample of nickel ore marked as under, and find the fol- 

lowing to be the result—Mark of sample X. 
oxide of cobalt, 0°75 per cent. JOHNSON, MATTHEY, AND 

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS, 
Assay Offices and Laboratory, 14, Devonshire-square, | 

London, E.C., 6th October, 1875. | 
GENTLEMEN,—I have examined the two samples of New Caledonia nickel ore | 

forwarded on the 4th inst., and find the following to be the result:—No. 1 (ser- | 
pentine) nickel, 9 per cent.*; No. 2 (inner casing) nickel, 15-9 per cent; | 
To the Percy and Kelly Nickel Company. E. HENRY HARRIS, | 

.* The cause of the high percentage of nickel in the serpentine is attri- 
butable to a vein of pure ore running through the sample. 

Royal Mint, Sydney, 10th June, 1874 
Srr,—The specimen sent by you to be assayed for nickel was found to contain 

6°19 per cent. (six per cent. and nineteen hundredths), C. ELOISE. | 
Mr. J. J. Kelly, Ocean-street, Double Bay. 

Union Club, Sydney, 20th June, 1874. 
I have analysed a specimen of nickel ore casing a vein of chromeiron, submitted 

to me, and find that it contains three and twenty-six hundredths (3°25 per cent.) 
per cent. of metallic nickel. ARCHD. LIVERSIDGE, | 

Union Club, Sydney, 20th June, 1874. 
I have analysed the specimens of nickel ore submitted to me, and find that they 

coutiin seven and thirty-uine hundredths (7°39 per cent.) per cent. of metallic nickel, 
ARCHD. LIVERSIDGE, 

co. | 

Union Club, Sydney, 22nd June, 1874. | 
1 have examined the specimen of chrome iron submitted to me by Mr. J. J. Kelly, 

and find that it contains 32-11 per cent. of metallic chromium, or 46 80 per cent. of 
vhromiam sesquioxide. Also specimen of a brown serpentine accompanying 
the nickel ore, and find that it contains ‘78 per cent. (seventy-eight hundredths per 
cent.) of metailic nickel. 

Qualitative ananysis of the nickel ore and serpentine: Substances present are 
oxide of nickel, magnesium, silica, iron, aluminium, cacium. The nickel ore is a 
silicate of nickel and magnesiam, with certain impurities; and the serpentine is 
&3 impure silicate of magnesium, containing a small proportion of oxide of nickel. 

ARCHD, LIVERSIDGE. 

Peroxide of nickel, 5 per cent. ; per- | 

notice, and the balance—£60,000 in B shares, which, until Oct. 1, 1878, will not be 
entitled to any dividend till the A shares,in proportionn to the amount credited 
on them, shall have received 10 per cent. out of the annual profits, after providing 
|for the debenture interest, when the B shares are to take out of the remaining an- 
|nual profits to the extent of 10 per cent., after which the A and B shares will share 
equally any balance of annual profits. On and after Oet. 1, 1878, the A and B 
|shares will share equally in all annual profits, after providing for the debenture in- 
terest, in proportion to the amounts credited on the respective shares No part of 
the purchase money, either in shares or debentures, will be paid to the vendors 
until the property has been inspected and approved of by a mining engineer, se- 
lected and approved by the directors for that purpose. 

WORKINGS. 
The work done upon the mine up to the present time has been solely with a view 

of testing its value, and in every case most encouraging results have been and are 
still being obtained. Ore is now brought to bink at the lowest possible cost, and 
in large quantities, and by the end of November, 1875, it isestimated about 200 tons 
will be at bank. There are 18 miners now at work on the mine, bringing ore to 
bank, 

MACHINERY. 
In connection with the mine an extensive and complete plant will be erected, 

provided with all the latest improvements and appliances for the treatment of the 
ores, The rich chrome iron and copper found to exist in connection with these 
nickel lodes will receive careful treatment. 
The mines are but 12 miles (by a good macadamised road and by water) from 

Noumea, and Noumea itself is easy of access from Sydney, New South Wales, 
there being a fornightly mail steamer. Fuel is plentiful and cheap. The mine 
has been inspected by several mining authorities, who are unanimously of opinion 
that the property is one which will yield most valuable returns, if worked on the 
systematic and comprehensive scale proposed by the directors. 

WORKING CAPITAL. 
The whole of the subscribed c:pital—viz., £69,000, in 6010 “ A” shares —will con- 

stitute a working capital, of which it is only proposed to call up £30,000, an 
amonnt deeme 1 sufficient to provide for the cost of the machinery and plant, esti- 
mated at £10,000, and for opening up the mine on a comprehensive scale. 

ORES. 
Ores obtained from the mine can be seen at the offices of the company here, but 

it must be observed that these are purely surface ores. 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT. 
Memorandum of Agreement for the purchase of the property, dated 1st of October, 

ha edictemere | 

1875, and made between the vendors of the one part, and J. H. Irvine Cruik 
Esq. (on behalf of the company), of the other part, can be inspected at the om 
of the company. 

: APPLICATION FOR SHARES. 
Applications for the 6000 ‘‘A” or preference shares of £10 each, must be mad 

on the form enclosed, with a remittance of £2 per share to the bankers of the Pn 
pany. 

Forms of application, prospectuses, and planscan be obtained from 
the bankers, as also from the auditors, solicitors, engineer, secretaries 
and from any of the directors and trustees. : 

The upper part of this sheet to be left with the Bankers on 
payment of the deposit. 

THE PERCY AND KELLY NICKEL, COBALT, AND CHROME IRON 
MINING COMPANY (LIMITED), 

Mount d’Or, Noumea, New Caledonia. 

FORM OF APPLICATION FOR ALLOTMENT OF SHARES. 

To the directors of the Percy and Kelly N ee Sank, and Chrome Iron Mining” 
Company (Lim ). 

GENTLEMEN,—Having paid to your Bankers the sum of £ » I hereby re. 
quest that you will allot me A shares in the Percy and Kelly Nickel, Cobalt, 
and Chrome Iron Mining Company (Limited), and I hereby agree to accept such 
shares, or any less number that may be allotted to me, and to become a member 
of the company; and I authorise you to place my name on the Register of Mem. 
bers in respect of the shares allotted to me. 

Name (in full) 
Address 
Profession or Occupation 
Signature 

Dated this . day of. 1875. 
(Addition to be filled up if the Applicant wishes to pay up in full on allotment), 

I desire to avail myself of the privilege to pay up the above shares in full on 
allotment, thereby br may yd to a discount of £5 per cent., and my application 
to be especially considered in the terms of the Prospectus. 

Signature 

THE PEROY AND KELLY NICKEL, COBALT, AND CHROME IRON 
MINING COMPANY (LIMITED), 

Mount d’Or, Noumea, New Caledonia. 

Bankers’ RECEIPT FOR DEPOSIT OW ALLOTMENT OF SHARES. 
Received this day of » 1875, from on account of the 

directors of the Percy and Kelley Nickel, Cobalt, and Chrome Iron Mining Com. 
pany (Limited) thesumof£ _, being the deposit of £2 per share on application 
for A shares of £10 each in the above Ss 

For Messrs. MARTIN and CO., Bankers, 68, Lombard-street, B.0, 
B.nccccesesess erneesee 

Houal School of Wines, 
—_————— 

PROF, SMYTH’S LECTURES ON MINING—No., VY, 
[BY OUR SPECIAL REPORTER. 

In the last lecture I pointed out some of the conditions under 
which metallic minerals are concentrated in particular parts of the 
lodes, and showed how irregular these were. It has been for many 
years past the object of the miners to endeavour to make out some 
rule by which to be guided; to see whether, and if so in what man- 
ner, they are affected by the dip or cleavage, &c., of the rocks they 
intersect. In some cases it is quite clear that these produce no 
effect on the vein, but in others we meet with a curious parallelism, 
which is of a different kind; and this more particularly when we 
look at the passage of lodes through those rocks which are so dis- 
tinctly stratified that we may compare the condition of a lode in 
one set of beds from its condition in another and different set. In 
massive unstratified, and also in crystalline, rocks the matter is 
more difficult, and it is only here and there that we gain a sort of 
clue to them. I mentioned that the miners, as a general rule, be- 
lieve that there is much more probability of finding the vein run 
continuous in depth than to any considerable distance in a horizon- 
tal direction ; and in general if you have a shoot of ore at one level 
you may expect to find it continued at a lower level more or less 
vertically below. It is an interesting question as to how far the 
veins may be expected to hold good in depth; and what is the 
chance of the vein, or the orey part of it, being continued down- 
wards, There are now a number of mines carried to a depth of 
300fms., and some few considerably deeper; and, as a general con- 
clusion from the observations thus accumulated, especially in the 
districts of Cornwall, Devon, Saxony, and the Harz, we may say of 
metalliferous veins that you can scarcely point to a single instance 
in which the bottom of a true lode has ever been seen ; the workings 
have ceased from a number of other causes, and not from the fact 
that the end of the lode is reached. The deepest hole which has 
been bored into the crust of the earth is a coal mine at Gilly, near 

Charleroi, which has been sunk toa depth of 3411 ft.; the deepest 
mine open at present is at Przibram, in Bohemia, which reached 
the depth of 1000 metres (over 500 fms.) in September, on which 
occasion a grand festival was held. The Samson Mine, on the south 
side of the Harz, is 420fms.; the Tresavean Mine, in Cornwall, is 
350 fms.; two other mines in the same county—Fowey Consols and 
Doleoath—have attained about the same depth, the Dolcouth Mine 
being the only one of the three at present working. 

The first noticeable thing in the following down of these veins is 
that they vary considerably in size and productiveness., Conse- 
quently, when the working of the mine depends on individual en- 
terprise, or on a company, very frequently in coming to one of these 
unproductive parts the mine has been abandoned for a time; only, 
however, in many cases, if it has made a good name while it has 
been open, to be re-opened after a time, when perhaps labour is 
cheaper or machinery improved, by another person or company, 
Such, for example, was the case with the Samson Mine, which was 
closed about four years ago at an unproductive part, but very soon 
afterwards the discovery of another very rich deposit of argentifer- 
ous ores at some little distance below the limits of the former work- 
ings led to the workings being renewed. In old books veins were 
classed “ true veins” and “gash veins.” the latter being those which 
came to a wedge-shaped point below, which point was regarded as 
the termination of the lode, and under this idea many workings 
were abandoned at such points. I think that unless we meet with 
a change in the character of the rock which forms the sides of the 
vein it would be extremely difficult to point to any true instance 
of the veins being thus suddenly cut off. Of course, if the old idea 
were correct it would be injudicious to erect any considerable plant, 
or base any hopes on a long-continued workitig. There is a case of 
a vein on the flanks of the Mendip Hills which seemed to confirm 
that idea, It was opened 200 years ago for calamine and iron ore, 
and was said to come thus suddenly to an end; and I think there 
is in this case very fair evidence that it is so, On examining the 
nature of the district you find a surface of magnesian conglomerate, 
known as a material which not unfrequently yields iron ores, This 
rests upon a bed of carboniferous limestone, the conglomerate here 
being about 30 ft. or 40 ft. thick; the vein is continued through the 
conglomerate, but wedges off, and does not pass into the limestone 
except, perhaps, in the form of small strings. So that in this 
case the termination (or change) of the vein is coincident with a 
change in the rock in which it lies. The Tresavean Mine, men- 
tioned above, was opened as a copper vein—at a time when it was 
not believed that copper existed in the granite—and yielded large 
quantities of ore, then from the lower levels not being so good as 
the upper ones, or from the vein being pinched, the mine was aban- 
doned, although there was no appearance of the vein having been 
worked out. Of the Fowey Consols Mine, which I had an oppor- 
tunity of seeing just before it was closed, the same may be said, 
and, in fact, if the depth were much smaller the vein would be re- 
garded as a tolerably good one still. In these nips, squeezes, oF 
hitches, therefore, the experienced miner will recognise a character 
which may last for a few inches, feet, or even fathoms, yet where 

the country around the lode is not considerably changed, may never 
theless be but temporary, and to be overcome by patient and per- 
severing opening of the ground. 

And now I will say something of the varying character of the 

ground, or country. In North Wales, for instance, many years 4g0 
a very productive lode in greenstone, or diorite, was worked, but 

was abandoned, on the idea that this was a gash vein: subsequent 

renewal of the workings, some few years ago, proved that the vein 

did not really terminate there, but on coming down to a mass 0 

slaty rock it was found running through the rock as a number 0 
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smail strings. A similar character is very notorious of the veins of 
Derbyshire: these occur principally in the mountain limestone, 
and are comparatively regular; on following these veins down 
they come to a band of rock of more or less volcanic character 
—“toadstone” (so called from the German word fodt, meaning 
dead), and this toadstone was said to cut off those veins entirely ; 
but further researches have shown that the veins are carried for- 
werd through the toadstone, often obliquely, or, as miners say, they 
pre “squinted” in one direction. If the working is carried through 
the toadstone toa second bed of limestone the vein is found to open 
out again, and in some cases they have thus been traced to a third 
ped of limestone, Unfortunately there is no regularity as to the 
thickness of the toadstone, and many cases have occurred of the 
abi ndonment of the workings after sinking some considerable dis- 
teace into that rock without coming to its base. The same is the 
gase in Yorkshire, and to a certain extent in Flintshire. In the 
great district of the North of England, from 120 to 130 miles long, 
ou have phenomena very similar to those above described. The 

rocks in this district consist of alternations of beds of blue lime- 
stone, of yellowish grit or hazel, and of grey slatey beds, a kind of 
pualey clay. In passing through these rocks it will generally be 
found that the vein is richest in the limestone, in a less degree but 
still moderately productive in the gritstone, and then greatly im- 
poverished in the shale, and very often this is accompanied by a 
slip, so that the vein is pinched together, and represented, perhaps, 
oaly by a few strings of calc-spar, with mere specks of ore. These 
yeins will have to be carried downwards, and it will depend very 
much on where we take it as to whether we meet again with likely 
yocks. It is the well understood business of the miner in these dis- 
tricts to make himself a thorough geologist, so far as the character 
and the thickness of these different beds are concerned. Hence you 
will find the sections carefully drawn and retained, and if the man 
can identify one of these beds (since each has its local name), in a 
prook course, for example, or on the side of a hill, he will be able to 
form an opin‘on as to what beds and what veins he is likely to come 
intv contact with. One particular band of limestone has been very 
productive, and hence it is important that the miner should be able 
to recognise such band. The question whether underlying beds are 
productive is not settled either in Derbyshire or Yorkshire, but it is 
a question on which the future prospects of those districts will de- 
end. I might mention among these beds an extraordinary strati- 

fied mass, of great thickness, lying towards the bottom of the lime- 
stone, a basaltic mass called the great “ whin sill,” which the miners 
were generally afraid of encountering, on account of the impover- 
ishinent of the veins, or the difficulty with water, &c.; but two or 
three successful examples have shown that these fears are only pre- 
judices, founded on insufficient data. 

Fig. 5, 

A great complication is introduced where we have a dislocation 
accompanying the vein, as in Fig. 5. You may find the lode filled 
with douk, which is troublesome to get through, and to get rid of 
the difficulty of water, so as to clear the ground. In the figure H 
represents the hazel, or grit; L the limestone; and D the douk, or 
plate, or shale. Where we have limestone on either side of the vein 
it will be very productive, but in the douk it thins out. The im- 
portant question will be what is the amount of throw, and this can 
only be ascertained by an intimate knowledge of the rocks, 

Tt has been hoped by some industrious persons that careful an- 
slyses of the “ country” of the lodes would lead to practical conclu- 
sions, but up to the present I do not think any good results have 
flowed from this, partly from the following causes, that we shall 
find that the physical condition of the rocks has to be closely looked 
to, as well as their chemical composition. Thus, you may have two 
rocks both of which a geologist would call granite, yet one would 
be hard and angular, and the other softer, aad more or less decom- 
posed; the miners pronounce the angular one to be very unfavour- 
able, the one with an earthy character to be “kind” or favourable. 
And if we look at the evidence given I think there can be no ques- 
tion about it; there is a great deal in this argument of the import- 
ance of physical condition, not as applying to granite only, but also 
to many other classes of rocks. In Cornwall and Devon the miners 
are always very apprehensive when they approach a different kind 
of rock frem that in which they have been successfully working ; 
they fear that the vein may cease to yield, or yield in lesa propor- 
tion, and this is not without reason. Asa rule the tin ore is more 
especially found in the granite, and copper ore in the slate. If you 
look at this large map of Cornwall you will see that the whole of 
the mining districts are aggregated within a small belt of ground 
around these elevations of granite. The lodes will be found within 
a distance of from two to three milesfrom the edges of the granite, 
with the exception of a very few straggling mines which are but 
little productive; and these mines are nearly all of a totally dif- 
ferent kind from the genuine copper and tin mines, producing iron, 
or lead, or zinc ores, Asa general rule not many mines have been 
worked in the centre of the granite tracts, the chief aggregation is 
round the edges near the junction with the killas, The famous 
Comstock lode of North America has one wall of a dioritic rock, to 
which the name of propylite has been given, and the other wall is 
of a syenitic rock called andesite. The Mexican and Hungarian 
mines come near to this in point of character, and they consist 
frequently and in great proportion of dioritic rocks, in which, in- 
stead of bright lustrous crystallised particles, you find an earthy cha- 
tacter about them. This is quite analogous to the case of the 
tanites above mentioned, where, instead of the bright vitreous 
ustre of the felspar, it has an earthy appearance. A pamphlet was 
published some time ago by Capt. C. Thomas, of Dolcoath Mine, in 
which he insisted most particularly on the attention which ought to 
be given to these facts, especially in connection with ores of tin. 
Turning to the clay-slate rocks, the same holds to a great extent. 

If you have a strong, durable rock, very readily fissile, you are not 
likely in that to meet with anything ore-bearing, and as you ap- 
proximate to that so do you lose the probability of finding good ore, 
On the other hand, if you take a series of specimens of killas from 
different productive districts, you will find in = that they 
exhibit pale buff and grey tints, and have a sort of earthy character, 
very frequently with a little crystalline structure about them, which 
appears as you approach the granite. Where you see these charac- 
ters itis very often the case that you may find the speciality in the 
copper ores to be, if they occur at all, to yie'd red and black oxides 
and carbonates, whereas if you follow them into the darker killas 
the ore not unfrequently changes into the more common one—cop- 
per pyrites, or yellow copper ore. I will mention one other re- 
markable case in Norway, in the district of Kongsberg. The dis- 
trict there consists of hard metamorphicslates, while in a northand 
south direction run what are called “ fahlbands ”—a hard quartzose 
schist, with mica and hornblende. These bands have generally dis- 
seminated through them a quantity of sulphides, iron pyrites in the 
largest quantity, sometimes zinc-blende and others. The “fahl- 
bands” can be observed in walking across the country by their 
ochreous appearance, due to the decomposition of the iron pyrites. 
eins run across the country in an east and west direction, and these 

Veins, wherever they pass through the “ fahlband,” are argentiferous ; 
and, although of a width of not more than 5 or 6 in., have been fol- 
lowed down to a depth of 266 fms.; but whenever they are followed 
into the harder schist of the country they produce nothing. These 
éxamples might be greatly extended if it were necessary, but I think 
I have mentioned sufficient to show you the general character of 
their teaching ; and also we must bear in mind that the indications 
in different districts are not always conformable, 

IMPROVED ANNEALING Pot.—The invention of Mr. CHARLES 
WILtIaMs, of Car liff, c nsists in coustructing the a and stand of a combination 
of Wrought and c43t iro. in lieu of the usual mater al, and in disposing and shap- 

ing such combined material, so as to form the pot (by preference of a rounded ob- 
long form) with a combined arched and fluted top. ‘It further consists in slightly 
dividing with hoop iron, and parting or breaking each side of the stand-flange 
when in the mould. 

MINING AND STOCK EXCHANGE NEWS OF THE WEEK.3 

Messrs. F, W. MANSELL and Co, (Sworn Stock and Share Brokers ) 
Pinner’s Hall, Old Broad-street, write to us as follows:— 

ARGENTINE: St. JOHN DEL Rey (Gold).—Why the opinion that 
Piqué, one of the prominent mines of the Argentine Company, is 
destined to successfully rival Morro Velho, the mine of the St. John 
del Rey Company? True, Piqué, a conspicuous feature in the ex- 
tensive territory held by the Argentine Company, has been long 
known to the natives as “ Gwalilan ”—Land of Gold—because of its 
renown for the wonderful quantity of the precious metal it has ever 
yielded. Equally true is it that Piqué is marvellously rich in gold, 
and that one of the old mines—La Misnata—not many years since 
gave ores holding 96 ozs. of gold and 4923 ozs. of silver per ton. But 
Morro Velho, which had also been previously worked by natives for 
more than a century, has since 1830 given gold to the value of more 
than 3,000,000/., from an ore which up to 1870 had not exceeded 
about 4 oz. per ton, and is now returning a profit of 15,000/. per 
month from an ore yielding a trifle over 1 oz. of gold per ton; 15,0001. 
per month is equal to 180,000/. per annum, upon acapital of 253,000/, 
What, then, can be the reasons why Piqué is likely to closely fol- 
low in the unexampled remunerative career of Morro Velho? These 
are the reasons:—1, The formations are analogous. At Morro Velho 
the gold deposits are in clay-slate, which is most productive where 
traversed by a compact mixture of quartz and iron pyrites, disse- 
minated, more or less, regularly throughout its mass; these pyrites 
consist of arsenical, magnetic, and ordinary iron pyrites, carbonate 
of lime, dolomite, and brown spar are also found, and when the gul- 
phurets are absent gold is seldom present. At Piqué the deposits 
of gold are in a dark-coloured clay-slate, running parallel and dip- 
ping with the limestone; there are large upheavals of granite and 
elvan, but whether the latter forms regular courses there is not sufli- 
cient data yet to determine ; it is, however. certain that these elvan 
courses have a very favourable influence for productiveness, from 
the large amount of work done where they come in contact with 
the lodes.—2. The lodes are constitutionally similar. At Morro 
Velho the lode is well defined, though irregular in direction, dip, and 
dimensions; its inclination, or underlie, varies at different depths 
and different parts of its extent. The great metalliferous deposit, 
called the Cachoeira, Bahu, and Quebra Panella, is one continuous, 
very irregular, vein, varying in width from 7 to 70 ft., and at ‘one 
point reaching 100 ft. At Piqué the lode is very fluctuating in size, 
varying from a few feet to 60 feet in width; its general direction 
and dip are the same as the strata, north and south, dipping towards 
the west. At Morro Velho the most productive matrix for gold is 
in a mixture of quartz and pyrites, with varying quantities of slate; 
at Piqué the most productive matrix consists of auriferous gossan, 
pyrites, and quartz, interspersed in places with calcareous spar, 
barytes, manganese, silver-blende, iron, lead, and copper ores. At 
Morro Velho the gold obtained is usually alloyed with about 20 per 
per cent. of silver; at Piqué the gold obtained holds chlorides of 
silver, but with other combinations which render it extremely rich 
in metallic gold, and there are large deposits of arsenical iron pyrites 
holding gold in proportion of not less than 1 oz.per ton. The auri- 
ferous ores make in “shoots” and “swells” in the lodes, sometimes 
entirely detached, and sometimes joining each other. The “shoots” 
on the Piqué main lode all dip south. those in the northern section 
of the mine being flatter, and containing better gold and less silver 
than those in the southern section; the “shoots” of ore in the east 
and west lodes, so far as can be ascertained, dip east.—3, The work- 
ings assimilate. Morro Velho, before it became the property of the 
St. John del Rey Company, had been worked by the natives for more 
than a century, and chiefly by open cuttings; at Piqué, and some of 
the other mines of the Argentine Company, the workings carried on 
by the Spaniards and natives for 300 years extend for upwards of 
three quarters of a mile in length from the top of the mountains, 
where the lodes crop out to the base, a height of 60 fathoms, and 
more in places, the lodes being worked away on the different shoots 
of ore like a honeycomb, pillars being left to keep open the ground, 
and the auriferous pyrites ores left standing, probably from ignor- 
ance of their value. How much below the base of the mountains 
these workings are carried is not known at any place except the 
Piqué. Persons conversant with the history of the mine say that 
the workings have been carried down until prevented by water 
from going deeper, and that the “Captain section” is rich in the 
bottom, but was stopped in consequence of the coming together of 
the workings. From the Captain section to the North Mine and 
beyond, a distance of more than a mile, the bottom of the old work- 
ings is not to be seen at one single point, except at the Piqué, the 
remainder being more or less filled up with the debris of the old 
workers, Piqué, like several of the other mines, had the reputa- 
tion of being rich in the bottom; to test the truth of this the water 
was forked out, drivings extended, and holed to the bottom of the 
old workings, where the lode was found to be as rich as represented ; 
at a depth of 43 fms, from surface the lode dips west, underlying 
about t ft. per fathom, and is exposed fora horizontal length of 
14 fms, The commissioner has had parcels taken from the bottom 
(23 tons 8 ewts.) broken, weighed, sampled, assayed, and passed 
through the reduction works under his own personal supervision 
and inspection, and the results were 2 ozs. 8 dwts. 84 grs. gold and 
4 ozs. 18 dwts. silver per ton. Besides the three primary reasons 
above enumerated, upon which the opinion is based that Piqué (with 
the north mine and the Captain section) is destined to successfully 
vie with Morro Velho, there are others of equal importance, giving 
Piqué an incalculable advantage, These are—the richness of the 
veins, the economy in working, and the amount of capital upon 
which dividends will be paid.—l. Richness of the veins. Morro 
Velho ore now yields an average of a little over 1 0z.; Piqué over 
2 ozs. of gold per ton.—2. Economy in working. Morro Velho ore 
has to be raised from a depth of 300 fms.; Piqué a depth of only 
45 fms,—3. The capital. Morro Velho has to pay dividends upon a 
capital of 253,000/.; Piqué upon only 60,0007. Piqué has available 
at least 50,000 tons of ore that can be profitably taken away. Are 
these not the most convincing facts to support the opinion that 
Argentine and St. John del Rey will eventually be co-equal ? Such 
are our reasons for recommending Argentine shares. To quote the 
words of the special commissioner, ‘“‘The mines are no speculation, 
and require only to be put in thorough working order, and systema- 
tically laid out and energetically worked, to make them pay rich 
and lasting profits.” (7, 74.) 

HYDRAULIC GOLD MrniNG.—In our last notice it was pointed out 
that some persons have argued the Big Blue Lead never was a river, 
but that this theory was untenable. The Big Blue Lead has all the 
marks which a dead river should have. It has a long course and 
width nearly uniform—a course nearly straight, some bends with 
eddies on the inner side; a peculiar quartz unlike any found in the 
neighbouring ridges, or in the streams to the eastward, and bands 
of quartz which no place now known tous could have supplied, and 
which came probably from a distant northern region now covered 
with lava; water-worn gravel, which must have been carried far, 
flat stones pointing down stream as a current would place them; 
strata, of course, and fine gravel, which must have been deposited 
in a stream; uniform descent and grade; coarse particles of gold 
which could not have been distributed so evenly over a wide channel 
excepting ina strong current; immense quantities of gold which 
required ages to scatter through a deposit 300 ft. deep; drift-wood 
unmistakably water-worn ; trunks of trees with bodies up stream ; 
tributary brooks, and a number of other evidences which would 
require more space for the description and explanation than could 
be spared. To say that the Big Blue is not a dead river is equivalent 
to saying that the bones of the mastadon never belonged toa living 
animal, but were found under geological influences exclusively. If 
this were the only dead river in California the proof would be less 
conclusive, but there are a dozen others which are marked with 
similar general characteristics, save the gravel is finer, the pebbles 
in the upper strata being generally not larger than a pigeon’s egg, 
and have short courses or shallow deposits of gravel, and the quartz 

forms a much smaller percentage of the gravel. In some of the 
dead rivers a large proportion of the boulders and pebbles is of lava 
and basalt, as if the streams had been formed after the commence- 
ment of the volcanic era. But different as is the material of the gravel 
the fluvial origin of the deposits is similar and indubitable in all of 
them whem they are considered together. 

BuLuE Tent HyDRAULIC CoNSOLIDATED (Gold),—Shareholders 
in the various gold-washing companies will receive with satisfac- 
tion the announcement from all sources (including our own private 
advices) that the approaching water season looks flattering. It has 
been years since there was so much activity in the gold-washing dis- 
tricts, and it is a pleasing fact that the demand for water will be 
greater than ever before. This is especially encouraging to share- 
holders in Blue Tent. Professor Price (the manager of Blue Tent), 
under date Noy. 15, writes :—‘‘That he has prepared all the work 
necessary to commence operations on the South Yuba and Enterprise 
claims, and also that all necessary work has been prepared on the 
Blue Gravel claim.” This is one more claim that had been reckoned 
upon: 3000 in. of water will be used this season, which is by no 
means up to the capacity of the canal. Professor Price says:—*“ The 
company can congratulate itself agen having a complete property— 
a large and extensive gravel bed of undoubted value, an independent 
and free source of water, and good and capacious outlets.” These 
are the sole conditions necessary to establish a highly successful 
bydraulic mine. Professor Price further says—“ The company have 
afirst-class property.” The most moderate estimates confirm the state- 
ment that 15,000,000/, of value exists in the area of the Blue Tent pro- 
perty. A prudent estimate also fixes the return at 40,000/. to 45,0007, 
per annum ; the available flow of water is the practical limit to the 
average annual return. This description of property ought to at- 
tract the attention of careful and prudent investors, and the more so 
that it is not attractive to speculators, (4, 44.) 

RICHMOND CONSOLIDATED (Silver).—The run cabled this week of 
$50,000 may be accepted as an indication of an improved grade of 
ore. That no dividend has been declared since May naturally gives 
a semblance of probability to the absurd rumours so freely circu- 
lated by those who have more interest in depressing the market 
price of the shares than in the welfare of the mine, While fully ad- 
mitting great disappointment, prudence would dictate that share- 
holders should pause in forming a judgment until the balance-sheet 
shall be issued; this,uo doubt, will display a much more favourable 
state of affairs than interested detractors would lead us to believe, 
(73 to 8}.) 

EBERHARDT AND AURORA (SILVER).—We concluded our remarks 
last week with reference to this property as follows:—* If we felt 
ourselves justified in advising the purchase of these shares at 34, the 
general developments since made, and the encouraging prospects 
now presented, warrant us still more in drawing favourable atten- 
tion to the mines at the present time.” The information since 
cabled fully confirms our anticipations. The profit fora run of 36 
days amounts to 14,000/., against an expenditure of 6000/. During 
that period 1652 tons of ore were milled; the pulp assay, 24,7241, 
equal to 15/. per ton, and bullion p oduced (20,000/.) equal to 81 per 
cent. As we mentioned last week, the mine continues to improve, 
and a new body of milling ore has been struck, presenting consider- 
able promise. The satisfactory arrangement made at the debenture- 
holders’ meeting, on Tuesday, cannot fail to have a further improv- 
ing tendency upon tue market price of the shares, and at the same 
time freeing the available cash for dividend purposes, (8 to 84.) 

Stock EXCHANGE GENERAL MARKETS.—An important indirect 
result of the Suez Canal purchase has been a considerable advance in 
nearly all foreign Government securities. Egyptian stocks have 
already risen to a higher price than that at which they stood for 
some months before the Turkish collapse. During October, after the 
Turkish announcement, even the best foreign securities were freely 
sold, although there was an increasing difficulty in finding good se- 
curities into which to exchange. Socomplete has been the change 
that holders are now fearful of losing by selling too cheaply, as they 
were a month ago of holding the very same securities, This indis- 
criminate hopefulness is quite as unreasonable as the previous in- 
discriminate distrust. More than once during the recent panic did 
we express our confident opinion that the better class of foreign se- 
curities, which remain undiscredited, or whose Governments showed 
that their finances were satisfactory, must again come into favour; 
that such securities had not been favoured in the past by investors 
without good reasons, and that these reasons would again prevail 
when indiscriminate distrust had passed away. Nothing is more 
remarkable than the elasticity of the securities of the best Govern- 
ments after an interval of great depression, the latest illustration 
having been given by the recovery of France during the last few 
years. The depression is brief, and the recovery rapid. A vigorous 
national life, of which the Government is the representation, is the 
condition precedent of a perfectly sound Government security, while, 
of course, care must be taken as to the proportion of the debt of a 
country to its resources, 

WEST CHIVERTON MINE. 

The statement of accounts prepared for presentation at the general 
meeting of shareholders in West CHIVERTON MINE, on Thursday 
next, has been issued, and is of a decidedly encouraging character. 
The balance-sheet shows a profit of 2023/. 15s. for four months opera- 
tions, being an improvement on the previous four months; add to 
the above 382/, 7s. 7d. balance after payment of the last (7s. 6d.) di- 
vidend, makes the sum of 2406/. 2s. 7d. to be dealt with at the meet- 
ing on the 16th inst. A 10s. dividend will absorb 1500/., and leave 
9962, while 12s, 6d. per share will amount to 1875/., leaving a balance 
to carry to the next account of 531/., or 1507. more than last time. 
The merchants’ bills have been very heavy, but this, as the secretary 
(Mr. GRANVILLE SHARP) explains, is to be accounted for by not 
computing July supplies with July labour cost in the last balance- 
sheet, also the whole of the coal that has been delivered is charged, 
although not allconsumed. There is also an amount of 75/. incurred 
through having the books examined and an account made out for 
five years preceding Nov. 7, 1874, the date the present executive 
took office. 

Excellent prices bave been obtained for all the oressold—the first- 
class silver-lead ore has realised from 17/. 10s. to 187, 12s. 6d. per ton, 
and the seconds from 6). 3s. 6d., to 8/, 2s, 6d., one parcel of 44 tons 
of leavings being sold at 2/. 12s. 6d. The blende fetched equally 
good prices, the first class realising from 4/. 7s. 6d. to 6/. 13s.; the 
second class, from 2/. 1s, to 4/.1s.; and the lowest class, from 15s. to 
17,12s, The shareholders can fairly congratulate themselves that 
the actual profit for the last four months far exceed the most san- 
guine expectations. The mine has also so much improved, in conse- 
quence of the miner-like way operations have been carried on dur- 
ing the 12 months, that the manager recently stated it was worth 
fully 20,0007. more than when he was placed in charge on Nov. 7 last 
year, This, together with the improved price for blende, of which 
the mine is in a position to make increased returns, appears to jus- 
tify the opinion that the next four months will result even more 
favourably than the last. 

West Mary ANnN.—Some 12 months since operations were cont 
menced in the West Mary Ann sett, which runs parallel with the 
old Wheal Mary Ann, which was long and successfully worked, no 
less than 717, having been returned in dividends on each 8/. expended. 
As the setts almost join equally satisfactory results are anticipated 
from the new adventure, which is divided into 3000 shares, upon 
which 3s, 6d. has been paid. The mine is situated in the parish of 
Menheniot, most of the mines in which have proved highly remu- 
nerative. At the recent meeting the accounts showed a debit ba- 
lance, the mine being at present in process of development only, of 
24/, 13s, 2d., to cover which and provide for the further prosecution 
of the mine a call of 1s. per share was made, As the costsare under 
307, per month this would provide for over three months working. 
Owing to the death of a shareholder 215 shares were not included 
in the last call, but as these will be re-allotted at the full amount 
paid—3s, 6d,—if not at a small premium, only a temporary inconye- 
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nience is occasioned to the company. The agent’s report will be 
found in another column. 

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC BELL SIGNALLING APPARATUS, 

The signals given by electric bells have generally been brought 
into action by means of batteries, but Messrs. SIEMENS BROTHERS, 
of Queen Anne’s Gate, Westminster, state that that method has 
proved to give reasons for continual complaint on account of fre- 
quent interruptions, the batteries requiring so much attention and 
renewal from time to time. The result has been that, although elec- 
tric bell signalling has been considered to have much to recommend 
it, ithas not been generally adopted in the many branches where it 
would seem to be of great use. In a very large number of cases 
communication by bells is found to be a great convenience and as- 
sistance, and in the working of collieries for signalling up and down 
shafts, on self-acting inclines, &c., they are in very common use, and 
Messrs. Siemens Brothers contend that electricity has superior ad- 
vantages as compared with the usual system of wires and cranks, 
although in many cases batteries are objectionable. ‘ ; 

With a view to fulfil the requirements for reliable bell signalling 
bylelectricity between two distant points, Messrs. Siemens Brothers 
some years ago constructed a magneto-inductor in combination with 
& powerful alarum of two bells, each 4 in.in diameter. The inductor 
contains six permanent magnets, between which a Siemens’ armature 
is made to revolve by means of a handle, thus generating currents 
which act upon the bells. This system, they maintain, does away 
with the difficulties and shortcomings of bells worked by batteries, 
as the magneto-apparatus is of constant and unchangeable power, is 
portable and protected against damp, and is not so liable to be da- 
maged by rough handling as batteries are. By this arrangement 
the necessary provision for signalling both up and downa shaft can 
be made for little over 21/., and it is explained that to give a signal 
to the distant bell it is only required tu turn the handle of the in- 
ductor at the place from which the signal is sent. This inductor, 
including its own bells, can be either fixed to a wall or adjusted in 
a transport case, and does not occupy more than 11 by 6 by 12 in. 
Where it suffices to transmit a signal in one direction only the cost 
of making the communication will, of course, be reduced by one- 
half, as the alarum bells can be separated from the inductor and 
placed at the receiving point, while the inductor stands at the send- 
ing end. The instruments are very compact and ornamental in ap- 
pearance, and are so strongly made as not likely to get out of order. 

EXPLOSIVES FOR BLASTING IN MINES. 

The conclusive evidence that has been obtained that dynamite 
used as a blasting agent is more than thrice as strong as the best 
quality of ordinary blasting power exploded under the most favor- 
able conditions has led miners to give far more attention than hereto- 
fore to the question of explosives applicable to blasting. As the high 
quality of Curtis and Harvey’s blasting powder is known wherever 
mining operations are carried on, it will be well to take this as the 
standard for comparison, and to avoid fractions as far as possible, 
this standard powder may be assumed to possess 100 units of blast- 
ing force—10 grammes, then, of the powder isequal to the 100 units 
mentioned. The same firmalso manufacture what they term “ extra 
strong,” and carefully made ballistic experiments have proved that 
this, exploded with a detonator, is capable of developing 165 units 
of force. This appears to be about the best result that can be got 
with gunpowder, but as there are half-a-dozen other explosives 
which are claimed to be applicable to blasting purposes, it will be 
interesting to know their selative strength, so that their price in 
the market being known the economy of using one or the other 
can be readily ascertained. The fulminate of mercury possesses 
185 units of force, but is not applicable as a blasting agent. The 
other blasting explosives, if compressed guncotton and patent cotton 
gunpowder be excluded from the list, have all nitro-glycerine as one 
of their constituents, and frequently the other constituents seem to 
interfere with rather than assist the action of the nitro-glycerine. 

Taking what may be called the new explosives in the ascending 
order of their force, it is found that a mixture of eight parts mealed 
gunpowder, with two parts of nitro-glycerine, has a strength of 
295 units. Lithofraeteur, with 55 per cent. nitro-glycerine, and 
45 per cent. of other ingredients, is equal to 300 units. The patent 
cotton gunpowder developes 360 units of force. Dynamite and 
compressed guncotton each possess 415 units, A mixture of gun- 
cotton and nitro-glyeerine in equal weights has a strength of 483 
units. A mixture of 20 parts of nitro-glycerine with 80 parts of 
ammonium nitrate, and 64 parts of charooal, gave out a force of 
500 units ; and pure nitro-glycerine proved equal to 590 units, being 
thus very nearly six times as powerful as good blasting-powder. 
Now, as the price of the powder which developes 100 units of force 
is 5d. per Ib., it follows that if the units developed by other explo- 
sives be divided by 20 the quotient will give the number of pence 
which can be paid per pound for each, in order that the same amount 
of force may be obtained for the same price, Thus, the “ extra 
strong” has 165 units of strength, so that if it can be purchased at 
83d. per Ib., or less, there is greater economy in using it, and so on 
with the rest. i 

Dynamite appears to be the best of the new explosives, not only 
because it possesses great force, but also because its combustion 
is so instantaneous and complete, for, as Mr. Nobel has remarked, of 
two explosives the more powerful one may, for want of quickness 
of combustion, be the less efficacious for blasting, and it becomes a 
matter of considerable importance to possess a ready means of over- 
coming the drawback of the slow action. That problem has been 
solved by adopting a special mode of firing explosives, known as 
the detonating ignition. It consists in applying a strong local ex- 
plosion of a spark or flame, and it modifies in a remarkable degree 
the natural quickness of combustion exhibited by explosive sub- 
stances, It is especially in connection with nitro-glycerine that 
this mode of ignition has led to remarkable results, and it was to 
suit the peculiar nature of that substance that it was invented. 
Nitro-glycerine, indeed, without that special firing, though it is an 
explosive, is no blasting agent, a3 it cannot be applied with any 

degree of cortainly that it will go off. Not so when fired by a local 
explosion. It not only detonates without any confinement, but it 
affords an extraordinary facility for setting off substances which 

without its aid are absolutely inexplosive. 
With regard to the manner in which the detonator cap acts, Mr. 

Nobel admits that it is not easily explained, but mentions that 
some attribute it only to the heat produced by compression, some 
only to the heat of the gas given off by the fulminate of the cap, 
and others, again, to the dissociating power of a strong vibration. 
It is not, Mr. Nobel thinks, unlikely, at least in some instances, that 
all those influences are brought to bear on the explosion, but it 
would be very difficult indeed to compute the part contributed by 
each. There can be no doubt as to the dislocation of certain unsta- 
ble compounds of vibration alone, since the slight shock which sets 
off chloride and iodide of nitrogen, perchlorate of ethyl, &c., cannot 
possibly raise their temperature even locally to the degree at which 
they explode. Even in the case of nitro-glyeerme, which exhibits 
no such extreme sensitiveness, direct experiments have shown that 
very violent vibration can causeittoexplode. But if vibration alone 
suffices to set off nitro-glycerine, it is still less doubtful that heat 
alone will do it. Not only does it detonate when raised to the tem- 
perature at which its constituent elements dissociate, but a minute 
charge of gunpowder, so slightly confined that the gas which it 
produces has a very feeble tension, never fails to make it detonate. 
It suffices, indeed, to apply heat in any shape, so that it acts upon 

avery large surface of nitro-glycerine, for then the gas evolved can 

no longer escape as quickly as it is produced, and the pressure, ac- 
cumulating with immense rapidity, brings on theexplosion. Nitro- 
glycerine preparations and guncotton cannot be brought to detonate 
by such means, but go off easily under the influence of a sharp local 
explosion, such as produced by a fulminate, Two opposite tenden- 
cies are here at work, one to set off the explosive, acting on it by 
heat, vibration, or whatever causeit may be, and the other to throw 
it away by the propelling impulse due to the expanding gas. Both 
must be extremely quick in operating, and it is, therefore, easy to 

see how a slight, apparently insignificant, difference may turn the 
scale, and cause an explosion or missfire, For instance, in grinding 
chlorate of potassium and sulphur with care in a mortar, a series of 
small detonations take place, which do not spread, but a somewhat 
stronger blow or friction will set off the whole. Evidently in one 
case the propelling power is preponderant over the igniting ten- 
dency, in the other it is not. Even the quickest substance requires 
time to get heated, and unless the velocity implanted allows that 
time combustion cannot take place. 

With reasonable care there appears to be no real danger in using 
either dynamite, compressed guncotton, patent cotton gunpowder, 
lithofracteur, or similar explosives, and where time isan object and 
there are facilities for deep boring, the rock being of more than or- 
dinary hardness, the advantage of using them cannot be questioned, 
-but opinions still differ as to the desirability of very strong explo- 
sives in weak rock, the very common view being thatin those cases 
much of the a is lost. The grounds for such asupposition may, 
however, well be questioned, the reason of the apparent loss pro- 
bably being that the miners are disinclined to use so small a charge 
as is sufficient. But, considering the units of force above mentioned, 
this difficulty may readily be overcome. Dynamite being rather 
more than four times as strong as ordinary powder, or as 415 is to 
100, it follows that whenever a 4-lb. cartridge of ordinary blasting- 
powder would be used 2 ozs, of dynamite will be slightly more than 
sufficient, so that more than that quantity should on no account be 
used. The same calculation would apply for other explosives, and 
if it were generally made the result would be that all the explosives 
worthy of a place in the market would acquire their proper position. 

bE  _______} 

THE SCOTCH MINING SHARE MARKET—WEEKLY 
REPORT AND LIST OF PRICES. 

During the past week there has been an improvement in the 
amount of business trensacted, under the influence of which prices 
have generally improved. In shares of iron and coal concerns the 
only adverse movement is a fall of 2 in Nant-y-Glo and Blaina pre- 
ferred shares, owing to the desponding state of affairs at the meet- 
ing. The following have each improved to the extent noted :—Ben- 
har, $; Benhar new, 4. Bolckow, Vaughan Ashares,4; Ebbw Vale, 
%; Monkland preference, { ; Omoa and Cleland, ls. ; and Scottish Australian, 3s. 
Chapel House is lower, at 34% to 3%. Whitehaven Iron, 3%, sellers. In shares of 
copper concerns there have been large dealings, the only adverse movement is a 
fall of 4s. on Huntington, owing to the report (given elsewhere) issued by thecom. 
mittee of investigation. Cape (36%) is %; Panulcillo (1 to 1%), %; and Russia 
(3% to 3%), 4%; all higher. Tharsis (21) is 144 higher for the week, though it at 
one time touched 2244, on various rumours, but chiefly owing to “bears” closing; 
Tharsis new shares have also improved 1. In home undertakings prices are :— 
Drakewalls lower, at %, sellers. East Caradon, 1%, buyers. East Wheal Gren- 
ville, 1s, 3d., sellers. Great Laxey, 15 to16. Gunnislake (Clitters), 57s., sellers. 
Hingston Down, % tol. Killifreth, 34, sellers. Marke Valley, 3%, sellers. Pen- 
struathal, 8s. to 9s. Prince of Wales, 4%, sellers. South Roskear, fully 4 lower, at 
1%, sellers, Tyliwyd, 1%, sellers. West Esgair Lie, 1, sellers. West Maria, %, 
sellers. Wheal Kitty (St. Agnes), 234, buyers. In shares of gold and silver mines, 
Richmonds have fallen %. Argentine is again higher, quoted 7% to 73%. Colorado 
Terrible Lode, 24% to 24%. Don Pedro North del Rey, % to %. Frontino and 
Bolivia, 36s. 3d., sellers. Mammoth Copperopolis of Utah, %, buyers. New 
Pacific, 4%, sellers. Rica,2s.6d.to4s. Sauta Barbara (late Pari), 18s. 3d. to 20s. 9d. 
South Aurora, 4%, buyers. Tecoma, ¥%, buyers. No change in oil shares. Up- 
halls in request. In miscellaneous little doing. Scottish Wagon (all paid), % 
lower. Phospho Guano B is likewise easier, at 2%, sellers, though at one time in 
demand at 24%. A detailed list of the several days business follows :— 
On THuRsDAY last a moderate business was done. Argentine, 7 to 714. Benhar, 

10% to 10%. Chapel House, 3%, sellers. Frontino and Bolivia, 134, buyers. 
Gunnislake (Clitters), 234 to 3. Hingston Down, 22s., sellers. Marke Valley, 3 
to3%. Monkland 7 per cent. guaranteed preference done at5%. Nant-y-Glo 
and Blaina (preferred) done at 32, closing 30 to 32. Omoa and Cleland done at 
54s. Richmonds done at 85 and 8%, closing 84% to 8%. South Roskear, 5%, 
sellers. Tecoma, 4, buyers. Tharsis opened at 1954, then done at 1914, advanced 
to 20, afterwards done at 19% and 19%, closing 19% to 20; new shares, 13% to 
1344. Young's Paraffin done at 734, closing 7 5-16ths to 7 7-16ths. West Maria, 
% to %. Scottish Wagon (all paid) done at 1034. 
On Fripay a large business wasdone. Benhar, 10% to 10%: new shares done 

iat 5%. Drake Walls lower at %, sellers. Gunnislake (Clitters) 55s. to 58s. Hunt- 
ngdon higher at 1% to1%. Monkland (ordinary) 45s. 6d. to 48s. 6d. Richmonds 
done at 8%, 834, and 8%, closing 87-16ths to81%4. Russia Copper, 3 to 3%. 
Scottish Australian, 114 to 1344. South Roskear, 1%, sellers. Tharsis were largely 
dealt in, opening at 197, the price steadily advanced to 22, closing 22 to 224 ; new 
shares also higher, being done from 14¥ to 15, closing 15 to 154%. West Maria, 
% to %. Young's Paraffin done at 734, closing 7 5-16ths to 7 7 léths. 
Oa SATURDAY a good business was again done. Argentine, 7, buyers. Benhar, 

101% to 103%. Colorado Terrible Lode, 2% to 2%. Chillington Iron, 4% to 5%. 
Frontino and Bolivia, 17%, buyers. Gunnislake (Clitters) 24 to 2%. Huntington, 
14 to 134._ Monkland (ordinary) done at 483. Panucillo, 1 to14%. Penstruthal, 
8s. to93. Richmonds done at 8% and 8%, closing 8% to 8%. South Roskear, 
1%, sellers. Tecoma, %, buyers. Tharsis again largely dealt in, opened at 22%, 
advanced to 2214, fell to 22, recovered to 22%, again fell to 21%, rallied to 224, 
and closed 224 to 224%; new shares done at 14% and 15, closing 15 to 15Y. 
Whitehaven Iron, 3%, seilers. Young's Parraffin, 74% to 7%. 
On Monpay less business was done. Argentine, 7,buyers. Benhar shares done 

at 10% and 107%, closing at these prices. East Caradon, 15%, buyers. Frontino 
and Bolivia, 17g, sellers. Gunnisiake (Clitters), 27%, sellers. Marke Valley, 3%, 
buyers. Monkland (ordinary), 48s. to 50s.; New Rosario, 3%, sellers; Phospho- 
Guano, B, 24%, buyers. Richmond shares done at 8¥, closing 84% to 834. Scottish 
Australian, 13g to 154. Tharsis shares opened at 224, and after being done at 22% 
fell to 2176, closing 22 13-16ths to 2115-16ths; new shares done at 14%, closing 1434 
to 15. Uphall Oil shares atout 5. Wheal Kitty (St. Agnes), 234, buyers. White- 
haven Iron, 3%, sellers. Young’s Paraffin, 7% to 714. Scottish Wagon shares 
lower, at 10% io 10%. 
On Turspay the market was quiet. Argentine, 74% to 7%. Benhar shares done 

at 11, closing 11 to 114%; new shares done at 5%, closing 103s. 6d. to 103s. 9d. 
Chapel House, 34% to 3%; Drake Walls, %, sellers. Frontino and Bolivia, 36s. 3d., 
sellers; Gunnislake (Clitters), 563. to 58s. Huntington shares done at 26s. Lon- 
don and Glasgow Engineering shares done at 21. Marke Valley, 3%, sellers. 
Mammoth Capperopolis of Utah. 4% buyers. Monkland (ordinary) shares done at 
49s. 6d. and 50s., closing 49s. to 61s. Omoa and Cleland, 2% to3. Richmond 
shares done at 834 and 8¥, closing 834 to 8%. Russia Copper, 3% to3. Santa 
Borbara (late Pari) shares higher, at 18s. 34. to 20s. 9d. Tyllwyd, 1%, sellers. 
Tharsis shares done from 21% to 214%, and then from 21% to 21 3 16ths, elosing 
21% to 21% ; uew shares done at 144%. West Esgair Lle, 1, sellers. Whitehaven 
Iron, 3%, sellers. Young’s Paraffin, 7% to 7%. Scottish Wagon (all-paid), 10% 
to 10%. 

HUNTINGTON COPPER AND SULPHUR CoMPANY (Limited),—The 
report of the committee of investigation appointed by the share- 
holders of this company to examine its affairs has been issued. © Ac- 
companying it are three appendices, the engineer’s, and the account- 
ant’s reports. Appendix No.1 is a statement of the six months’ 
working from January to June, 1875. It shows the cost per month, 
embracing all charges against the ore from the time it is lifted at 
the mine till it is delivered in the form of precipitate to the purchaser in this 
country under the heads of (a) works’ cost, (b) raw ore, and (c) carriage, freight, 
&c., the rate per unit, the quantity of copper produced, the price realised, the 
amount thereof, and the balance of profit or loss, which thus brought out is a loss 
for the six months of 1284/. Appendix No. 2 is an abstract of monthly return cost 
from January to June, 1875, under 15 different heads, with the cost per unit of 
copper under each of them. Appendix No.3 isa comparison of Capt. Rodda’s 
estimate (as given the last annual report) ,with the actual results of the six months’ 
working from January to June, 1575, showing that Capt. Rodda had made a mis- 
take of no less than 3s. 1134d. per unit in the calculations by which he arrived at 
the favourable e-t'mates then held out to the shareholders. ‘The engineer's report 
is by Mr. E. Gaujot, of Montreal, a gentleman of reputation in copper mining ; its 
length, however, precludes more than a few extracts being made from it here. He 
says—‘‘I do not think the mine has ever paid, but could be worked to pay if 
brought to a capacity of 15,000 tons at least per annum, and by utilising all the 
minerals, copper, sulphur, &c. The property was never such as to warrant any, or 
all, of the statements given in the prospectus. There isan old burrow of some 5000 
tons of called 11% per cent. ore, which is valueless, as it would cost more for labour 
for picking it over than it is worth (it may here be stated that the committee of 
investigation in their report called especial attention to this paragraph, as they 
have reason to believe that this is the identical heap referred to in the prospectus 
as an important asset, — about 900 tons of pure copper). It would take 
another expenditure of $100,000 for rebuilding of extraction works, opening the 
mine, sinking, exploring, and for machinery, dwellings, &c., before you could 
bring the mine te a fair production, —- the und would hold. out, and 
our extracting works in use again. stimating the mineral property worth 
25,0001. sterling, and as it would cost $100,000, or 20,000/. sterling, to bring them to 
a capacity referred to above, you have a capital of 45,000/. or 50,000/. sterling, 
upon which I think a dividend could be made if the product could be brought up 
to 20,000 tons annually.” 
The uccountant’s report is a careful and exhaustive document, showing how fal- 

lacious have been the statements made in the prospectus, and how disastrous the 
results which have hitherto attended the operations of the company. The results 
of it, briefly summarised, are :—(1), ore passed through the extracting process has 
yielded an average of a fraction over 4 per cent. of pure copper; (2), position of the 
company on April 30, 1875, worse than shown in the balance-sheet by 7603/.; and 
(3), during the six months from Jan. 1 te June 30 of the current year, the cost of 
mining the ore, converting same into precipitate, aud transporting to this cou ntry, 
has averaged 17s. 934d. per unit of copper; while the price obtained for same has 
been 16s. 244d, 

The following extracts may be made from the committee’s own address to the 
shareholders :—“‘ The loss, as above shown on the working, has been caused chiefly 
by the extracting works, the mine having been proved to contain quantities of 
copper ore, which can be raised under ordinary circumstances at $1°50 per unit, or 
(say) 24s. per ton of 4 per cent. ore, and the committee have reason to believe this 
cost could be considerably reduced. The loss sustained in the extracting works has 
been caused mainly by the difficulty in manipulating the ores by the wet process, 
owing to their hardness and the small percentage of sulphur they contain, which 
loss, no doubt, has been enhanced by the unsuitable site on which the works were 
erected, the defective construction of the works themselves, and mismanagement. 
It is a question of the gravest t forthe ideration of the shareholders and 

es 

the future board whether these works should be reconstructed. Other pi 
may be found suitable to this class of ore; and as nothing can be done duri 
winter, it would, perhaps, be as well to delay coming to any definite 
prescnt.” The committee then detail some particulars in reference to the form 
tion of the company, which is very disparaging to the directors, especially bo 
Bain, the Chairman. Mr. William Henderson has throughout ignored the co > 
mittee args but in reply to an application to him from the law agents of thy 

committee, his London solicitor wrote them that he never received any promoti 6 
money whatever, and calls attention to the following statement in the prospectus 
“It is proposed to utilise the whole of the sulphur contained in the poorer dies 

treated at the mine, and for this purpose to make arrangements with Mr. la 
son and his partners to adopt the most improved processes, when fully developed. 
at Irvine, which will very much increase the profits of the company,” and assert 
that for the advantage thus accorded by Mr. Henderson tothe company, and fro 
the benefits the eqn would derive from his technical skill and experienn 
(which have been unceasingly devoted to the company—quite distinct from the 
duties of a director—at great inconvenience, with very considerable loss of r Toong 
and without any other remuneration) the vendors paid him 10,000/. The law agents 
of the committee of investigation, in their reply to the letter, point out that th 
clause in the original prospectus, to which Mr. Henderson’s solicitors attach S 
much importance, merely relates to a possibie future arrangement with Mr. Hen. 
derson and his partners, which was neverenteredinto. The committee do not find 
any evidence that Mr. Henderson has unceasingly devoted to the com ny his 
technical skill and experience, and certainly the company has not deriv. benefit 
from them. They repeated their demand for the 10,000/., and interest thereon 
but no further communication having been received from Mr. Henderson or his 
solicitors, the directors, on the recommendation of the committee, have re uested 
the law agents to take legal proceedings in the matter. The committee, in con. 
cluding their report, say—“‘ It is perfectly evident that even after making eve; 
allowance for the inflated values of 1872, the ‘property of the company was never 
worth aes like the sum paid for it. Had the original directors taken any or- 
dinary precautions at the proper time this would have been abundantly evident to 
them, and much money would thereby have been saved to the shareholders, Whe. 
ther any and what procedure should be adopted against any or all of the Parties 
connected with the formation of the company the committee leave for the con- 
sideration of the shareholders themselves.” Not the least interesting statement in 
the committee’s report is the one that the public applications for the company’s 
capital of 200,000/. amounted to no less than nearly two millions sterling, or ten 
times the requisite amount. 

On WEDNESDAY a good business was done. Benhar, 11%, buyers; new shares 
done at 104s. and 105s. Bolckow Vaughan, “A,” 47 to 4714. Cape Copper remain 
at 361%; an interim dividend of 20s. per share has been declared. Don Pedro 
North Del Rey, % to 4%. Ebbw Vale, 133 to 14. Frontino and Bolivia, 36s. 3d, 
sellers. Gunnislake (Clitters), 57s., sellers. Huntington opened lower at 20s., on 
the report being received unfavourably ; but were afterwards done at 29s. 9d. and 
21s., closing 21s. to 22s. London and Glasgow Engineering, &c., done at 21, 
Monkland (ordinary), 488. to 50s. Nant-y-Glo Blaina (preferred) remain about 30; 
the Chairman at the meeting to-day did not refer to the Chancery suit in which 
the company is interested ; he said the question now facing them was whether 
they should take unremunerative orders, or close up the works ; and the board un. 
hesitatingly adopted the former course, so long as they were able to have the 
alternative. In_ 1873, they raised 396,000 tons of coal; in 1874, 435,000; and in 
1875, 560,000. Omoa and Cleland done at 55s., closing 55s. to 56s. Phospho. 
Guano, “B,” lower at 2%, sellers. Richmonds done at 8%, closing 8% to 8y, 
This week’s cablegram says :—‘‘ Week’s run, $50,000; sunk 30 ft. in good ore; 
mine looking well.” South Aurora, 4, buyers. ‘I‘harsis opened at 22%, but de. 
clined to 20%, after this business was done at 21%, but the market was again flat, 
down to 2054; at the close a recovery took place to 20%, closing 20% to 21; new 
shares done at 14 and 13%, closing 14 to 14%. Young's Paraffin done at 734 and 
108s. Scottish Wagon done at 10%. : 

The following are this week’s prices of some stocks, shares, &c,, 
occasionally dealt in on this market, but not quoted (with few ex. 
ceptions) on any of the Scotch Stock Exchanges:—lIron, Steel, and 
Coal Companies: Andrew Knowles and Sons, 24 to 24}; Bolckow, 
Vaughan, & Co, “B,” 42 to424; Britannia Ironworks,10; Cardiff and 
Swansea Steam Coal, 2} to 23; Chapel House Colliery, 3} to 3}; 
Consett Iron Ore, 20% ; Gauley Kanawha Coal, 5, sellers; Great Western Colliery, 
12 to12% ; Gellydeg Colliery pref., 9, sellers ; Ifton Rhyn Colliery, 14 to1; Lehigh 
and Wilkes Barre 6 per cent. first mortgage, guaranteed by Central Railroad of 
New Jersey (U.8.), 92 to 94; Llynvi, Tondu, and Ogmore Coal and Iron, 23% to 
24%; Llynvi Valley Colliery, pref., 9, sellers; Mersey Steel and Iron, 4% to 5; 
Mwyndy Iron Ore, 2; Newport Abercarn Colliery, 4 to 5; North Lonsdale Iron 
and Steel, 6 to 5 dis. ; Powell's Llantwit Colliery, % to 1%; Scottish Australian 
new shares, 4% to 34: Ulverstone Mining, 10% to 11; West Cumberland Iron and 
Steel, 114% to 13144; Whitehaven Iron, 3% sellers.—Copper, Lead, Tin, &c., Co.’s: 
Bedford United, 1 tol; Bensberg Lead, 3% to 4; Bowden Hill Manganese, %, 
sellers ; Cook’s Kitchen, 6 to 6% ; Copiapo Mining, 334 ; Denbigh Consols, 2, sellers; 
Dolcoath, 40 to 42; Drake Walls, 7%, sellers; East Caradon, 14 to 2; East Wheal 
Grenville, 1s. 6d., sellers; Elgar, 1, sellers; Great Laxey, 15 to 16; Great West 
Van, ¥% to 4%; Gunnislake (Clitters), 244 to 3; Hingston Down, % to 1; Killl- 
freth, 4% ; Old Talargoch Lead preference, 10, sellers; Marke Valley, 3%, sellers; 
New Consols, 1%, se:lers; New Pembroke, %, sellers; New Quebrada, 4; North 
Hendre Lead, 3 to 4; Pary’s Mountain, % to %; Penstruth), 8s. to 9s.; Prince 
of Wales, %; Plynlimmon Lead, 4%; Rio Tinto, 61%; Snowbrook, 5, sellers; 
South Condurrow, 5% to6; South Roskear, 1%, sellers; Van, 28 to 29; West 
Basset, 4% to 5%; West Esgair_Lle, 1, sellers; West Maria and Fortescue, 8s., 
sellers; West Poldice, 16; West Wheal Frances, 8% to 914; Wheal Basset, 8 to 
10; Wheal Kitty (St. Agnes), 234, buyers; Wheal Mary Hutchings, %; Yorke Pe- 
ninsula 15 per cent. guaranteed preference, 54 to % ; Yorkshire Mining, 3-16ths to 
¥%.—Gold and Silver Companies: Almada and Tirito, % to 4; Argentine, 7X to 
7%: Australasian Mines Investment, % to 34; Basye Consols Silver, 5, sellers; 
Battle Mountain, 1 to 114; Cedar Creek, % to 1; Chontales, % to %; Colorado 
Terrible Lode, 2to2% ; Don Pedro North del Rey, %to%; Eberhardt and Aurora, 
71% to7%; Exchequer, % tol%; Frontinoand Bolivia, 36s. 3d., sellers; I.X.L.,3; 
Gold Run, 18s., sellers; Javali, 4% to 4%; Malpaso, %; New Pacific, 4%; New 
Zealand Kapanga, % tol; Pestarena United, %; Port Phillip and Colonial, % to %: 
Rica, 2s. 6d. to 4s.; Sta. Barbara (late Pari), 18s 3d to 20s 9d; So. Aurora, Y% ; Sweet- 
land Creek, 24 to3; Tecoma, ¥%, buyers; Thornhill Reef, 4%; U. Mexican, 2% to3¥; 
Welsh “‘The,” Gold, 4% ; Winter's Freehold, 3%, sellers. — Miscellaneous Companies: 
Aberdeen Lime, 7%; Bede Metal and Chemical, 3% dis.: British Agricultural 
Association, 2, sellers ; ditto 7 per cent. preference, 5, sellers ; Conglog Slate and 
Slab, 10, sellers; General Sewage and Manure, 4 to 5; Langdale’s Chemical 
Manure, 55%, sellers; Lawe’s Chemical, 7% to 7%; ditto 7 per cent. preference, 
10, sellers; Native Guano, 3; Newcastle Chemical, 3% dis. ; North Cornwall 
Kaolin, 3%, sellers; Phospho-Guano A, 7; ditto B, 2% sellers; Thames Chemical, 
5, sellers. J. GRANT MACLEAN, Stock and Share Broker. 

Post Office Buildings, Stirling, Dec. 9. 
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HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT AND PILLS—COLDS, COUGHS, SHORTNESS 
OF BREATH.—These corrective remedies are infallible for these pectoral com- 
plaints, which neglected often end in asthma, bronchitis, or consumption. The 
Ointment well rnbbed upon the back and chest, penetrating the skin, is carried 
directly to the lungs, whence it expels all impurities. All the blood in the body 
constantly passes through the lungs, and there all noxious particles tending to pro- 
duce disease can be quickly, thoroughly, and permanently neutralised, rend 
harmless, or ejected from the system. In influenza and all chest complaints 
early curative measures are imperiously demanded ; one day’s delay may causes 
protracted illness, one week’s neglect may consign the diseased to destruction. 

_—4 

LEAD ORES. 
Date. Mines. Tons. Price per ton. Purchasers. 

Dec. 2—Great Laxey .. 50 ... ; ae © cscs Nevill, Druce, and Co, 
_ ditto 6s DB csscs Burry Port Company. 
$—Glan Clwyd. .. os vorcescee © veccee Adam Eyton. 
6—South Darren............ © sennes Nevill, Druce, and Oo. 
9—Talargoch— 

eae... eacves : soeees Walker, Parker, and Oo. 
itto oe oo BONG ccccee 1B BG ccevee _ 

Coetia Llys ..... © .senvee Walker, Parker, and Co. 
—North Hendre..... _ eee = 
—Prince Patrick ......... 5 6 ...... Adam Eyton. 
—Halkyn Deep Level ... B sesoss Walker, Parker, and Co. 
—Rhosesmor ..........+000 1 6 — 
—Roman Gravels .. 0 . Nevill, Druce, and Oo. 
— ditto ee 0 ° ditto 
_— ditto 0 . Panther Lead Company. 
- GOS snicccese © reece. Burry Port Company. 

Date. Mines. Tons. Price per ton. Purchasers. 
Dec, 6—Talargoch ......... .+.00++. 220 ....eeeee £512 0...... Bagillt Smelting Co. 

BLACK TIN. 
Date. Mines. Tons c. q. lb. Price perton. Amount, Purchaser. 
Nov. 25—Pedn-an-drea ... 1510 0 8... — * sed -_ 
Dec, 4— ditto 910 116... = — ...Charlestow2- 

COPPER ORES. 
Date. Mine. Tons. Price per ton. Purchaser. 

Dec. 6—South Darren............ 18 ..00... £318 O ..140 Nevill, Druce, and Oo. 

RICKARD AND GLEDHILL. 
MINING ENGINEERS AND ASSAYERS, 

3, BLOMFIELD STREET, LONDON WALL, E.C., 

BRYDON AND DAVIDSON, 
ENGINEERS, 

WHITEHAVEN. 
IRON AND BRASS FOUNDERS. 

MAKERS of all kinds of BOILERS; PUMPING, WINDING, and HAULING 

ENGINES, and MINING MACHINERY generally. 

AIR COMPRESSORS, CRANES, ones WINCHES, MORTAR MILLS, PUMP 
PES, &c. 

aemaren Ath EON RS 
ULPHATE OF BARYTES FOR SALE.— 
Fine powdered, beautifully white; also in the Rock or Crude State, free 

from Lime and Metallic Oxide. 
Samples on application to— 

RUTHWAITE BARYTES MINING COMPANY, 
Noy, 17, 1875, WHITEHAVEN. 
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Meetings of Public Companies. 
a 

pONTGIBAUD SILVER-LEAD MINING AND SMELTING CO, 

The annual general meeting of shareholders was held in Paris on 
Nov. 30, when the reports and accounts for the year ending June 30 
were received and approved. The profits for the twelve months 
had amounted to 32,047/. After deducting from this amount the 
gums written off plant and the royalties, &c., the net profit for the 
ear was 24,462/., or about 1240/. more than the preceding year. On 

the proposition of the Conseil d’Administration, it was decided to 
write off the sum of 4800/., or nearly the total of the sum standing 
to the debit of the account for trials at the new concessions, after 
which, and providing for the share of the profits due to the Conseil, 
there remained 18,439/. Adding to this the amount at credit of 
rofit and loss from last year, the total balance was 18,803/. The 

dividend for the year 1874-75 was fixed at 45f. per share, absorbing 
18,0002. The sum of 15f. on account of this dividend was paid in 
June last, and the balance of 30f. (or 1/. 3s, 2d. per share) is now 
incourse of payment. The report of Messrs. Taylor, the engineers- 
in-chief of the company, stated the satisfactory fact that the dis- 
coveries of ore during the year rather exceeded the quantity raised. 

THE EMMA MINE COMPANY.—An adjourned meeting was held, on Wed- 
yesday, in the Cannon-street Hotel; Mr. M’Dougal inthe chair. There were very 
few persons present. —The Chairman said the present board of directors knew nothin 
of the affairs of the company, and they had been unable to come to any sort o 
ynowledge of the business. Only last night he received a letter from the late soli- 
citor of the company, Mr. Turner, showing some connection between him and Mr. 
Albert Grant, and the proposal of the board now was that the meeting should be 
adjourned until Jan. 7.—A shareholder asked if the old directors held the shares, 
or had they sold them.—The Chairman said one of the old directors, Mr. Hamond, 
M.P., had transferred his shares for a consideration of 5 per cent. to Mr. R. 
Taylor. They had written to Mr. Hamond for an explanation. Mr. Hamond did 
not, apparently, consider it necessary to explain at present.—The meeting wasad- 
journed to Jan. 7. 

WHEAL RUSSEL MINE.—At the four-monthly meeting, held at Tavistock, 
Mr. F. W. Heading presided. The accounts for the 16 weeks to Sept. 3, showed 
that 374 tons of copper ore had realised 1235/. 9s. 5d.; and the expenditure for 
janour amounted to 879/. 03. 10d.; merchants’ bills, 132/, 18s. 9d.; lord’s dues, 

hl. 78. 9d. ;. balance from last account, 50/. 4s. 9d.; leaving a balance of 97/. 17s. 4d. 
in favour of the adventurers, and a profit of 148/. 2s, 1d. on the four months’ work- 
ing. Captain Bray’s report on the present state of the mine was considered 

isfactory. : 
——— | For remainder of Meetings see to-day’sSupplement.]j 

FOREIGN MINES. 

sT. JOHN DEL REY.—Telegram, dated Rio de Janeiro, Dec. 3: Produce ten 
days, second division of November, 18,500 oits.7168/. Yield, 8-9 oits. per ton. 

SON PEDRO.—Telegram, Dec. 9: The produce for the month of November 

amounts to 4350 oits., and that there is still a deficiency of surface water retarding 

tee from mine captains, Nov. 9: The water is still in fork at the bottom of 

the mine, bus there is not surfice water sufficient to commence sinking. All works 
in the mine going on as usual. On the 6th inst. we changed one of the iron rods 

atsurface. Pumping-wheel idle a quarter of an hour in consequence. Water 

drawn from the mine still amounts to 20°57 cubic feet per minute. From our ex- 
jorations in the mine no auriferous samples have yet been taken. 
PRICHMOND CONSOLIDATED.—Cablegram from the mine at Eureka, Nevada. 
_Hall, London: Week’s run, $50,000, Sunk 30 ft. in good ore. Mine looking 
well, RICKARD. , A 
— Nov. 17: Since my last the ore body struck in the 600 drift is opening out 

well; we have opened on it 24 ft. in length and 12 ft. in width; on the hanging 

wall side we have struck limestone, but in the back it is opening out wider as we 
riseon it, Since yesterday we have a change in the character of the ore; it is 
similar to the whole ore body (grey and yellow carbonates), which would be pre- 
ferable to the ore we have had thus far, it being low in gold. According to the 
resent appearance of its course it appears to be a part of the main ore pipe ex- 

tending north-west, conseqently nearer the shaft; if this ore body turns out ac- 
cording to its appearance it will greatly increase the reserves inthe mine. I cabled 
to you on Monday evening, ‘‘Sunk a new winze 20 ft. below the 600, on Old Ore 

y, good ore flattening fast.” I began this winze on the hanging-wall of the 
ledge; in sinking it pinched to about | ft. thick. We continued to sink, and after 
afew feet it began to open; itfis now 7 ft. thick, of good ore, and bids fair for a 
ood ore chamber; it is flattening fast, as is all the ground at this level. This is 

the fifth attempt we have made to sink in ore, and this is the most promising of 
all; the ore is of good quality. I am confident that the mine is going to be good 

in depth, as it was in the upper portions, and the flattening of the ground at a level 

with the 600 drift augurs well for a large ore body. Iam glad to be able to say 
that the mine has much improved of late. Ihave suspended the sinking of the 
main shaft until the new machinery is ready for work ; we cannot keep going the 
hoisting from the upper workings, and sinking at the same time with the present 
power. The shaft is ata depth of 108 ft. below the 700. As soon as the new engine 
goes to work we shall begin the 800 drift. I have also svspended the 200 cross-cut 
onthe same account. The new hoisting machinery is in course of erection, but 
they are getting on very slow with it; the engineer has promised me to be ready 
by theend of the month ; when this is completed we shall then be ableto hoist all 
the ore and poor stnff with ease; itis a very nice rig, and is considered to be cheap. 
On the west side of the hill we have been obliged to suspend working for 
several days on account of the working of the Eureka Consolidated crushing, 
which made it dangerous for our men to work until the ground had settled. We 
resumed working again last Monday ; the top of the winze sunk by the Consoli- 
dated is also crushed, or rather the ground above it, which will prevent us making 
any use of it from that level. We are now going to make a drift from a lower 
level from our workings to this winze, and make use of it. Ihave resumed the 
driving of Lizette tunnel to come underneath these workings; it is very hard 
aad sparry for driving. We have set a contract to the shaftmen at $17 per foot. 
The roads are very heavy for hauling, and the teams can haul but very light 
loads. The horses and mules are ver weak on account of some of them being 
attacked by epigasty ; fortunately so far it isin a very mild form, and has not 
interfered materially with the hauling. We are ina better position than any of 
our neighbours, having a good supp'y of coal and ore on hand, while the other 
-works are very short of both.—R. RICKARD. 
EBERHARDT AND AURORA.—The directors announce that they have received 

from the mines ten bars of silver, value 2700/. 
Telegram from Capt. Drake :—Run 36 days, 1652tons milled. Pulpassay, 24,724/., 

equal to 15/. per ton. Bullion produced, 20,000/,, equal to 81 per cent. Ore on mill 
and mine dumps, 850 tons. Expenses, 6000/. Profit, 14,0002. Mine improving. 
Drift in the north, second level. Struck new body milling ore. Promises well. 
ECLIPSE (Gold).—Telegram (Dec. 5): Mining and milling operations are in full 

working order ; all going on well. 
BIRDSEYE CREEK.—Mr. G. 8. Powers, Nov. 16: It commenced raining here 

the 12th instant, and at this date itis pouring, which will give plenty of water 
forall mining purposes at least for considerable time without further rain. LIshall 
have all claims on in two or three days, Niece and West were started up yesterday, 
the 15th, and Waloupa will be started today. Red Dog in a day or two, or as soon 
as the storm abates sufficient to turn on a full ditch with safety. Iam very busy, 
asLalways am during the first heavy storms, as the ground is parched and so 
dried that the first rain in place of soaking into the ground runs in brooks in 
every direction, and is liable to do muoh damage unless closely looked after. I 
will write you further in a few days, when I hope to be able to say that the claims 
are all running in gi order. 
BLUE TENT.—T. Price, Nov. 15: The ditch being now finished, we are busy 

at work upon the mine, preferring following work : Have shifted and placed pipes 
in order for attaching the banks in both South Yuba and Enterprise ; flumes placed 
in condition for work; are now blasting cuts and gravel on bed rock in South Yuba; 
placed pipes on the blue gravel claim, as we intend to wash here this season as well. 
All now ready to receive water, and could use at once at least 2000 in., and can 
increase it to use 3000 in. inside of three months time. Repairing and cleaning up 
the New York and Mount Vernon ditches. We have had to build a small shed to 
hold all the tools that were in use upon the ditchand flume. It commenced rain- 
ing last Friday and has continued almost without intercession tothis time. Expect 
toget a telegram from the superintendent that he has commenced washing. A 
cable will without doubt reach you a ere this will stating that active washing 

commenced. You are, I have no doubt, aware that the new ditch will not 
carry its full capacity this year, to do so would only endanger its bank. 
ALMADA AND TIRITO.—Extract from letter from Mr. Breach, Sept. 9: Provi- 

dencia: We have commenced to sink the winze from the 20 to the 32, mentioned 
in my letter last week, in a place that in driving the 20 gave indications of ore, and 
below which we had ore in the 32. The ground is very easy; in fact, it requires 
timber. As we go down the ore rather improves. While I write a stone of very 
fue black ore is just sent out from the cross-cut east in the tunnel, mentioned = 
mein letter No. 36as commenced. We have driven 15 ft. from the tunnel throug 
hard close rock. For a day or two we cannot tell what this ore may be, but the 
spar looks very promising, and the ore, judging from the copper visible in it, is 
rich, The exact position of the ore is 420 ft. north of the Tirito boundary and Pro- 
videncia, and its existence may, I think, be taken to prove that the wall we have 
in the tunnel is not the east wall of the Providencia Mine, and therefore we have 
‘chance of meeting with ore throughout the hitherto supposed barren ground 
torth of the Tirito Mine. 
— Extract from letter from Mr. Breach, Oct. 14: Docile Ores: In consequence 

of the diminution in the quantity of green ores, pending discovery, the mill now 
has to ran part of the time on black ores only, and green smalls for concentration, 
and I believe we can keep it fully employed until the black ore in the Mina Grande 
opened out for stoping; the present output of black ore is limited by the power 

of the engine underground, as, with the exception of the Purisiona ores and the 
ore from the new east lode, all has to be wound up the Tiritoshaft. Weare work- 
ing the engine up to its fall power. Of course, this is only for a short time, until 
the 12 fm. level in Mina Grande commences to yield, and which we have a right 

expect to receive assistance from daily.—Tirito Mine: The sinking of the engine- 
thaft below the 32 was commenced on the 11th, and will be continued without in- 
terraption. The new pumps being in place and working well, I do not anticipate 

delays that we were subjected to while sinking the other lifts in thie shaft. 
he black ore stopes over the 10 and 20 continue to yield well, and the ore improves 
werise, The green ore over the same levels is now limited as regards the out 
Put, as all the stopes in both places are worked up, and in places holed to the levels 
‘ove. We are now cutting out the remaining ore, and letting down the timbers 
4nd waste from the works over. 

rovidencia ; In the winze sinking from the 20 to the 32 we still have some green 
i and we this week commenced to rise in the 32 in order to hole quicker, and 
ot that ore is making to the south of the rise; it appears to be about 3 ft. wide, 
us air green ors, I do not expect it to widen, nevertheless it will be a help to 

at the present time, and as soon as the rise is holed, which I expect will be 

in three weeks, or a little more, we shall commence a stope in the back of the 
32, and prove the ground; as it is immediately over the ore we cut in driving the 
32 there is a chance of its going up some little distance. The new east lode, over 
the Tunnel level, continues to get more solid as we drive on it; we are not cut- 
ting into it from the tunnel, but are not yet in payable ore, being apparently on 
the extreme north point of the lode. I have good Teese of this being an entirel 
new and distinct lode; we have driven on it 17 ft. in length by 8 ft. wide, and it 
improves as we go. In the Purisima the prospects are fair, and the black ore im- 
proves. The black ore in the extreme north end of the 10 back, and about 12 feet 
below the tunnel, has now gone to the east, and is almost in a line with the new 
lode, with which I think we shall find it connected. The green ore in the same 
back we have left off stoping, as the tunnel is directly over it, and we have taken 
all wecan in pru lence stope away.—Mina Grande: We last week holed in the 12 
to the winze, and are now driving to the north with all speed. The ore we cut in 
the winze and level proves to be a vein of petangue metal outside the orey part 
of the lode, and varying in width up to 7 or 8 in.; we have cut through it, and are 
now driving through spar, similar to that found next the ore in the tunnel, so 
that we expect at ~- moment to cut the ore body. In the tunnel end we have 
still the same promising spots of ore; the appearance of the ground leads us to 
suppose that where we now are the lode is pinched, and on the surface at a cor- 
responding point it is very plainly to be seen to be so, and I think we shall have 
to drive further to give the lode room to open out before we may expect to meet 
with ore in payable oon. I find I have omitted to make mention of the 
cross-cut in the Tunnel level, under the Providencia, to the east. We last week 
drove into the country ground without meeting with any defined wall; the rock 
gradually changes from one class to another, and at last is almost a limestone. 
As specimens of the eastern formation I have selected a few stones, and will send 
them on the next trip of the Providencia. The ore cut some weeks since, men- 
tioned in my letter No. 38, if not a part of the new east lode is a vein joining it, 
as we can now very distinctly trace it in three different cross-cuts.—Lixiviation ; 
The results of the roasting process are now complete, and are as follows from the 
trial of 24 tons :—Total expenses of roasting, including wages of foreman and all 
labour, $7°77 per ton. Considering this is the first lot operated on I do not think 
this can be in any way considered as unfavourable. 

Telegram’: Profit for the month, $2470. 
FRONTINO AND BOLIVIA.—The directors have advices to Aug. 12 and Oct, 12, 

accompanied by a remittance of 31971 ozs. of gold, valued at 7606/. 5s., the pro- 
duce of the mines, and from gold purchased of the tributers for the three months 
ending Sept. 20. The cost for July and August, including the London and Me- 
dellin expenses, amount to 3764/. 10s. 1ld., and that in the months of July and 
August the sum of 101/, 10s. was expended on capital accuunt. Nothing can be 
more reassuring than the accounts which the directors continue to receive as to 
the progress of the mines ; and, looking to the political disturbances which are 
noticed in Mr. White’s report of Oct. 12, to the effect that these have caused the en- 
tire stoppage of some and the partial stoppage of others of the company’s mines, 
and that much of the mineral treated during September was only refuse, it must 
be admitted that Mr. White’s estimate of the profit for September (833/.) is highly 
satisfactory. Mr. White, referring to the new Interventor lode, says it has been 
well opened up over a length of 150fms., and carriesa lode varying in width from 
6 ft. in the upper workings to 17% ft. in the adit. It is with great pleasure the 
directors announce to the shareholders that the debt due from the company to 
their bankers, Messrs. Restrepo, has been discharged, and that the Deeds of Mort- 
gage by which the debt was secured are now in the directors’ hands cancelled. The 
disturbances in the States of Columbia have now ceased, and with the return of 
the workmen and the erection of the steam-engine at the Silencio Mine, the share- 
holders may look forward to a very considerable ana increasing monthly profit. 
ANTIOQUIA (Frontino).—The directors have advices under date August 12 and 

Oct. 12, accompanied by the mine accounts and a remittance of gold valued at 
385/. 2s. 8d., the produce of the mines for the three months ending Sept. $0. The 
following are the accounts :—Cost: Mine cost at Frontino and expenses in London 
and Medellin, 893/. 16s.3d. Produce: 133 ozs. of gold dust, from 463 tons of mineral, 
385/.2s.8d. Loss, 508/.13s.7d. This loss, which is inconsiderable, having regard 
to the progress made in the development of the mines, has been caused almost en- 
tirely by the cross-course met with in the level driven on the Escobar lode, and is 
an evil small in comparison with the great gain which will result to the company 
if the throw of the lode in this case leads to the discovery of the true Carmen lode, 
which met with a precisely similar cross-course about 170 fathoms west of the en- 
trance to the main adit level. If this discovery be made, the Carmen lode (always 
highly productive west of the cross-course) will 5e found untouched for 170 fms. 
east of the cross-course to a height of about 90 fms. 
EXCHEQUER (Gold and Silver).—Lewis Chalmers, Nov. 15: I have ordered 

another battery as formerly advised, but if I stop to put it up, should I succeed in 
getting it on the ground for snow, I should not be able to commence turning out 
bullion till much later than I intended; onthe whole, I think my programmethe 
best under the circumstances, especially when I tell you that since last writing you 
snow has fallen so deep as to stop communication between milland mine. [ am 
hopeful, huwever, that the snow storm will exhaust itself to-day, and give us a 
month of good hauling. I paid off my teamster because he refused to make two 
trips a-day, and have got one who will, and a hired team who also will when 
drifting ceases. This hired team I have sent down to-day in the storm without a 
wagon to get provisions and feed for the millmen and horses for winter, as the 
owner has another wagon in Carson. A car carries from 1500 to 1600 lbs. I have 
had the subject of concentration under consideration, and I am still studying it, 
and will give my views on it when mature. The plan shall be attended to. The 
engine-shaft is now down to the 300. The 200 ft. drivers were put to stripping 
the lode 200 ft. from the shaft where the rich specimen was taken. I shall open 
out on it further this week. We took only 10 carloads fromit. The 140 winze 
still hslds out well. Although we had to go through some broken ground last 
week, it gave us 40 car loads of ore. The dump has a considerable quantity of ore 
ahead, and my foreman says he can give me 24 tons a-day. I am anxiously 
hoping for four weeks good weather to permit hauling it. The smoke stalk and 
breechin of the new boiler are on the ground It took 24 horses to put them 
there. The moment the oxen get the boiler to the mill, I shall hitch on 16 horses 
and pull it through to the mine, if it can be done. The oxen then go to log- 
ging, the sawyers to sawing lumber for addition to quartz mill, &e. The whole 
low part of the dry kiln is finished, and to-day I commence the chimney. 
— Nov. 17: Some fine ore specimens from the 200 yesterday. 
CAPE COPPER.—The Ookiep, Spectackel, and Tri:l Mines reports are re 

ceived. Capt. Tonkin writes of Ookiep :—The 80 is communicated with the No. 16 
winze; the deeper workings are consequently well ventilated, and we are enabled 
to push the driving rapidly towards the productive ground, which will soon be 
intersected, as the ore in the winze is only about 9 ft. above the back of the level. 
The 68 has improved of late, and is now yielding very well indeed. He also refers 
favourably to otier parte of the mine.—Returns for October: Yield from Ookiep, 
950 tons of 32 per cent., from Spectakel 56 tons of 29 percent. Bills of lading are 
received for 690 tons of ore, per Tacna, 190 tons per European, and 190 tons per 
American. The Lynwood has arrived at Port Nolloth: 2:0 tons of ore were sold 
at public ticketing on Dec. 7, at an average of 16s 6d per unit, realising approxi- 
mately 60600. 
LUSITANIAN.—Nov. 26: Palhal: In Taylor’s engine-shaft, sinking below the 

180 fm. level, the lode is 6 ft. wide, composed of quartz and, at times, stones of 
iron ore. The lode in the rise above the 150, against River shaft, is 3 ft. wide, 
composed of hard and loose quartz. No lode or branch has yet been seen in the 
cross-cut at the 110, south of Basto’s lode. In the 180, west of Taylor’s, the lode 
is nearly 2 ft. wide, made up of flookan and a little quartz. In the 170 west the 
lode is i ft. wide, yielding stones of ore. The lode in the 169 west is 8 in. wide, 
unproductive; and in the 150, above,small and irregular. In the 28, east of River 
shaft, the lode is 5 ft. wide of quartz, and country with spots of lead. In the 50, 
west of Taylor’s, and most of the Slide lode, the lode is 4 to 6 in. wide, mostly 
country, and at times some spots of lead ore. Mill lode in the 70 fm. level, east of 
River shaft, is in two parts; the north part has small stones of ore in it, and the 
south part is composed of flookan. The caunter lode in the 150, west of Taylor’s 
and west of slide, is 1 ft. wide; qnartz and flookan. Basto’s lode in the 159, east 
of Taylor’s, is 4 ft. wide, of hard and loose quartz.—Carvalhal: The lode in the 
60 fm. level, west of the cross-cut, is small, but has spots of lead in it, although 
not enough to set a value on. 
PESTARENA UNITED.—T. Roberts, Dec. 4: District Val Toppa: We melted 

and consigned on the Ist inst. 175 ozs. 15 dwts. 12grs. of gold, obtained from 346 
metric tons of ore milled and amalgamated in the past month of November ; 
average yield per ton, 10 dwts. 34 grs.—Val Toppa Mine: In the end south under 
Zero level we have an improvement, the lode yielding at present 9 tons of ore per 
fathom, worth 9dwts. of gold per ton; this end is being driven by four men, at 
140 frs. per metre. The new stope in the bottom, north of winze, behind this end, 
yields 6 tons of ore per fathom, worth 9 dwts. per ton, and is being worked by 
four men, at 24frs. per metre.—No. 1 Level: The lode in the winze near the south 
end is small; the winze is being pushed on by six men, at 125frs. per metre. 
The stope in the back, behind this end, yields 10 tons per fathom, worth 9 dwts. 
per ton, and is being worked se men, at 30frs. per metre.—No. 2 Level, 
Western Part of the Great Quartz Lode: The drive in the south end of the ground 
above this level is suspended ; lode small, and we have resumed the drive in the 
north end of the ground, by four men, at 100 frs. per metre, where the lode is 2 ft. 
wide, worth about 8dwts. per ton; we expect an improvement as we advance,— 
Great Quartz Lode: The stope in the north end of the ground above No. 2 level 
yields 12 tons of ore per fathom, and is being worked by four men, at 42frs. per 
metre of lode.—New Lode: The drive in the south end of the ground, under No. 2 
level, yields 10 tons of ore per fathom, worth 9 dwts. per ton; driven by four men, 
at 100 frs. per metre. The stopes behind this drive yield 9 tons of 9 dwts. ore per 
fathom ; worked by four men, at 25frs. per metre. In the end of the ground 
north of winze the branches continue encoursging, yielding now 8 tons perfm., 
worth 8 dwts. per ton: this end is being driven by four men, at 105 frs. per metre. 
The stope on this new lode, south of 4th cross-cut, under No. 2 level, yields 10 tons 
per fathom, worth 15 dwts. per ton; worked by four men, at 37frs. per metre. 
No change in any other points not mentioned. 
PONTGIBAUD.—W. H. Rickard, Dec. 1: Roure: The sumpmen in the en- 

gine-shaft have advanced the cutting of the 125 plat, which is in hard ground. 
The 80 metre level north is in favourable ground, but the lode is poor. The same 
level south yields ¥ ton of ore per current metre. The rise in the 60 south yields 
stones of ore irregularly. The 40 metre level north is suspended, and a winze set 
to sink, which yields: 3% ton of ore per current metre. The lode where it is 
being undercut hind this end is 5 metres wide, yielding pretty good orestuff. 
The 20 metre level, south of Mill shaft, yields { ton of ore per metre. We have 
set to sink behind this end to communicate with the 80 metre level north. The 
adit level north, on Virginie’s lode, opens orey ground of low quality. The adit 
north of Leontine’s shaft, is unproductive. Ourstopes and tribute pitches through- 
out this mine continue their usual yield of ore.—La Grange: The tribute pitches 
throughout this mine yield about the same quantity of orestuff as last month. 
At Mioche the rise in the back of the adit level is in pretty favourable und, 
but the air is dead. The tribute pitch continues to open pretty good ground, worth 
Y ton of ore per metre.—La Brousse: The 140 metre level, south of Basset’s shaft, 
yields % ton of ore per metre, The rise in the back of this level is holed to the 
winze from the level above, opening good gronnd, worth &% ton of ore per current 
metre. The 120 south yields % ton per metre for the width of the level. The 
rise ia the back of the 100 is unproductive. The 80 metre level north is in a 
large lode, compesed chiefly of clay, yielding no ore to value. Our stopes and 
tribute pitches have improved ih yield during the month.—Pranal ; The 90 metre 
level, south of 8t. George's shaft, yields %{ ton per current metre, and the same 
level north % ton. The 70 north yields stones of ore irregularly, and the south 
end is poor. The 50 north is being driven on across vein, yielding stones of pyrites, 
but without any lead ore. The same level south is unproductive. The lode inthe 
30 south has been deranged by a flat vein, which yields a little saving work. Our 
stopes and tribate pitches throughout the mine have slightly diminished in yield 
during the month.—Surface: The dressing has been carried on without interrup- 
tion during the month, but the weather is now set in very cold, and we fear we 

may Se frozen up if it continues much longer. The samplings have amounted to 

LINARES.—Dec. 1: Pozo Ancho Mine: The lode in the 100 east of ¥ 
engine-shaft is large and strong, yielding 1 ton lead ore per fathom. ae 
level west is moderately easy for driving, but yields no ore to value. The lode in 
the 85, west of Crosby's shaft, is small, and the ground hard. The lodes in the 75 
and 65 west of Peill’s engine-shaft are small, and produce no ore to value. The 90 
west of San Francisco shaft, is in a regular and promising lode, worth 1 ton per 
fathom. The lode in same level east is small, producing or ton per fathom. The 
75, east of this shaft, has become unproductive. The 65, east of the same shaft, is 
in a promising pone Phen | 1 ton per fathom. In Peill’s engine-shaft, below the 
90, the men are making excellent pro, 8. No. 202 winze is holed to the 55; the 
lode yields 1 ton per fathom. In No. 202 winze the lode is very wide, with occa- 
sional stones of ore. |No. 204 winze, below the 55, is going down in a promisin 
lode, yielding 134 ton per fathom. The lode in No. 205 yinze, below the 65, 
small and very compact, producing 1 ton per fathom. Tle weekly returns were 
kept up very regularly in the past month, and the stopes aré now yielding mode- 
ratelyjwell. The machinery is keptin good condition, and the works at surface are 
being kept on very regularly. e estimate the raisings for December at 200 tons. 
—Quinientos Mine: The 80, west of be og engine-shaft, continues in an unpro- 
ductive lode. From the cross-cut in the 45, south of Cox’s shaft, the men are 
driving east and west on a small unproductive branch. The lode in the 80 east of 
Taylor's, has improved in the bottom of end, and yields % ton per fathom. The 
lode in the 65, east of Addis’s shaft, is strong and regular, but contains no lead of 
value. The 55, east of this shaft, is in a large and promising lode, with good lumps 
of ore, worth % ton per fathom. The 65, west of San Carlos shaft, also, is in a 
powerful lode, but without ore at present. The lode in the 80, west of this shaft, 
is very much improved, yielding 1% ton per fathom. The same level east con- 
tinues poor, and is very hard for driving. The 65, east of San Carlos, is in a strong 
lode, consisting of calcareous spar and good stones of ore, worth ¥ ton per fathom. 
In the 55, east of Judd’s shaft, the lode is small and without lead. The 45, east of 
this shaft, is in very hard ground, the lode small, with occasional stones of ore. 
No lode or branch has been met with in the 22 cross-cut, north of Judd’s. Taylor's 
engine-shaft is {now deep enough for a 90, and the men will put out a cross-cut 
pe nog by oy Pog he fame a the 65, is quite unprodnctive. Marcos 
winze, below the 65, is going down in a fine shoot of or 
ve ee b= — ee at 150 tons, oo Ee re 

. -—Dec. 1: The 30, west of San Francisco shaft, is 
promising lode, worth % ton of lead ore per fathom. The lode in a3 oan 
Magdalena cross-cut, is regular, but without value. There is no improvement in 
the 85, east of Taylor's engine-shaft. The 85, west of San Adriano’s shaft, is ina 
strong and promising lode, with fine stones of ore ; worth % ton per fathom, The 
lode in the 50, east of San Victor shaft, is improving very satisfactorily, and ylelds 
1 ton per fathom. The 60 cross-cut, south of this shaft, has reached t @ lode: it is 
of moderate'width, but contains no ore at this point. The 40, west of San Carlo shaft 
is without ore at present. The 30, east of air-shaft, is again opening profitable ore 
ground ; worth 1 ton per fathom. The 40, east of air-shaft, and the 50, east of 
Crosby’s, are both unproductive. In the 50, east of Judd’s shaft, a strong cross- 
course has been met with, and we have not yet found the lode on its east side. In 
the 60, east of this shaft, the ground is hard, and the lode of no value. In the 70 
cross-cut, north of Judd’s shaft, the granite is very hard; it will take two months 
more to reach the lode. In Taylor's engine-shaft, below the 85, the granite is very 
hard for sinking. The San Enrique shaft will be holed to the 85 in the present 
month. In the Martinez winze, below the 30, the lode is small and unproductive. 
The lode in Luie’s winze, below the 25, continues unproiuctive, and the granite 
hard for sinking through. In Juan’s winze, below the 25, the lode is very regular, 
and yields good stones of ore, but not enoughto value. The lode in Davey’s winze, 
below the 40, is rather smaller than it was; now producing 1 ton per fathom. The 
stopes yielded moderately in the past month, and are now without any alteration 
worthy of notice. The ordinary operations at surface are being kept on very regu- 
larly, and the machinery throughout the mine is in good condition. We may esti- 

ee eae -—R. K. Roskilley, Dec. 8: Setting Report: Dickins’s En 
Shaft: The 45 cross-cut, to drive west of shaft, to p mg Pomg at ®% mares, or aioe, 
per lachter (6 ft 1034 in.); the rock here has a very promising appearance, being 
composed of killas and grauwacke, which within the past day or two has become 
more fgyourable for driving; good progress has been made during the week, and 
the end‘is now 52 fms. west of shaft. The 45, to drive south of cross-cut, to two 
men, at 30 mares, or 1/.'10s, per lachter ; the lode in the end is fully 5 ft. wide, com- 
posed principally of quartz and spots of copper ore intermixed—a very kindly lode, 
and promising animprovement. The 45, to drive north of cross-cut, to two men, 
at 30 mares, or 1/. 103. per lachter ; the lodeis 4 ft. wide, consisting of spar, gossan, 
and spots of copper ore. The sawyers are busily engaged in sawing timber for the 
shaft; this we shall put in on Thursday, and as soon as the same is completed we 
shall immediately commence to cut plat at the 45, in order to make the necessary 
preparations for sinking the shaft below that point ; this work will be carried out 
with vigour, as well as the driving of the ends herein mentioned. The engine and 
pitwork are in good condition, and working well. 
FORTUNA.—Dec. 1: Canada Incosa : In thre 110, west of Judd’s shaft, the lode 

has decreased in size and value, now yielding % ton of lead ore per fathom. In 
the 30, east of San Carlos shaft, we have intersected the lode east of cross course, 
but it contains no lead to value. There is no change to report in the 60, west of 
San Pedro. The lode in the 60, east of San Frederico shaft, is larger, and contains 
1 ton of lead ore per fathom. The 50 and 40, east of San Frederico shaft, are un- 
productive. The 90, east of Addis’s shaft, is opening good stoping ground, worth 
¥% ton per fathom. The lode in the 80, west of Kennedy's shaft, maintains its 
size, and yields a little lead. In the 90, west of this shaft, the lode produces % ton 
per fathom. The lode in the 90, east of Lowndes’ shaft, is small at present; we 
expect it will improve on getting free from the cross-course. 1m the 80, east of 
Caro’s shaft, the lode has very much improved within the last few days, and now 
produces 1% ton per fathom. There is no change in Abercrombie’s shaft, below 
the 25: thelode is yielding 34 ton per fathom. AtSan Pedro shaft, below the 60, 
the granife is hard for sinking through. The lode in Sancho's winze, below the 25, 
has improved, and now yields 1 ton per fathom. Enrique’s winze below the 80, is 
going down in a good lode, worth 1% ton per fathom.—Los Salidos Mine: There 
is no change to report in the 120, west of Buenos Amigos engine-shaft. ‘Phe lode 
in the 110, west of Son Carlos shaft, is small, containing no lead to value. The 
lode in the 130, west of Morris's engine shaft, is large, containing quartz and lead 
ore, and letting out water freely. The lodes in the 130 and 120, east of this shaft, are 
at present of no value. The 110, east of San Pablo shaft, isin a regular and well- 
defined lode, worth 3 tons per fathom. There is no alteration to report in the 100, 
east of San Miguel shaft, The 35, west of Swaffield’s shaft, has improved a little, 
and is now worth 2 tons per fathom. The 45, west of this shaft, has alsoimproved, 
and produces 2 tons per fathom. The lode in the 55, west of Palgrave’s engine- 
shaft, still continues small and worthless. The same ievel east is in a small lode, 
worth % ton per fathom; the ground is hard for driving. At Buenos Amigos 
shaft, below the 120, the granite is still hard. The lode at Palgrave’s shaft, below 
the 55, issmall, and the ground very troublesome for sinking. Marque’s winze is 
holed to the 55, and the lode improved a little, yielding 1 ton perfathom. Castro’s 
winze, below the 45, is suspended, in consequence of a great increase of water. 
We expect to hole Diego’s winze to the 120 daily. ; 
LANESTOSA.—Dec. 2: In Judd’s shaft the water has been got out, and sinking 

below the 100 metre level resumed ; the rock is hard, silicious limestone, and pro- 
gress is slow. The 100 north is suspended for the present, the end showing no 
ore. The 100 south has intersected the cross-course, and it is probable the lode 
will be found to be thrown 12 ft. west. In the ventilation winze, sinking below 
the 100 south, loose blocks of crystalline dolomite are dropping in from the east 
side, and a generalchange appears imminent. The 80 metre level south is passing 
through stiff calcite of unpromising character. In the cross-cut west, from the 
60 south, the cross-course is closed up to a divisional line in hard limestone. In 
No. 4stope, in back of the 60 south, a little ore continues to hold up in the middle 
of the stope, worth ton of lead and 1 ton of calamine per fathom. Some pay- 
ing ground, producing % ton of lead per fathom, has been met with towards 
No. 2 stope, in bottom of the 60 south. The adit end, on the caunter lode north, 
shows soft marly rock, with stiff clay. The ore returned for the past month is 
15 tons of lead, 6 tons calamine, and 6 tons mixed ore, and it is expected that the 
present month will show nearly the same quantities. 7 

COPPER ORES. 
Sampled Nov. 24, and sold at Swansea, Dec. 7. 

Mines. Tons. Produce. Price. ; Mines. Tons. Produce. Price, 
Berehaven ...126 ...000 8% ..000 16 6) Cape Ore...... en 26%... £2112 0 

itto BB rcccee DFG. cccee 712 0} Cape Sweep.. 8 ....« 22%... £1718 0 
woecee 9 1 0| Betts Cove..1l4...... 6%...... 415 6 

RO iccesccce GD soccee DHQveceee 7 2 6 BD srsscses ee le 415 6 
eensee 2 0| Cronebane... 79 ...... 23...... LIL 6 
Raves 2a... ae 20 
coevee 28 8 0} Knockmahonl39 ...... 7%...... 511 6 
aueses 2413 6/ Ballycum.... 59 ...... 7%...... 5 6 0 
senses 24 9 0 on, a | eee 
eeceee 28 17 0 Oe Pe Ba i) 
eoesee 2817 0 

TOTAL PRODUCE. 
Berehaven ......... ,. ae £2205 18 0| Cronebane Ore ... 157 ...... 2 249 4 6 
Union Ore need SEE causes 537 2 0] Knockmahon ...... 190 0... ‘TT 8 O 
Cape Ore a e6eene 6223 7 0} Ballycummisk ... 100..,... 57917 @ 
Betts CoveOre ... 228 ...... 1088 14 0 

COMPANIES BY WHOM THE ORES WERE PURCHASED. 
Names. Tons. Amount, 

P. Grenfell and Sons .. oo 48 ....0000 & 1,384 16 0 
Nevill, Druce, and Co. 251%... - 1,807 0 0 
Vivian and Sons............... . ae on 1,653 7 0 
Williams, Foster, and Co. co Se. 08 . 1,685 10 6 
Mason and Elkington ...... — en 678 13 6 
Charles Lambert................00+6 . 63 .. 2,343 16 6 
Ravenhead Copper Company.. . soe 1,293 12 0 
Landore Smelting Company .......c00eereere 6 FED censsnvee 808 16 0 

_ eevceeeecosoeeccocooce botespuece WEED Sens +e $11,655 11 6 
NO SALE on Dec, 21. ed 

TOTALS AND AVERAGES, 
2lewts, Produce. ce. Perunit, Standard. 

Whole sale... 1411 ... 10%......... BE 6 BF uns ‘lis, Od. ... £102 14 0 

PERUVIAN TIN ORE SOLD IN LIVERPOOL on Dec. 1. 

6¥ tons, 45/. 10s., Daubuz and Co. ; 5 tons, 41/. 7s. 6d., Daubuz and Co.; 5 tons, 
411, 1s. 64., Michell and Co. ; 11 tons, 44/. 10s., Daubuz and Co. ; 5% tons, 46/, 7s. 6d., 
T. Bolitho and Sons; 5% tons, 46/. 7s. 6d., Williams, Harvey, and Co. 

PENALLT SILVER LEAD Mrinina Company.—A further dividend 
of 5s. in U., making 18s. 6d., including the two dividends already paid, is now 
payable to the creditors of this company by the official liquidator, Mr J. H. Tilly, 
at the offices of Messrs. Tilly and Co., Victoria Buildings, Queen Victoria-street. 

8T. AGNES CONSOLS.—The 72 fm. level, driving west of south cross-cut, still 
continuas to improve, and the lode if worth 9/. per fathom for tin. The prospects 
of the mine are a getting better, but the most interesting point has yet to 
come off—the cutting of the Wheal Kitty lode. 
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Registration of Hew Companies, 
———_>—_——_ 

The foliowing joint-stock companies have been duly registered:— 

MARPLE COAL AND FIRE-CLAY COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 40,000/., 
in 50/. shares. To acquire and work seams and beds of coal under the Barnsfold, 

Doodsfield, and Lomber be Estates, Marple, Chester, according to an agreement 

made between T. Wainwright, of the first part, G. Payne and W. Stirrup of the 
second part, and J. Hargreaves on behalf of the company. The subscribers are— 
J. Hargreaves, 2, Church-street, Blackburn, tobacconist, 20; W. H. King, Peel 
—s Blackburn, silk mercer, 20; W. Stirrup, Blackburn, boot manufac- 
turer, 30; G. W. Payne, Kenedy-street, Manchester, 30; T. Wainwright, Birch 
Cottage, Poynton, colliery manager, 1; R. H. Wainwright, Birch Cottage, 1; W. 
H. Durham, Chorlton-on Medlock, accountant, 1. ’ 
SUNNYSIDE LEAD MINING COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 32,000/., in 2. 

shares. To acquire the Sunnyside Lead Mine, at Wolsingham, Durham. The 

subscribers (who take one share each) are—B. M. Wotton, 6, Devonshire terrace, 
Kensington, accountant; W. F. Huxley, jun., 34, Leadenhall-street, shorthand 
writer; A. M. Molina, 147, Leadenhall-street, translator ; J. Dunbar, 15, Bennett’s 
Gorve, Peckham, accountant; T. Bull, 18, Brunswick-street, E.C., traveller; J. 
Jolly, 97, Victoria-road, Kentish Town; Richard Emerson, 174, Gresham House, 
mine agent‘ 

N EW WERNPESTILL COLLIERY AND FIRE-BRICK COMPANY (Limited). 
—Capital 20,000/., in 5/. shares. To adopt and carry out an agreement made be- 
tween T. A. Carr, J. H. Ewens, J. H. Smith, W. A. White, G. P, Ivey, and W. 
Clark for the acquisition and working of the Wernpestill Colliery. The subscribers 
(who take one share each) are—W., Jervis, Laurel Park, Sydenham ; Lieut.-Col. 
©. Wallington, 27, Moorgate-street, insurance agent; C. J. R. Gibson, Crystal Pa- 
lace-road, cashier; J. Mander, 20, Arthur-road, Brixton, clerk ; H. Wallington, 
1, Newington Green-road, Holloway; OC. F. Vines, 13, Sandringham-terrace, Tot- 
tenham, clerk; C. L. Bingley, Lorraine-avenue, N.W., clerk; A. W. J. Walker, 

Kingsland-road. P . 
West END SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 40,000/. in 107. 

shares. To acquire premises in Piccadilly, for the purpose of erecting a building 
for the reception of valuables, &c. The subscribers (who take one share each) are 
—Lord R. H. Browne, Reigate; W. J. Colville, 47, Chester-square; Rear-Admiral 
Luard, Witham Lodge, Essex; W. H. Ingram, 6, Auckland Hill; R.L. James, 
8, Lothbury ; L. H. Hamilton, 9, Onslow-crescent ; B. BE. Hancock, 27, Piccadilly. 
NEW PATENT AUTOMATIC SELF-ACTING LEVER MACHINE COM- 

PANY (Limited).—Capital 50,000/., in 5/. shares. To acquire Letters Patent 
granted to W. H. White for a self-acting lever machine, to be used for propelling 
ships and machinery. The subscribers are—W. H. White, 21, 8t. George’s-road, 
25; W. Baker, 21, St. George’s road, 25; C. Baker, 26, Pleisant-place, Lambeth, 
25; Isaac Fortune, 5, South street, Southwark, 25; W. Playford, 37, Pollard-row, 
5; G@. T. Paterson, 20, Kirkwood-road, Peckham, 25; J. F. Blene:hasset, 1, Vernon= 
street, Clerkenwell, 25; W.C. M. Coulcher, 20, Percy-road, Shepherd’s Bush, 5. ~ 
AGRICULTURAL AUCTION AND AGENCY COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 

60,000/., in 10/. shares. To carry on agricultural auction sales at the Agricultural 
Hall, Islington. The subscribers are—Sir CO, L, Young, Peterley Manor, Bucks; 
Alfred Gilbey, Pantheon, Oxford-street, 50; J. Druce, Lyntham, Oxford, 5; R. 
Lees, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich, 50; J. Adams, Stretford, Herts, 50; J. H. 
Rafferty, High Wycombe, 50; and O. Dorman, Laurie Park, Sydenham, 50, 
LIEBIG’S LIQUID EXTRACT OF {BEEF AND TONIC WINE COMPANY 

(Limited). —Capital 25,000/., in 5/. shares. To acquire the business of E.T. Digby 
and OC. Stansfield, of Liverpool, the vendors of patent rights of Liebig’s extract. 
The subscribers who take shares are—F. Applington Higgins, 22, Basinghall- 
street, E.C,; F. Franklin, 24, Leadenhall-street; F. Bussil, 3, Warwick-court, 
Gray's Inn; FE, Wright, Avenue road, Gipsy Hill; E. Willis, 25, Tavistock-place ; 
A. Souerbutts, Clevedon Villas, New Barnet; A. Brown, 9, Gracechurch-street. 
GLOBE IRONWORKS (Limited). —Capital 20,000/., in 10/, shares. To acquire 

the business and assets of the firm of Mallinswood and Co., machine makers, 
Manchester. The subscribers reside in Lancashire. 
WESTERN MERTHYR COAL AND FUEL COMPANY (Limited).—Oapital 

120,000/., in 100/. shares, To acquire the Western Merthyr Colliery, in the parish 
of Lilangafelach, Glamorgan. The subscribers are—F.T. Galsworthy, 11, Waterloo- 
ae Pall Mall, land agent, 80; F. G. Chinnock, 11, Waterloo-place, surveyor, 50; 

. Galsworthy, 12, Old Jewry Chambers, solicitor, 190; O.J. Phillips, The Cedars, 
Mortlake, esquire, 30: W. H. Bell, jun., 28, Elvaston-road, Queen’s Gate, W., 190. 
The directors are—Messrs. J. G. Kershaw, J. Galsworthy, and W. H. Bell the 
eee, the qualification being the holding of shares to the 6000, Mr. W. H. 

ell, the elder, will be the general manager. 
VICTORIA STREAM TIN COMPANY (Limited). — Capital 100,0002., in 5/. 

shares. To purchase two leases from the Crown—one granted to L. L. Smith, and 
the other to John Woods—of land for tin streaming on the Latrobe river, Victoria. 
The subscribers (who take one share each) are—G. Gouland, Tunstall Villas, Clap- 
ton, colliery owner; H. Chaton, 25, Bucklersbury, secretary; H. L. Phillips, 9, 
Gracechurch-street, colliery proprietor; F. Warwick, 28, Bucklersbury, accountant; 
J. V. Young, 50, Shardeloes-road, Lewisham, accountant; R. Learmonth, Lavender 
Hill, no occupation ; and Atfred Kerby, 14, Great Winchester-street. The directors 
are—Messrs. G. Gouland; BE. Hilton, Clapham Park; J. Culpan, Halifax; R. W. 
Wilbraham, Neville Park, The remuneration is to be 500/. per annum, and 5 per 
cent, upon the,profits after 10 per cent. of dividend has been paid upon the capital. 
The price to be paid for the two leases is 88,000/, 
DYFFRYN ALED COPPER AND LEAD MINING COMPANY (Limited). 

—Capital 20,000/., in 5/. shares, To carry out an agreement made between W. L. 
Bramwell and James Bramwell of the one part and C. E. Wilson on behalf of the 
company for the purchase of mines at Dyffryn Aled, Llansannan, Denbigh. The 
subscribers are—J. Williams, Eruiatt, near Denbigh, colliery proprietor, 1; W. L. 
Bramwell, 16, Nelson-street, Liverpool, chemist, 10; James Bramwell, 20, Nelson- 
street, Liverpool, chemist, 10; J. Robinson, Rochdale, flannel manufacturer, 10; 
W. H. Heap, Littleborough, flannel manufacturer, 10; A. L. Lodge, Rector of 
Wavertree, near Liverpool, 1; and R. Davies, High-street, Denbigh, draper, 1, 
The directors are—Rev. A. L. Lodge, Col. J. E. Maddocks, and Messrs, H. Mad- 
docks, W. L. Bramwell, J. Bramwell, W. H. Heap, and J. Robinson. 
WORKINGTON COLLIERIES COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 150,000/., in 

100/. shares. Toacquire coal mines now belonging to Mr. H. R. Spark, of Skersgill 
near Penrith. The subscribers (who take one share each) are—J. C Craven, St. 
Peter's House, Brighton, civil engineer; H. R. Sharp, Skirsgill, esquire; J. War- 
burton, 5, South Parade, Leeds, mining engineer ; J. C. Jefferson, Hunslett lane, 
Leeds, engineer; John Abbott, Penrith, bank manager; T. P. Martin, Airdie 
N.B., mining engineer, and R. Martin, Carlisle, colliery manager. Mr, T. P, 
Martin will se the managing director at a salary of 200/, per annum and 24 per 
cent, on the net yearly profits. ‘ 
HQULiY CU Uewtaily ss SOCIETY (Limited).—Capital 30,000/7., in 17. shares. 

To carry on business on co-operative principles. The subscribers are—H. Brunov, 
High-street, Wapping, 2; F. L. Cotton, 100, Bishopgate-street, 1; G. Gibbings, 
19, Alexandra Villas, Finsbury Park, 1; J. Hogarth, Chislehurst, 1; W. Hodgson, 
11, Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park; T. V. Rohler, South-street, Wandsworth; W. 
J. Dicey, 9, Brighton Villas, Brockley, 1. 
WILTS AND BERKS CANAL COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 30,000, in 59/. 

shares, To acquire certain rights and interests in the Wilts and Berks Canal. The 
subscribers are—R. Chowler, Coventry, 10; Adam Twine, Wootton Bassett, 10; 
8. Jones, Spratton, St. Margaret’s; Thomas Turner, Spratton, 10; J. Hiskins, 10; 
H. Taylor, Bristol, 10; and R. Picton, Box, Wilts, 10. ‘ 
BARNFIELD MILL SPINNING COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 20,000/., in 

100/. shares. This isa Lancashire cotton spinning company, the object being to 
acquire the Barnfield mill. 
DIRECT MOTOR COMPANY (Limited).—Capital 20,000/., in 107. shares. To 

purchase letters patent for an improved sewing machine. 
UNIVERSAL CO-OPERATIVE STORE COMPANY (Limited). — Capital 

20,000/., in 2/. shares. For the supply of articles of general consumption. The 
subscribers are—H. Prans, 266, Marylebone-road, 2150; G. Seabrook, 24, Padding- 
_ street, oy . a * Great Marlborough-street, 50; A. C. Prout, 1, Barns- 
ury-square; G, Hand, 1, Barnsbury-square, 10; G. N. West, 220, E -road ; 

8. Wolstencroft, 25, Haclland-road, Ww. 25. can stapes 
THERN COUNTIES REVERSIONARY INTEREST AND INVEST- 

MENT COMPANY (Limited ).—Capital 25,000/., in 5/. shares, This is a financial 
company, the subscribers to which live in the neighbourhood of Liverpool. 

COMMUNICATING WITH RAILWAY TraAtins.—The features of no- 
velty in the invention of Mr. HAkon Bruntus, of Bosaryd, Sweden, consist in 
connecting each station by a main wire attached to the telegraph posts or in other 
suitable position. The wire is furnished at suitable distances with arms, to which 
are attached a number of small wires arranged in a bundle, and the said main 
wire communicates with a transmitting and receiving apparatus at each station, 
and is connected with a battery. The locomotive engine is also furnished with a 
battery and transmitting and receiving apparatus, to which is attached a project- 
ing piece in such a position that when the engine passes one of the projecting arms 
aforesaid contact will take place and communication be established between the 
engine and station, thereby showing the position of the said engine on the line 
and allowing messages to be sent to and from the stations to the engine-driver. , 

FEFDING STEAM BorLers.—The invention of Messrs. WILLIS 
and Pearson, of Bradford, for constructing pumps having the barrel, valve boxes 
inlet and outlet passages cast in a cylindrical form, and forming one casting. The 
pump is worked by a steam cylinder, the piston-rod being connected to the pump- 
rod by a cross-head, to which is fitted guide rods working through guides fitted to 
tho pumps; a bracket is fitted to the guide rods, to which is fitted one end of the 
connecting rod, the other end being connected to the crank, allowing a long con- 
noone rod. ; -~ cylinder is yee on a pillar cast hollow, forming chamber 
and air vessel. le pump can be disconnected from th i i pore’ pe me Bt ay p e engine, and the engine 

TREATMENT OF SULPHUR OrEs.—The object of the invention of 
Mr. A. A. CROLL, of Coleman-street, is to subject ores containing sulphur to a cer- 
tain degree of heat obtained by the passage of atmospheric air through charcoal 
coke, or other carbonaceous matter in the state of ignition. For this purpose the 
chamber for the ignited carbonaceous matter is in direct communication with one 
or it may be several close chambers containing the sulphur ore to be acted upon. 
To facilitate the heat on the ore, such ore is previously bréken up into compara- 
tively small particles, and these are supported on grating or reticulate work, the 
= we tee are close enough to prevent the particles of ore passing 
pce pte poly 0 et admit of the free passage of the fluid sulphur obtained by 

REGULATING COMBUSTION IN FuRNACES.—The invention of Mr 
8. MAppeN, of Heston, consists in improved mechanical arrangements, and the 
application of improved simple compound or hollow dampers with moveable plates 
attached, both of which have circular perforations or vertical or horizontal slots at any convenient distance or diameter from the centre, and are so fitted as to leave a 
constant annular space between the flue and said dampers, for tlie admission of a 
certain proportion of air required for the more perfect combustion of the ases 
evolved from the fuel on its passage from the furnace io 
and tutes. The plain or hollow perforated d impers an¢ 
— — pe J ee or size, whole or in sections, to sui 
smaliest tubes, and are composed one or both of a fire resisting o iti 
bago, and where only one Se made the other is pot wo vecured 
monte CASTINGS.—The invention of Mr. C, L, ContiGNnon. of 

necurt, France, consists in the manufacture of smooth and bri ht astings by the substitution of tar in lieu of the pulverised coal or founder's lacking hithert> used, in combination with green sand for making iron castings, 

1 back plates are manufac- 
through the flues, fire boxes 

P oes | worth 12/. per fathom. 
| The lode in the rise going up in the back of the 105 is worth 7/. per fathom. | t steam boiler flues or the | . : ~ | 
The lodein the stopes in the back of the 95, east of winze, is worth 18/, per fathom, | 

Mining Correspondence, 
—_—_-—_—. 

BRITISH MINES. 

ABERDAUNANT.—5. Toy, Dec. 8: The men are making fair progress in driv- 
ing No. 1 adit level east, the ground is more favourable for driving, and congenial 
for mineral; the sulphur and blende which the lode formerly contained have dis- 
appeared, and the lode is improving for lead. We are at present breaking some 
saving work for dressing. The stope in the roof of this level has fallen off a little 
in value, and is now worth 10/. per fathom. 
BEDFORD UNITED.—William Phillips, Dec. 9: The engine-shaft is progress- 

ing favourably, and the different levels are being pushed forward with all speed ; 
the drivages at present are by the side of the lode. The lode in the 103 west is in- 
creasing in size, and is very promising. The mine throughout continues to look 
equa!ly as well as reported last week ut the meeting. 
BLUE HILLS.—S. Bennetts, A. Gripe, Dec. 4: The lode in the 50, west of 

Poulyear shaft, continues much as last reported—large, and producing low quality 
tinstuff throughout the whole portion yet taken down. From the appearance of 
the lode in the eastern breast of the ground iu the level over thisend we expect an 
improvement in the 50 end shortly. In the tribute department there is not much 
change worthy of notice. 
BOG.—W. ¥ . Harris, J. Barkell, Dec. 8: The water having been in the shaft and 

the 175 fm. level since last week, there is no change to report. The lode in the 163 
east, on the south lode, is much easier for progress, and is worth 20/. per fathom 
for lead ore. The level west, on main lode, is worth for lead and blende 15/. per 
fathom. The ground in the cross-cut driving north in the 130 is slow for progress. 
The cross-cut driving south in the 115 is making fair progress. There is no par- 
ticular change in any of the tribute pitches; they are Jiclding fair quantities of 
lead and blende. The severe weather still continues, and is much against dressing 
and surface work. 
BRONFLOYD.—Dec. 8: Settings for December: Pitch No. 1, in back of the 

96, to 24 men, at 90s. per ton. Pitch No. 2, in back of the 73 east, to six men, at 
90s. per ton. Pitch No. 3, in back of the 73 west, to four men, at 80s. per ton. 
Pitch No. 4, in back of the 52, to two men, at 150s. per ton. All these pitches are 
let on the condition that the orestuff is to be delivered free of cost to the company 
at the respective lodges. Atthe110 the men areengaged fixing temporary lift, and 
when this is finished we shall commence driving on the lode westward. To drive 
eastward on the middle lode, at the 40, to four men, at 8/, per fathom. The prin- 
cipal portion of the lode is standing here at present. To drive on the same lode, 
at the 52, to two men, at 150s. perfathom. ‘There isa good lode here, and we have 
had to-day some very fine specimets of ore from it. There is every indication to 
support the opinion that the middle lode will be found to be the main lode of the 
mine in the western part of the sett, in the direction of the No. 4 shaft, towards 
which we arenow driving. Todrivea short cross-cut into the lode at the adit with a 
view of opening up another pitch, to two men, at 100s, perfm. We have cut some 
small ribs of ore here already, and in another fathom of driving will reach the 
main part of the lode. For the last nine days we have had very severe frost here. 
Pumping and drawing is going on regularly, but our lower dressing-floors are 
partly stopped. We sent out to-day samples of 25 tons lead ore. 
CRENVER AND WHEAL ABRAHAM UNITED.—W. Thomas, J. Hammill, 

Dec. 8: Setting Report: Sturt’s Engine-Shaft : To drive the 228 west by eight men, 
1 fm. or the month, at 16/. per fathom; the lode is 4% ft. wide, yielding copper 
ore to dress.—St. George’s Shaft: In the 215, driving west, the lode is 4 ft. wide, 
yielding 3 tons of copper ore per fathom; we expect to communicate this end with 
the 220, east of Woolf's, ina few days. The stope in the back of this level by six 
men, at 4/. per fathom ; the lode is 3 ft. wide, producing 2% tons of copper ore per 
fathom.—Woolf’s Shaft: To sink below the 220 by eight men, 1 fm. or the month, 
at 30/. per fathom ; the lode is 5 ft. wide, and will yield 2% tons of copper ore per 
fathom. The 220, driving east, by six men, to hole; the lode is 3 ft. wide, yielding 
copper ore to dress.—Blewitt’s Shaft: To drive the 234 west by eight men, 1 fm. 
or the month, at 16/. per fathom ; the lode is 4 ft. wide, composed principally of 
spar.—Richard’s Shaft: To drive the 220 west by six men, 1 fm. or the month, 
at 9/, per fathom ; the lode is 6 ft. wide, and will yield 3 tons of copper ore per 
fathom. To stope the back of this end by six men, at 6s, 8d. in 1/. tribute. To 
drive the 210 west by three men and three boys, at 6/. 10s. per fathom ; the lode is 
5 ft. wide, and will yield 1% ton of copper ore per fathom. Tosink a winze below 
the 210 by four men, 1 fm. or the month, at 7/. 5s. per fathom ; the lode is 4% ft. 
wide, yielding copper ore to dress. To drive the 200 west by two men and two boys, 
at 5/. 5s. per fathom ; the lode is 2 ft. wide, yielding stones of copper ore—having 
a better appearance. 
CWM DWYFOR (Copper and Silver-Lead).—Joseph Jewell, Dec. 9: No. 4 Lode 

South; In the level driving east of the shaft the lode is 2ft. wide, producing 2 tons 
of silver-lead ore per fathom, and promising for still further improvement. The 
two stopes over the back of this lode are each at the present time yielding 25 cwts. 
of silver-lead ore per fathom.—No. 4 Lode North: We are desuing the lode in the 
level east of the shaft, but when the lode was last taken down it yielded fully 
10 ewts. to the fathom.—Incline: I shall nearly complete the laying of the rails 
next week.—Crusher-House, &c.: The building will be ready for the crushers by 
the end of next week.—Ore : A thaw has, I am glad to say, set in, and the dresser 
is again washing ore, but the frost has very much interfered with our dressing 
operations. 
OWM ELAN (NEW).—W. Goldsworthy, Dec. 4: In the 30, west of engine- 

shaft, the lode is 2 ft. wide, and showing a masterly appearance for a valuable re- 
sult, At the present time the lode is worth 15 ewts. of lead and hlende ores per 
fathom. Inthe same level, east of shaft, the lode is of the same dimensions in 
width, but more productive in mineral. The present indications are most en- 
couraging, worth 18 cwts. of lead ore per fathom, combined with a little blende. 
In the 20, west of shaft, the lode is 15 in. wide, and will produce 20 ewts. of good 
blende per fathom ; lead ore is also yielded, but the quantity is small. The stope 
in back of this level will produce 8 ewts. of lead ore and 7 cwts. of Dlende ore per 

The stope east of shaft, in the same level, on the south lode, will produce 
13 ewts. of lead and blende ores per fathom. The stope west of cross-course, on 
the north lode, is worth 16 ewts. of lead ore per fathom. Other parts of the mine 
are looking much the same as for some time past This being the end of our 
working month the setting of the various bargains underground have been re 
taken and some refused, but I have not the slightest doubt the refusing ones will 
re-take in a few days hence. The frost has entirely stopped our dressing of ores, 
and nearly our water power. 
CWMYSTWIIH.—Dec. 3: In Michell’s level west the lode holds on strong, and 

still worth 10 ewts. of lead ore per fatliom. The rise and stopeare worth l5cwts. 
of leid ore per fathom.—Michell’s Level East: The lode in the end is 2 ft. wide, 
composed of clay-slate, with spots of blende, but poor for lead ore. The rise in the 
back of this level is worth 1 ton of lead ore per fathom. In Gill’s upper level 
cross-cut north the ground is favourable for driving. The Rosa Cross-cut North: 
This has been commenced on the outcrop of the Comet lode, which at this point 
is very hard, cousequently our progress is slow. No alteration worthy of remark 
in the tribute pitches since our monthly setting. We havea very severe frost, 
which has stopped our pumping-wheels and dressing ; in fact we have been able 
to do but little in the way of dressing this week, We sampled 25 tons of lead ore 
on Tuesday last, Nov. 30. 
DEVON GREAT CONSOLS.—James Richards, Dec. 10: Wheal Maria: At this 

mine there is no alteration in any points since last week. —Wheal Josiah: Richard’s 
Engine-Shaft: In this shaft, sinking below the 260, the lode is 2 ft. wide, composed 
of quartz, caple, mundic, good progress is being made in getting down. In the 60 
west, the lode is still 4ft. wide, consisting of capel, mundic, quartz, gossan, and 
saving work for copper ore.—Wheal Emma: New Shaft, New South Lode: In the 
160 west, driving is continued by the side of the lode. In the 160 east, a portion 
of the lode, 2 ft. wide, has been taken down, and shows improvement, being com- 
posed of capel, quartz, mundic, and good stones of ore—very promising. We shall 
continue to drive by the side of the lode, it being of great importance to effect a 
communication with Dymond’s winze as soon as possible. In Dymond’s winze, 
sinking below the 145 east, sinking is slow owing to the quickness of the water. 
The lode is of the same value for length and width carried, 9 ft. by 4 ft., continuing 
worth 15 tons of ore,‘ or 75/. per fathom. In the 145 east, the lode is a good 
course of ore, worth 8 tons, or 40/. per fathom. The lode in Welsh’s winze, being 
stripped down below the 130 east, is 10 ft. wide, worth 12 tons, or 50/. per fathom, 
DYLIFFE,—Edward Rogers, Dec. 8: Dyliffe Lode: At the 120, we are cross- 

cutting south, by four men, at 7/. per fathom. In the back of this level there are 
six men rising towards the bob pit, at 9/. per fathom; the lode is 5 ft. wide, and 
worth 20/. per fathom. In the cross-cut at the 105, the shaft-men (six in number) 
are engaged stripping the side of the level in order to fix rodsinthe same. The 
70 is driving south, by two men, at 5/. 10s. per fathom; we expect to cut the lode 
in afew days. The 50 is driving east of the winze, by four men, at 6/. 5s. per 
fathom ; the lode is 4 ft. wide, and producing a little lead ore, At the 15, there are 
two men driving south, at 6/. 10s. per fathom ; the lode at present is unproductive, 
but we are notfully through it. Atthe edit we are making preparations to sink 
the winze in the bottom of the level.—Esgairgaled Lode: In the cross-cut at the 
40 the lode is 5 ft. wide, and worth 10/. per fathom. The tribute setting is as fol- 
lows :—10 men at 3/. 5s. per fathom, 12 men at 4/. 10s., 10 men at 5/., 20 men at 
5. 10s., 26 men at 6/.10s., and 10 men at 7/. 10s. per ton. 
EAST WHEAL BASSET.—Richard Pryor, Edward Adams, Dec. 8: There is 

no change to notice in this mine since our last week's report. 
EAST WHEAL GRENVILLE.—E. Hosking, W. Bennetts, Dec. 4: Setting Re- 

port: To stope below the 120, west of engine-shaft, by six men, at 2/, per fathom ; 
the lode is 2 ft. wide, and worth 5/. per fathom. To drive the 120 cross-cut, north 
of engine lode, by four men, at 11/. per fathom. We have suspended the stope 
above the 110, and set to sink below the 90 east, by four men, at 4/. per fathom ; 
the lode is worth for tin and copper 6/. per fathom ; we hope to hole this winze in 
a few days, when we shall resume stoping. To drive the 75 fm. level west, on the 
caunter, by two men, at 9/. per fathom ; the lode produces a little ore. To drive 
the 55 fathom level]west, on thecaunter, by four men, at 4/. 10s. per fathom ; this 
end is looking very kindly indeed, and will yield 1% ton of copper ore per fathom, 
and we think it will further improve as we get off the influence of the cross-course. 
FRANK MILLS.—J. Nicholls, James Rowe, jun., Dec. 9: The engine-shaft is 

sunk 15 fms. below the 145; we are making preparations to cut plat to enable us 
to drive north and south on lode. The lodes are about 18 in. apart in bottom of 
shaft, and produce a little lead. A winze sinking in bottom of the 145, north of 
cross-cut on west lode, is producing a little lead. At the 100 we are driving north 
of cross-cut, on west lode, which is producing 4 cwts. of lead ore per fathom. The 
60, driving south of cross-cut, north of Orchard air-shaft, is producing 5 cwts. of 
lead ore per fathom. The 60, driving north of cross-cut, south of Orchard air-shaft, 
on eastern branch, is producing 4 ewts. of lead ore per fathom, and improving in 
appearance. The 45 is being driven south of cross-cut, north of Orchard air shaft, 
to communicate with the 45, north of No. 1 cross-cut, south of Orchard sir-shaft, 
on east branches; we expect to make the communication next week. When this 
is completed we shall be able to set some pitches on tribute. At the 30 we are 
driving north and south of cross-cut; the lode in each end is producing saving 
work for lead. Our tribute department is looking very well, and the machinery 
is in good working order. 
GAWTON COPPER.—George Rowe, George Rowe, jun., Dec. 4: The lode in 

the 117, east of King’s engine-shaft, is producing arsenical mundic, impregnated 
with good quality copper ore. The lode in the winze sinking below the 117 is 

The lode in the stopes in back of the 117 is worth 5/. per 

fathom. 

15 fathoms under shallow adit level in about ten daystime. The shaft ; 
very congenial strata, which at times carry strong spots of lead. Winze sinki - 
under shallow adit level perpendicular in the lode contains all matrices omen 
to the production of large quantities of lead; at the present shallow depth en 
yielding beautiful slabs of solid lead ; therefore I expect to meet with a continy, ~ 
course of ore when the lode shall be intersected, and the whole width (50 ne 
explored by the proposed cross-cut from the engine shaft. t) 
GREAT LAXEY.—F. Reddicliffe, Dec. 7: As there are but few changes at 

of the points underground since the last report, when the value of each was give 
I need not now repeat what was then stated, but report simply upon what chanss’ 
have taken place.—Deep Mine: There is a great improvement in o ning u = 
lode to its full width in the 200 end north, its present value bein fully 802, o fi 7 
The cross-cut is fully through the east division of the lode, which is 5% ft, wide % 
and in which we are now driving north — instead of on the west side as befo; “4 
The 190 over the before-mentioned end is also further improved ; present or te 
being 70/. per fathom. There is now every reason to believe that we are throy m4 
the run of poor ground which we have had to contend with in these levels for go en 
time past, and that the 210 coming up below will soon be through it also.—Dune 
bell’s: We have commenced cutting a little ground necessary for room preparaton, 
to sinking the shaft below the 200; this done, and some timbering also n "y 
sinking will be commenced in about a fortnight. The 200 end south is not so ‘ood 
as last reported ; present value 35/. per fathom. We have commenced driving th 
85 north; here we shall probably have a considerable length of poor ground to 
penetrate before reaching the northern run, as I call the ore ground now bein 
explored in the 110 north. The drawing and all matters at surface going on with 
w Tt s Machinery all in good working order and repair. 

REAT RETALLACK.—John Harris, Dec. 4: The shaft sinking below the 49 
was communicated with the 45 the last thing to-day’; it will take two or three 
days more to square the shaft down to the bottom of the 45, after which the men 
will cut a small plat preparatory to driving west of the shaft to intersect the 
— shoot of blende. I willsend a more detailed report for the meeting on 
uesday. 
GREAT WHEAL LOVELL.—J. Prisk, Dec. 9: The following is our setting re. 

port of Saturday last. The 56 to drive west of sump winze, by nine men and three 
boys, at 12/, per fathom; we have been driving by the side of the lode the whole 
of the week. I hope to report fully thereon next week. A winze to sink below 
the 44, east of sump winze, by four men, at 7/. perfathom, Four men to sink 
west of sump winze, at 6/. per fathom; lode 2% ft. wide, worth 7/. per fathom, z 
stope to four men in the back of the 34, east of sump winze, at 50s. per fathom: 
lode worth 5/, per fathom, 
_GUNNISLAKE (Clitters).—W. Skewis, J. C. Seccombe, Dec. 8: The lode in the 

rise in back of the 188 is worth fully 70/. per fathom. In the 176 east the lode ig 
worth 8/, per fathom, and in the western end it is worth 10/. per fathom, lookin 
very promising forearly improvement. The rise in back of this level, east of en- 
gine-shaft, is worth 12/. per fathom. ‘The lode in the 164 west is producing savin 
work for copper ore. The rise in back of this level, east of engine-shaft, is worth 
15/. per fathom. In the 140 west the lode is worth 9/. per fathom. The lode in the 
128 west is yielding saving work for copper ore. The stopes throughout the ming 
continue to produce the usual quantity of copper ore. 
HINGSTON DOWN CONSOLS.—James Richards, Dec. 9: The sinking of 

Bailey’s shaft below the 150, is continued with fair progress, and the part of the 
lode carried, 18 in. wide, contains a little of both copper ‘and tin ores.—Bailey’s 
Shaft : In the 150 west, and west of Cocking’s winze, the lode is 4 ft. wide, consist- 
ing of quartz, capel, mundic, and ore worth 4 tons, or 12/. per fathom. In the 150 
west, and west of Rowe’s winze on the north part of the lode, the lode is still 2 ft 
wide, and worth 5 tons of ore, or 15/. per fathom. In Rowe’s winze, sinking below 
the 150 west, the lode is 4 ft. wide, and is worth for length carried (10 ft.) 10 tong 
of ore, or 40/. per fathom. In Nicholl’s winze, sinking below the 150, 26 fms. west 
of Rowe’s winze, the lode is 4 ft. wide, and is a good course of ore; worth for length 
carried (10 ft.) 13 tons, or 52/. per fathom. The lode in the two stopes in the back 
of the 150 west is worth on an average 8 tons of ore, or 24/. per fathom. In the 
140 west there is no alteration. In the two stopes in the bottom of the 140 west 
the lode is still worth on an average 8 tons of ore or 32/, per fathom. The lode in 
the 120 west is 4 ft. wide, consisting of capel, quartz, peach, mundic, and a little 
ore. The lodein the two stopes in the bottom of the 120 west is worth on an aver. 
age 5 tons of ore, or 15/. per fathom. In the stope in the back of the 110 west the 
lode is worth 4 tons of ore, or 12/. per fathom. 
ILLOGAN.—R. Pryor, Dec. 8: The ground in the deep adit cross-cut, south of 

engine-shaft, is without change to notice since our last report. Friday next being 
our pay and setting day, a full report shall be sent you. 
KINGSTON CONSOLS.—G. F. Richards, Dec. 9: In the 18 west the drivage 

has been continued on the south part of the lode, and in the present end the lode 
is of a very promising character, producing about 10 cwts. of lead and blende ores 
per fathom. The sinking of the engine-shaft below the 18 has progressed satisfac- 
torily, being now down altogether about 7 fms. below the 18 fm. level. The lode 
has been penetrated so far about 9 ft., which portion has produced lead and blende 
ores more or less throughout, saving work. The frost having been so very severe 
during the week it has very much retarded our surface operations. We hope 
however, to be able to try our dressing machinery in the course of a few days. : 
LADY WELL.—A. Waters, Dec. 9: The 32, south of the engine-shaft, is still 

without ore to value. The rise in the 16 south end is holed to the winze from the 
adit, giving good ventilation to this end of the mine. The two stopes in the 16, 
south of the shaft, are each worth 1 ton per fathom. The two stopes in the adit 
south are worth 15 ewts. per fathom each. The two stopes in the 16, north of the 
shaft, are worth 1 ton per fathoin. We cannot work on the dressing-floors here on 
account of the snow, 
LOVELL (LHE).—Joseph Prisk, Edward Kempthorne, Dec. 9: The lode in the 

sump winze sinking below the 40 is still 10 ft. wide, worth 35/. per fathom. The 
49 end east is hard and unproductive, but still carrying a leader of lode producing 
tin. The lode in No. 1 stope in the back of the 40 fm, level, east of shaft, is im- 
proved, is 18 ft. wide, worth 60/. per fathom. The lode in No. 2 stope, in back of 
40 east; itis 20 ft. wide, worth 70/. perfathom. We are still cuttivg south in this 
stope and no south wall. Weare making fair progress in the cross-cut towards 
the south lode in the 30. On the whole, the mine looks well, and considering the 
severe frost we are getting on well for our next parcel of tin. 
LLANIDLOES.—J. Kitto, Dec. 4: I have nothing particularly new to report to 

you since the general meeting, but am pleased to say that everything is going on 
very satisfactory, and that we are now getting good ore from several points of 
operation, and that we shall soon have a parcel ready for market. We have re- 
sumed the sinking of the winze below the 48 fathom level, where we have a very 
good course of ore, and where the prospects are exceedingly encouraging for 
the deeper levels, and the 60 fathom level ,will soon be underneath it. I shall 
continue to have every promising point of operation pushed on with fall 
force, and shall resume the sinking of the engine-shaft at the earliest possible 
aa The shaftmen are now busily engaged preparing for changing the pit- 
work, 
LLANRHAIADR.—E. Pascoe, Dec. 8: The ground ‘in the deep adit contlnues 

favourable for driving, and good progress is being made: the character of the lode 
is without change since my last report. The cross-cut, south of No. 4, is still yield- 
ing a little lead, and in all probability will improve when the south wall is reached. 
In the level west of winze, below No. 4, the lode is possessed of avery feature cal- 
culated to produce a course of ore. I broke some nice stones of ore to-day from 
the roof, close to the forebreast. I expect in another fathom of ground we shall 
reach the course of ore seen above. The lode in No. 3 level has a very promising 
appearance, composed of lime spar, oxide of iron, carbonate of lime, and sulphur. 
and ought to produce lead. Inthe cross cut, east of No. 2 rise, we have commenced 
=o in the rib of ore mentioned in my last; it is worth for lead about 10/, per 
athom. 
MARKE VALLEY.—J.Seccombe, J. Stenlake, F. Renals, Dec. 9: In Salisbury 

shaft and the 136 west there is no change since last report; the water is in fork in 
the former, and the men have resumed sinking. In the 70 cross-cut sonth we be- 
lieve we have cut the south part of Rosedown lode; so far as seen it is composed of 
capel, quartz, and spots of ore. The rise in the back of the 60 continues to yield 
4 tons per fathom ; and the 50 west, on Rosedown lode, 2 tons perfathom. The30 
cross-cut north, as far as cut into, will yield 2 tons of good copper ore per fathom. 
In the 20 west the lodeis worth 3 tons per fathom. All the stopes and pitches con- 
tinue to yield their usual quantities.—New Shaft: We have not yet holed the borer- 
hole to the rise, but are daily expecting to do so. 
MELINDUR VALLEY.—J. Kitto, Dec. 4: Thelodein the engine-shaft, sinking 

below the 26, is undergoing a very considerable and, I believe, a most important 
change in its character; but it is impossible to say, for a short time, what the re- 
sult will be. I hope, however, to have the pleasure of reporting a great improve 
ment before the end of the current month. The 26 is without change to notice, 
but the lode in the 14 east has much improved, and is now yielding some nice rich 
ore. The stope in the back of this level is looking better than for some time past. 
There is no change in the north cross-cut, except that we have cut a very strong 
feed of water, such as we have never seen before, and this, in my opinion, is a 
pretty sure indication that we are very near the north lode. I will fully advise 
you immediately any change of importance takes place. 
MONYDD GORDDU.—Richard Rowse, Dec. 9: Up to Saturday we were pro- 

gressing most satisfactorily with our dressing operations, machinery and every- 
thing going on to perfection, and we should have had a sampling ready of at least 
30 tons in another fortnight, but unfortunately for us a severe frost set in and 
stopped our wheel, consequently we are at a standstill in this department, but 
hope shortly to be able to proceed again, as there is every prospect of the frost 
breaking up. Iam pleased to say that we have a great improvement in sinking 
the winze, having reached a fine course of ore on the south side. This is quite in- 
dependent of the course of ore standing to the north, and will increase the value 
of the ore in the winze to fully 40/, per fathom, and there is every appearance of 
its further widening out in depth. This looks well for a good course of ore in the 
12; we have already met with some good lead and blende. 
NEW CHIVERTON.—J. Trewartha, Dec. 2: The lode in the engine-shaft has 

somewhat improved since the 2nd inst.; it is worth now 18/. per fathom for the 
length of the shaft (12 ft.); the shaft is now 9 fms. 4 ft. 6 in, below the 35. No 
change to noticein any other part of the mine. 
NEW CONSOLS.—R. Pryor and Son, T. Jenkin, H. Vial, Dec. 7: All the tut- 

work bargains throughout the mine continue just as when last reported on. The 
building of the new piece of flue is being pushed on with as fast as the weather 
will permit, and all other surface work continues to go on very satisfactorily. 
Saturday next being our pay and setting day, a full report shall be sent you. 
NEW HENDRA.—Kichard King, Dec. 7: The lode in the deep adit level con- 

tinues just as last reported. The ground improves for driving, and the men are 
making good progress. ‘lhe ground and lode are letting out more water than 
have ever seen anywhere in this level, which leads me to believe that we are near 
another lode. Fs 
NORTH HENDRA.—J. Lean, Dec. 8: No particular change has taken place 10 

the mine since last report, excepting the No. 1 south level, where the fiat has be 
come much wider. The yield of ore continues much the same. I expect the new 
pumps here to-morrow, when no time will be lost in getting them to work. Yes- 
terday we sampled 30 tons of ore for the sale at Holywell to morrow. 
NORTH ROMAN GRAVELS.—Francis Francis, Dec. 8: The present forebreast 

in the deep level is in a nice-looking lode, composed of country rock and promising 
ribs of lime spar, with occasional spots of blende. At present, however, it shows 
no signs of unwatering the sump, the lode being periectly dry, and upon taking 

| the bearing L find it heading further south than the apparent dip of the lode ac- 
counts for; the present forebreast is now 10 yards off the eump, and about 35 yards 
in a straight line from Edward’s shaft. In the Lyde level I have set four men to 

The lode in the 82 east is 5 ft. wide, principally composed of capel, spar, and mundic, | drive a little east of norti to intersect the new lode, which was lost by the former 

impregnated with good quality copper ore. The Maker stope, in the bottom | proprictors about 59 or 56 ft. from onr present forebreast ; at this spot, in putting 
of the 82, is worth 5/. per fathom. Thestope in the back of the 70 is worth 9/. per | a few blasts off in the side of the level, a fine lode was seen, which was not holed 

fathom. The tribute department is without change. through, but there are about 2 ft. of carbonate of lime-spar, presenting a promising 
GLYN.—J. Roach, Dec. 9: Good progress is made in sinking Discovery engine- | appearance. In the deep level two of our men left about two weeks ago, and one 

shaft. I believe we shall get it low enough to drive a cross-cut north to the lode week of the month the driving was carried on only by two men, a third coming in 
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to work the fourth week yesterday; there were four men commencing the month’s 
bargain. In the Lyde level four men; the fall corps only worked a fortnight of 
the month. 
NORTH TRESKERBY.—R. Pryor, Dec. 7: The lode in the stopes on High- 

purrow lode, and in the shallow adit level west of Doctor’s shaft, continue’ just as 
when last reported on. 
OLD TINCROFT CONSOLS.—James Pope, Des. 8: The 30, west of Diamond 

shaft, is driven about 45 fms.; lode at present worth for tin 6/. per fathom. The 
20 is driven west 53 fms., lode at present 20 in. wide—good stamping work. The 
1u is driven west 55 fms., lode worth at present 8/. per fathom. As soon as our 
stamping machinery is completed, which will be about the end of the year, we 
shall commence driving the different levels, as well as stoping the backs, which, 
from Feet appearance, will yield Mg gag mond of tinstone. 
OLD TREBURGETT.—W. Hancock, W. T. Bryant, Dec. 8: Setting Report: In 

the 90, south of shaft, contract not out; lode 4 tt. wide, worth about 6/. per fm. 
A stope in the back of the level by four men, one month, to have 30s. per fathom, 
and 10/, per ton. To drive the 80, south of the shaft, by six men, two months, to 
carry @ portion of the lode at 11/. per fathom, to work from Monday morning 
one o’clock to ten o’clock Saturday night; this end is still hard and troublesome ; 
the ore-bearing part of the lode has not been taken down for the last 3 fathoms, 
nor will it be till we are further advanced ; we broke into it yesterday near the 
end, and it produced good stones of silver-lead. The No. 2 winze under this level 
is down about 7 fms., and is at present suspended on account of the water, and 
the level below (the 90), still some 20 fms. behind it, the winze is worth about 
15/. per fathom. The 70 to drive south of shaft by four men, one month, at 6/. per 
fathom ; worth about 5/. per fathom. The No. 1 stope in the back of the level the 
contract not out; worth 25/. per fathom. No. 2 ditto contract not out; worth 
90/. per fathom. No. 3 ditto by six men, one month, at 3/. 10s. per fm.; worth 
92/. per fathom. No. 4 ditto by six men, one month, at 3/. 15s. per fathom; worth 
95/. per fathom ; the latter to be paid for fixing stull. No. 3 winze under the level 
contract not out, worth 10/, per fathom. We have set another winze in this level, 
which we shall cail No. 4, to four men, at 10/. per fathom ; worth about 40/. per 
fathom. To drive the 60 south of shaft by four men, the month, at 8/. per fathom ; 
lode 3 ft. wide, producing occasional stones of ore, and of a kindly appearance. 
We have 26 men on tribute in different parts of the mine, on tributes varying from 
16/, to 187. per ton for first quality ores, and 8/. per ton for No. 2, Tramming, fill- 
ing, landing, and other contracts rffuch the same as for last two months. As 
soon as the tributers have got up their work at Masey’s shaft we shall commence 
cutting it down and securing it from surface, so as to make it a good shaft for all 
urposes ; the men who are going in it are at present employed clearing the 30 fm. 

evel from footway winze, so as to ascertain whether it is driven under the shaft. 
The Burry Port and Co.’s parcel of ores is all delivered at Wadebridge. We 
hope to sample on Wednesday next about the same quantity of ores as last time. 
PARYS MOUNTAIN.—T, Mitchell, Dec. 9: The ground in the 90 cross-cut 

south has become very hard the last day or two, and is at present rather difficult 
for cutting. No change worth noticing in any other part. We have been unable 
to proceed with clearing the precipitation pits this week on account of the hard 
frost; our surface hands are, however, engaged preparing ochre. Since my last 
" — weighed off three lots of copper ore, about 270 tons, also about 80 tons 
of sulphur. 
PATELEY BRIDGE.—C. Williams, Dec. 8: There has heen nochange to notice 

in any of the underground bargains during the week, with the exception of the 
west cross-cut in the 20, where the vein has slightly improved, and presents kindly 
indications for further improvement. Our smelting works are in full operation. 
You shall be fully advised on all points next week. 
PEDN-AN-DREA UNITED.—W. Tregay, Wm. Prideaux, J. Pope, Nov. 27: 

Bump: We have resumed the 160 cross-cut north, and the ground is very favour- 
able for driving. In the 160 west end the branches produce stones of tin, but we 
think it advisable to open north and south all the breadth of the lode In the 150 
west end the lode (Martin’s) is worth 8/. per fm. In the 140 west end the lode 
(Martin’s) is worth 122. per fathom. In the 130 west end the lode (Martin’s) is 
worth 102. per fathom.—Cobbler’s: In the 120 west end the lode (Martin’s) is un- 
productive, and the men are removed to drive on the lode opened in the rise above 
the 140, under Critchley’s; this drivage being about the 130 will be denominated 
the 130, west of Critchley’s.—Cardozo’s: In the 100 west end the lode (north) is 
worth 20/. per fathom. In the 90 west winze the lode (north) is worth 10/. per 
fathom. In the 90 west end the lode (north) is worth 9/. per fathom. In the 
80 west end the lode (north) is worth 20/. per fathom. The 70 west end has opened 
a good piece of tin ground, worth 15/. to 20/. per fathom, and being a long distance 
behind the 80 and the 60 we have found it expedient to suspend the driving, and 
to let the ground be stoped away by the tributers from above and below. Inthe 
60 west end the lode (north) is worth 187. perfathom. In the 55 west end the lode 
(north) is worth 8/. per fathom. In the 47 west end the lode (north) is worth 9/. 
—Critchley 8: We are cutting down and timbering this shaft towards the 90 with 
all possible dispatch, now completed to about the 70. The 140 rise has been com- 
municated with the 120, and the men set to rise above that level, there being now 
26 fathoms to communicate with the 90. In the 90 north nothing of importance 
intersected here. In the 47 east the lode produces good stones of tin. We sold on 
Thursday 15 tons 10 cwts. 0 qr. 8 lbs. of black tin. 
— Dec. 4: Sump: In the 160 north cross-cut we have intersected a branch pro- 

ducing rich stones of tin. Inthe 160 west we have nothing of importance to report, 
occasional stones of tin are produced from the branches, which do not appear very 
regular. In the 150 west end the lode (Martin’s) is worth 8/. per fathom. In the 
140 west end the lode (Martin’s) is worth 12/. per fathom. In the 130 west end the 
lode (Martin’s) is worth 8. per fathom.—Cardozo’s: In the 100 west end the lode 
(north) is worth 20/, per fathom. In the 90 west winze the lode (north) is worth 
10/, per fathom. In the 90 west end the lode (north) is worth 9/. per fathom. In 
the 80 west end the lode (north) is worth 20/. per fathom. In the 60 west end the 
lode (north) is worth 15/. per fathom. In the 55 west end the lode (north) is worth 
8i. per fathom. In the 47 west end the lode (north) 9/. per fathom.—Critchley’s : 
In the 70 to 90 we are cutting down and timbering as rapidly as possible, and at 
the usual rate of speed. In the 110 west we have set men to drive on one of the 
lodes intersected by the cross-cut at this level, but being yet in the cross course the 
lode is not very clearly defined, although it produces good stones of tin. In the 
130 west we have set men to drive on the lode opened by the rise between the 
140 and 120, which produces rich tinstone, but being in the cross-course we can 
hardly tell its value until a little more opened on. In the 120 rise the men arecut 
ting a drain around for taking up the large stream of water running back through 
this level, before we can safely start to rise above the roof, and this will require 
most of next week toaccomplish. Inthe ‘0 north nothing of any importance since 
last reported. In the 47 east the lode is large, but not at present very productive. 
We sold at Charlestown 9 tons 10 ewts. 1 qr. 16 lbs. of black tin. 
PENHALLS.—S. Bennetts, W. Higgins, Dec. 4: The 70 east south cross-cut is 

without much change. Inthe 69 east the lode continues to open very satisfac- 
torily. It it not cut quite through, but is seen 6 ft. to 8 ft. wide, and worth 12/, to 
15/, per fathom. The 50 west is worth 8/. to 10/. per fathom. The 45 east is worth 
il. per fathom, and the 40 west 8/. per fathom. The various other points of ope- 
ration, together with the stopes and tribute pitches, remain much the same as for 
some weeks past. We are now fixing a new cylinder to the drawing-engine, the 
old one being completely worn out. 
PENNANT (Lead and Barytes).—Nov. 9: The carbonate of barytes in the new 

pit is turning out remarkably well; it is 2 ft. 6 in. wide, of splendid quality, and 
as far as it is possible to ascertain at present there is a large quantity to be got, and 
this at a low rate, being 10 yards off the surface; this is by far the best discovery 
we have yet had, but, in my opinion, not anything like what we may expect when 
we get below the level. The other bargains are as last reported, and when we are 
furnished with proper machinery for dressing the property will become valuable. 
PENNERLEY.—W. T. Harris, J. Delbridge, Dec.8: Engine Shaft: In the 130 

west the lode has been taken down, and is 6 inches wide, of carbonate of Jime and 
alittle lead ore. The lode in the 120 west is 1% ft. wide, worth for lead ore 25/. per 
fathom, and very encouraging. In this level driving east no lode has been taken 
down during this week; fair progress is being made. The lode in the winzesink- 
ing below the 70, on Warm Water lode, has rather improved, now worth 2% tons 
lead ore per fathom. In the cross-cut driving north, at the 25, we are within about 
2 ft. of cutting the lode, which we hope to prove this week. There are in this seo- 
tion of the mine five stopes at work, producing on an average 1 ton lead ore per 
fathom.— Potter's Pit: The shaft sinking below the 75 is making usual progress. 
This level (the 75) driving west is speedy for progress, and the lode yields good 
stones of lead ore. Nos. 2 and 3 winzes, sinking below the 65, are without change, 
producing 2% and 4 tons respectively. The lode in the 45 west is more promising, 
and at present yields good stones of lead ore. This level driving east and west, on 
the Warm Water lode, is producing occasional stones of lead ore. The stopes in 
this portion of the mine are yielding lead as for some time past. The severity of 
the weather is much against dressing operations. 
PENSTRUTHAL.—W. Teague, Dec. 6: I am pleased that our tin is coming up 

to the estimate, 10 tons per month. Everything going on satisfactorily, and the 
lode in Highburrow shaft is presenting better appearances. The elvan is leaving 
it, as I anticipated, but the value has not improved to any extent as yet. There 
is every indication of an early improvement. The 46 fm. level east, on the copper 
lode, is looking better, producing good stones of rich ore, but not sufficient to 
value, All other places are without alteration. 
PLYNLIMMON.—J. Garland, Dec. 9: I am very sorry to inform you that, 

owing toa continuance of the severe frost, the water continues to rise in this mine, 
being now up to the roof of the 12. Weare still enabled to work in the stope in 
back of the 12, which now produces 1 ton of lead ore per fathom. The driving of 
the cross-cut north of the adit level, towards the north lode, is being kept on by a 
full pare of men, and good progress being made. 
PRINCE OF WALES.—J. Andrews, J. Pryor, Deo. 8: Setting Report: The fol- 

lowing was our setting on Saturday :—To drive the 77 end, west of engine-shaft, by 
six men, at 12/. per fathom; lode 6 in. wide, yielding a little mundic and copper 
ore. To drive the 55 end west, by six men, at 13/. per fathom; lode 20 fin. wide, 
composed of quartz, capel, and mundic, and a little copper ore. A pitch in the 
back of the 77, east of shaft, by two men, for one or two months, at l4s.in 1. A 
Pitch in the back of the 40, west of shaft, by two men, at lds. in L/. 
RELISTIAN CONSOLS.—J. Curtis, Dec. 9: Duke's shaft is now 5 ft. below the 

24; the lode is 5 ft. wide, with stones of mundic, copper ore, blende, and a little 
in in it, but nothing to value. 
RHEIDOL.—Jonhn Ridge, Deo. 4: The lode in the 30 west is still of a most pro- 

mising character; the part carried (5 ft.) is composed of slate, spar, carbonate of 
lime, and a good mixture of lead and blende, 3 ft. wide, with a very kindly appear- 
ancelfor improving. The rise in the back of the deep adit level will yield 25 cwts. 
of blende per fathom. 
ROMAN GRAVELS.—Arthur Waters, Dec. 9: Setting Report ; The 95 to drive 

north of old shaft cross-cut, by four men, at 14/, 10s.; the lode is worth 25/. per 
fathom. , The 95 to drive south of Dorricott’s winze, by six men, at 16/. per fm. ; 
om lode is twitched up by the cross-course, and at present worth 20/, perfm. The 
0.1 stope in the 95, north of Tittley’s winze, by four men, at 7/. perfm, worth 30/, 

per fathom, No. 2 stope, north of ditto, by four men, at 7/. per fathom, worth 40/. 
54 fathom. No.3 stope, north of ditto, by four men, at 6/. 15s. per fathom, worth 
48, per fathom. The stope in the 95, south of the above winze, by four men, at 
il, per fathom ; the lode is worth 50/. per fathom. Wo. 1 stope, in the same level, 
ne of Dorricott’s winze, by four men, at 6/, 10s. per fathom, worth 40/, per fm. 
Ne 2 stope, south of ditto, by four men, at 6/. per fathom, worth 28/, per fathom. 
\9 3 stope, south of ditto, by four men, at 62, 10s. per fathom, worth 20/. per fm. 
40. 4 stope, south of ditto, by six men, at 6/, 10s, per fathom, worth 14/, per fm. 

0. 1 stope, in the same level, north of the above winze, by four men, at 6/. 10s. 
pr fathom, worth 60/. per fathom. No. 2 stope, north of ditto, by four men, at 
-15s., worth 70/, per fathom. No. 3 stope, north of ditto, by two men, at 6/. 
t fathom, worth 28/. per fathom. The 80 to drive north of shaft cross-cut, by 
a men, at 14/, per fathom—a wide lode of spar, with stones of ore, but not to 
atts The 80 to drive south of Corfield’s, by six men, at 16/, per fm.; the lode is 

» wide, worth 20/, per fathom, No, 1 stope, in the 80, south of the above winze, 

four men, at 6/. 10s., worth 40/. perfathom. The stopein the 80, south of Bishop's 
winze, by six men, at 6/. 10s., worth for lead 28/. per fathom. The stope north of 
the winze, by two men, at 6/. per fathom, worth 20/7. per fathom. The stope in 
the 80, south of Blakemore’s winze, by four men, at 6/. 10s. per fathom, worth 28/. 
per fathom. The stope in the 80, north of Powell’s winze, by four men, at 61. 5s. 
per fathom, worth 28/. per fathom. The stope in the 80, south of winze, on east 
lode, by four men, at 6/. per fm.; the lode is worth 28/. per fathom. The new 
south engine shaft, below the 80, by six men, at 25/. per fathom, now down 5 fms, 
2 ft. The 65 to drive south to Stokes’s winze, by four men, at 14/. per fathom ; the 
lode is now worth 20/. per fathom, and improving. No. 1 stope, in the 65, south 
of Overton’s winze, by two men, at 5/. per fathom, worth 40/. per fm. No. 2 stope, 
south of ditto, by four men, at 5/. 15s. per fathom, worth 40. per fathom. No. 3 
stope, south of ditto, by four men, at 6/. per fathom, worth 40/, per fathom. No.1 
stope, in the 65, south of Stokes’s winze, by four men, at 6/., worth 28/. per fm. 
No. 2 stope, south of ditto, by two men, at 6/. 5s., worth 14/. per fathom. The 
weather is still severe, but no snow has fallen for the last two days. We have to- 
day sold 200 tons of lead ore, realising 29522. 

5ST. AGNES CONSOLS.—William Vivian, Dec. 9: In the 72, driving west of 
south cross cut, the lode still continues to improve, and is 2 ft. wide, worth 9/. per 
fathom for tin. In the same level driving east the lode is 2% ft. wide, very kindly 
in appearance, producing rich stones of tin. In the 72, driving east of north cross- 
cut, the lode is 3 ft. wide, worth 7/. per fathom for copper and tin. There is no 
further change to notice since last week. 
SAINT PATRICK.—W. Francis, Dec. 8: The oross-course in driving the 90 yard 

cross-cut north has again opened out into fine congenial soft ground for 2 ft. 6 in. 
wide, composed chiefly of gossan and clay; an east and west joint of 2 in. wide 
has just been cut, and a little lead ore found. I judge from present appearances 
we shall have a very important change here soon. The 120 cross-cut north pro- 
gresses satisfactorily, without, however, Gg hm ed worthy of note. 
SOUTH CONDURROW.—W. Rich, W. Williams, H. Abraham, Dec. 7: Thetin 

lode in the 50 cross-cut north is not yet fully cut through, but so far as seen it is 
worth 10/. per fathom. In the 60 oross cut west we are driving north with the view 
to intersect the great lode, which is shifted to the north by means of the West 
Basset lode; there is an increase of water running from the end, and we think the 
lode is near, The 70 west is disordered by asmall oe branch crossing it. 
The 78, east of King’s, is worth 122 per fathom. The 82 east is worth 10/. per 
fathom. The 82 west is worth 10/, per fathom. The 93 east is worth 8/. per fathom. 
The 93 west is worth 12/. per fathom. The rise in the back of the 93, near the 
eross-course, is worth 12/. per fathom. 
TANKERVILLE.—A. Waters, Dec. 9: The stopes throughout the mine are 

quite up to the valuations given in my last general report. The winze below the 
152, now down 8 fms. 2 ft., has considerably improved for lead this week, and it 
is evident that we are boring down into a magnificent course of ore. The lode 
and ore course in the 152, over the winze, is 15 to 16 ft. wide, but the indications 
below the said level show a wider and richer lode than anything seen overhead. 
The cross-cut south from the bottom of Watson’s shaft, in the 107, is now into 
the hanging-wall of the lode, but it will take a week or so to cut through to the 
footwall of it. Being anxious to see what the lode is made of, we have bored 
into it 4ft. 3in., and are not yet through the ore course; the first 2 ft. of the bor- 
ing passed through nearly solid lead, and the remainder was in rich leadstuff and 
spar mixed; the bottom of the hole, as stated above, being im ore of rich quality. 
We have had a rich lode throughout the sinking from the 152 to the 167, and 
lsoking at the great course of ore in the 152 winze, above mentioned, I do think 
there are better days in store for the company. We have to-day sampled 150 tons 
of lead ore, for sale next week. 
TRELEIGH WOOD.—E. Hosking, Wm. Goldsworthy, Dec. 8: In the 56 cross- 

cut, north of the engine-shaft, we intersected branches of capel and quartz, which 
appears to be the south part of the lode; we hope to see more of it in a day or 
two; the cross-cut is being pushed on as fast as possible, the men working Satur- 
day nights and early on Monday morning; the ground is still hard, and letting 
out more water. The lode in the 44, east of the cross-course, is producing stones of 
copper ore, and worth 6/. per fathom for tin—a kindly looking lode, and the ground 
favourable for driving, We have cut through the lode ia the 44, west of the cross- 
course, and put the men to stope; the lode is «ft. wide, and worth 7/. per fm.; 
stoping by four men, at 6s. 6d. per ton, equal to 3/. 5s. per fathom. The lode in 
the stope above the 44, west of the engine-shaft, and east of Phillips’s winze, is 7 ft. 
wide, and worth 13/. per cubic fathom. The lodein the stope below the 34, east of 
the cross-course, is 6 ft. wide, and worth 10/, per fathom. There is no change in 
the 34 east end. In consequence of the severe frost we have broken the top part 
of the eduction pipe of the stamping-engine; this will cause some delay, as we are 
now replacing it by putting in the condensing work of the old pnmping-engine, 
which is the right size. We hope to get to work on Friday. 
TREVARRACK.—James Pope, Dec. 8: We have discovered a north lode, which 

is 2ft. wide, composed of peach, iron, and mundic, with every appearance of being 
a productive lode at a deeper level. Nothing newin any other part of the mine 
since my last. 
TYLLWYD.—J. Paull, Dec. 9: The men in the 30 cross-cut have not been able to 

work their full time during the last week, in consequence of the engine-wheel being 
idle by severe frost. The ground in same looks very promising, and we have nice 
spar and spots of lead in the joints crossing the end. Very good progress is still 
being made in the 20 cross-cut, and some soft joints are often seen, with carbonate 
of lime and a little lead ore now and then; water issues freely from the end, which 
is an indication of the lode not being far ahead. Our surface operations are almost 
ata stand-still, owing to the severe frost. Stopes much as usual. We have stoped 
a little below the level, on south-west lode, where we find the lode 3 ft. wide, con- 
taining very good lead ore. This we consider speaks well for our 20 fathom level 
coming under this point, which is being pushed on towards same with all possible 
dispatch. This is a very important point, as we shall have 20 fms. high of stoping 
ground over same. 
VAN CONSOLS.—James Roach, Dec. 9: The 40 fm. level, east of main shaft, 

on north part of lode, still consists of carbonate of lime, a little blende, and spots 
of lead ore, presenting good indications for early improvement. At a depth of 
7 fms. 5 ft. under the 25, we are now cross-cutting the lode standing south of 
Murray’s shaft, and I am glad to say we have already driven through lead worth 
251. per fathom and upwards. Still lead in breast of cross-cut; this proves almost 
to a certuinty that we have a fine lode of lead ore in the bottom of the mine for a 
great length. All other work without alteration since my last advice. 
VRON.—Stephen Harper: The ground in the 40 yard level cross-cut north con- 

tinues of the same character as when I wrote last. The men have made progress 
during the past week. 
WEST GOGINAN.—J. Kitto, Dec. 4: Our prospects have improved in the 24 

since the date of my last report; the lode particularly east has began to open out 
again, has got more porous, and is yielding more ore, and from present appear- 
ances; I have no doubt that it will further improve, and become as productive as 
it was on the sinking of the shaft. The 12 east is also getting into open ground, 
and is letting out a great deal more water than usual; the lode is improving in 
size and character, and is yielding a little ore, and as we know there is a run of 
leady ground before this end I think we may reasonably anticipate a further and 
speedy improvement; the same (12) west is unproductive. We have nearly all 
the heavy parts of our new machinery now on the mine, and shall commence early 
next week to fix the large water-wheel and crushing-mill, &c., and will push on 
with the same as rapidly as possible. The weather has been very bad lately for 
outside work, but, on the whole, I consider we have made very fair progress. 
WEST MARY ANN.—4J. Stevens, Dec. 6: About the time of our general meet- 

ing in May last we commenced to sink on the side of the hill, and when down a 
fathom or two opened on a good-looking blue elvan, having gossan branches run- 
ning in a north and south direction, and producing occasionally stones of lead ore. 
Our hope was as we went down that both the ground as well as the branches would 
still farther improve in depth, but in this our expectations were not fully realised, 
inasmuch as the elvan became harder, and rendered our sinking both slow and 
expensive. We are down about 13 fathoms, and during the last 2 fathoms I am 
pleased to say a change has taken place for the better, and we believe we have 
assed through this hard bar of ground, and entered strata much more congenial 
or lead, and presenting indications of in depth proving a productive lode. The 
recent floods have been so severe that it has caused us much expense and inconve- 
nience; I, therefore, thought it advisable to stop the shaft for the time, and con- 
fine our operations to driving the adit; we are in the hill about 38 fms., and have 
now set to the men at 55s.; within the past week a most favourable change has 
taken place in our getting further into the hill; the end at present is composed of 
soft blue killas and flookan, intermixed with mundic. I consider we are in avery 
promising channel of ground, and I think there is every indication of our being in 
close proximity to a lode. 

T MILWR.—Wnm. Francis, Dec. 8: The 70 yard cross-cut, south from 
West Meadow shaft, I am glad to say still continues to present the same favourable 
features, and the progress is satisfactory. The driving is let at 4/. 10s. per fm.,and 
I am fully calculating on cutting the Milwr vein before the end of the month, with 
a valuable discovery of lead ore. 
WEST ROSKEAR.—H. Stephens, Dec. 9: The adit is still driving in a rich lode 

for copper. We have resumed the sinking of Lanyon’s shaft, this will take the 
lode about 6 fms. below the adit, then it will be continued to sink in the lode, and 
from present appearances I have no doubt in a good course of ore. Oats’ winze 
sinking 30 fms. east of the last-named shaft is down 7 fms. below the adit, ina 
good lode for copper. Stephen’s shaft, about 35 fms. east of Oats’ winze, is down 
about 10 fms. below the adit, and when communicated with the 12 will open out a 
fine piece ef mineral ground, and very much facilitate our future operations. We 
have commenced driving the 12 west ina large lode containing good stones of ore; 
we expect soon to reach the junction with the caunter lode, when there can be no 
doubt a great improvement will be found. There is along piece of ore ground 
opened out at the adit level, and every point touched below indicates favourably 
for a vast and profitable yield of ore at the next level; therefore, in concluding m 
report, I feel found to congratulate the shareholders on the early success in thelr 
new undertaking. 
WEST TANKERVILLE.—Arthur Waters, Dec. 9: The south boundary shaft is 

being deepened with fair progress. The 63, south of said shaft, is worth 1 ton per 
fathom. The stope in said level south is worth 1% ton per fathom. The winze 
below the 50 south is worth 1% ton per fathom. No. 1 stope in the 50, south of 
shaft, is worth 2 tons per fathom. No. 2 stope, south of ditto, is worth 14% ton per 
fathom. No. 3 stope is worth 1% ton per fathom. No. 4 stope in same level is 
worth 2 tons per tathom. The stope in the 46, south of shaft,is worth for lead and 
blende, 25/. per fathom.—Old Mine: Nochange in the 48 south-east towards shale. 
The 48, west on caunter, is letting out a good feed of water. The same level, east 
on caunter, is now into some cross-strings and bunches of spar and ore, indicating 
our near Ty to one of the side lodes. Weather very severe. 
WEST WHEAL TOLGUS.—Dec. 9: The water is in fork in both shafts. The 

ground in Taylor's shaft is much the same as it has been, which is moderately 
easy. The ground in the rise in the back of the 125, east of shaft, continues hard ; 
we calculate on communicating with the 175 about the end of next month. The 
lode in the 125 west is small and r. The lode inthe 115 west is large, and yield- 
ing 2 tons of ore per fathom. The lodein the 105 west is all the size of the end 
and poor. The lode in the 95 is about 1 ft. wide, with a little ore, and looking 
more hopeful ; we are likely to have ore in this end soon, as it is getting under a 
shoot of ore passed through in the 85. The stopes are yielding very well, and our 
next sampling will be up to the usual quantity.—Richards’s Shaft: Ground tole- 
rably easy, and water increasing, which is what we want, to take off some of the 
great stream flowing from the 85 end. The lode in the 75 west is yielding 3 tons 
of ore per fathom. The lode in the 65 west is yielding from 1% to2 tons per 
fathom. The lode in the 55 end west is still poor, The new engine is working 
well, and the other engines are doing a little better. To-morrow is our monthly 
setting. 
WEST WYE VALLEY.—J. Kitto, Dec. 4: We have made satisfactory progress 

since we commenced operations, and I am pleased to be able to say that our pro- 

¥ four men, at 6/, 168., worth 40/. per fathom, No, 2 stope, south of ditto, by 
sg have considerably improved, particularly in the 14 driving east towards the 

ye Valley Mine, Here we cut into good ore almost the first day we started, 

—— 
which has continued ever since, and has been worth fully 1 ton of lead ore to the 
fathom, and I have not seen a more kindly lode for a very long time, or anythin 
more likely to produce t results. We have commenced a new shaft tealled 
Brookes’s shaft), about half way between the present engine-shaft and our eastern 
boundary. This will be used for ventilating and drawing purposes. and from it we 
shall be able to reach the ore ground known to exist eastward in a comparatively 
shorttime. This, in my opinion, will prove the richest and best part of the mine, 
and requires prompt action in its development. The 26 is also being pushed on 
eastward with full force, and a winze is being sunk between the 14 and the 26 for 
ventilation, and for proving the value of the ground. We pumped all the water 
out to the bottom (or 40), but shall not be able to do much there until the pitwork 
has been revised, but this will be done as soon as ever I can get the necessary pumps 
and other materials delivered on the mine. 
WHEAL CREBOR.—J. Andrews, Dec. 6: Setting Report: The following was 

oursetting on Saturday. To drive the 120 end, east of Cock’s shaft, by six men, 
at 11/. per fathom]; the ground in the end is spare for driving, and the lode small 
and poor. To stope the bottom of the 120, east of shaft, by six men, at 7/. 10s. per 
fathom ; lode 5 ft. wide, worth 15/. per fathom. To drive the 108 end east, by four 
men, at 9/. per fathom ; the north part of the lode we are carrying is 3% ft. wide, 
composed of quartz, capel, mundic, and yielding stones of copper ore, and is letting 
out water freely. To drive the 72 end east, by two men, at 8/, 10s. per fathom ; the 
lode is 8 ft. wide, composed chiefly of quartz, capel, and mundic. To drive the 
48 end east, by four men, at 9/. per fathom ; the lode at this point has fallen off in 
value during the past day or two, andis now 5 ft. wide, worth 15/. per fathom. 
This change I regard as temporary, as the appearance of the lode is as good asever 
with the exception of not ce so much ore. To stope the 48, by eight men, at 
3. ve fathom ; lode worth 40/. per fathom. 

HEAL GILBERT CONSOLS.—James Pope, Dec. 8: In the adit level west 
we have intersected a small cross-course, which has disordered the lode, which is 
now 9in. wide—a tiny lode; but as soon as we have got away from the influence 
of the cross-course I expect a good improvement. In the adit cross-cut nothing 
of any lode or branch has yet been seen, but we are expecting to meet with one 
daily. The stope in the back of the adit is worth ~ 8. per fathom. 
WHEAL KITTY (St. Agnes).—Stephen Davey, Richard Harris, Dec. 4: New 

Shaft—Pryor’s Lode: In the 154 cross cut, driving north, we have cuta large 
stream of water, which has drained the shaft for several fathoms above, and indi- 
cates our nearing the lode. From the appearance of the ground in the end we be- 
lieve it is but a short distance in advance. The lode in the 142, driving west of 
shaft, is 3% ft. wide, worth for tin 202. - fathom. The lode in the the 142, driv- 
ing east of shaft, is5 ft. wide, and worth for tin 10/. perfathom. In the 142, driv- 
ing north of shaft, on the caunter, the lode is worth for tin 9/. per fathom. The 
lode in the 130, driving west of shaft, is worth for tin 14/. per fathom. The lode 
in the 118, driving west of shaft, is worth for tin 9/. per fathom. The lode in the 
winze sinking below the 118 is worth for tin 13/. per fathom. The lode in the 
winze sinking below the eastern adit level is producing a little tin and copper, but 
not sufficient of either to value. Nothing has been done in the 90, east of sump, 
during the week. The lode in the 100, driving west of engine-shaft, is worth for 
tin 7/. per fathom. 
WHEAL MARY HUTCHINGS.—H. Miners, Dec. 8: The lode in the 32, east 

of engine-shaft, has further improved since my last report, and the ground is be- 
coming more congenial for the production of mineral; it is now about 2 ft. wide, 
and producing a little tin. The new south, or Hemerden, lode has also improved, 
and is looking promising for a further improvement as we go west; it is about 
2 ft. wide, and producing good work for the stamps. The main lode, both east 
and west of the shaft, is still ofa beg 4 promising character, and I think, should 
the weather prove favourable during the coming week, that our sale of tin, with 
arsenic and rough mundic, will near upon meet our cost this month. 
WILLOUGHBY.—H. Nottingham, Dec. 9: The 23 driving south, on new lode, 

is without change since my last report, the end being in a ey ore lode, mixed 
with lead and blende, but not sufficient to value.—Goddard’s e: The 23 drivin 
south, oa this lode, is going through a good course of ore, with 1% ton of lead an 
the same of blende per fathom. The stope in back of this level, north of No. L 
shaft, is not looking quite so well in the end we are advancing towards No. 1 stope. 
The next stope we shall have to cut along the back of this will be better. The 13 
driving south is not so productive, as weare passing through a poorer bed of ground ; 
when through this I expect we shall have a good lodeagain. No.3 winze, sinking 
below the 13, is looking well, and yields 114 ton of lead and the same of blende per 
fathom ; this looks well for a continuance of a good lodein the23 below. We have 
not yet holed the winze sinking below the 13, south of No. 1 shaft, to No. 1 stope 
below. We have had to drive a little to the north, the winze being a little to the 
south of the stope. We have had a hard bar in the lode here, but are now getting 
through it, and into better lead. The stope in back of 13, south of No. 4 shaft, is 
in a twitch of the lode, and consequently poor; there is a better lode again in sight 
before us, but we must cut through this bar to get at it. The two stopes going for- 
ward above this, 15 fms. south of the shaft, are yielding respectively 1 ton and ¥ ton 
per fathom, and ground easy for working. I have two men timbering the ends of 
the underlie shaft between the 13 and 23, so that we may pack up the stopes at 
either side of the shaft. They will afterwards go on cutting plat for angle-bob at 
the 13. Iam trying to get things so far arranged that we may start to sink Pyne’s 
shaft below the 23, on new lode, next month. We have had two weeks of frost 
up here, which has almost stopped us on dressing-floors. We have managed to 
keep the big wheel clear so far, and we have been able to crush and jig all the stuff 
at hand. The weather has been milder to day, so that we are expecting a change. 
The men who have been raising the embankments of the big reservoir are now 
raising stones to build a wall as additional support to the middle embankment. 
WYE VALLEY.—4J. Kitto, Dec. 4: I have nothing new to communicnte to you, 

but I am pleased to say that everything is going on well underground, and that 
our prospects for the future were never better than at present. The 10, east of en- 
gine-shaft, is still very good, and is turning out a large quantity of ore, aud we are 
pushing on the 22 towards this point with full force, but without stopping to prove 
the lode, and I do not purpose to do so until this run of ore ground is reached. 
Since my last report we have sold to the Burry Port Smelting Company, 40 tons 
of lead ore, at 14/. 1s. 6d. perton, and we have a similar parcel ready to sample on 
Tuesday next, which I have no doubt will realise equally as good, if not a better 
price. 

WHITEHAVEN IRON MINES.—Agent’s report forthe month ending Nov. 30 
The stope in the back of midway drift has been worked by two men, 2 fms. 1 ft. 
4in., at 1/. per fathom ; the vein of ore is 4 ft. wide, and of good quality. The 
new drift driving north from No. 1 rise, above No.1 drift, has been extended 1 fm. 
4 ft. 3in., at 1/. 10s., and stoped in back 10 fms. 1 ft. 4in., at 1/. per fm., by two 
men; the vein of ore here is 6 ft. wide, and is improving as we extend. The drift 
driving north from No. 2 stope, in the back of No. 1 drift, has been extended by 
two men, 1 fm. 2 ft 5 in., at 3/. per fathom; the lode in this drift is small at pre- 
sent, but I think by its appearance yesterday that it will soon open abroad to a 
good lode. No. 3stope, in the back of Intermediate drift, has been worked by 
two and four men, 6 fms. 1 ft. 2in., at 2/. 5s. per fm.; lode large, and at present 
is mixed with a little stone. I put the men yesterday to cut into the footwall part 
of the lode, and I find a very good vein of ore standing there behind a face of stone ; 
this we shall have all taken down to prove the lode. No. 2 stope, in the back of 
Intermediate drift, has been worked by two men, 5 fms., at 2/. 10s. per fathom ; 
the lode here is small at present, and we thought it wise to suspend operations in 
this place, and put the men in No. 3 stope to assist in putting in timber, and mak- 
ing the ground secure. The stope in new drift, above No. 2, northof No. 2 rise, has 
been worked by two men, 3 fms. 3 ft., at 2/7. 5/. per fathom; the lode here is small, 
and spare for working. The stope in the back of No.3 drift has been worked by 
two men, ¢ fms. 5 ft. 4 in., at 2/. 10s. per fathom ; the lode is about 7 ft. wide, but 
mixed with a little stone at present, but we think this will soon wear out, and that 
the lode will become very productive. The stope in No. 4 drift has been worked 
by two men, three weeks, on daywork; the lode is very large, and has become 
very stoney, which will require a great deal of picking. The stope in No. 5 drift 
has been worked by two and four men on day-work ; we have stopped this stope for 
the present, and have put the men to drive the drift. We have also done a great 
deal of other necessary work in putting in timber, aud securing and filling up 
No. 1stope with rubbish. We have now employed in the mines 25 miners, 7 day- 
men, 1 smith, 6 boys, 1 timberman: total, 40 men and boys. 

— T. Rosewarne, Dec. 9: I beg to say that I was all through the mine yesterday, 
and am glad to inform you that the new stopes in the back of midway drift are 
evening out well, Neo. 3 stope, south of No. 2 rise, will now yield about 12 tons 
of ore per fathom ; the cost of breaking is about 1/, per fathom. The lode in No. 1 
stope, north of No. 2, will now yield about 20 tons of ore per fathom, and is im- 
proving every day ; this is worked by men on day-work. The stope above No. 1 
drift, north of No. 1 rise, is mixed with a little stone,°and will require picking; 
there are only self lumps just here, and they are in the lode, which will soon wear 
out. I have estimated the yield of ore in this stope to be about 20 tons of ore per 
fathom; it is worked for 1/. 2s. 6d. per fathom. No. 3stope, in back of Inter- 
mediate drift, is improving, and I think it will be wise to put the men to cross-cut 
the lode into the footwall next week at this point to proveits worth. All other 
points of operations in the mine are about the same as reported last week. 
RAVENGLASS AND ESKDALE RAILWAyY.—Traffic returns for the month ending 

Nov. 30—Receipts, 1317. 6s. 10d.; working expenses, 55/, 15s. 6d. 

CORNISH MINE SHARE MARKET.—The following are the closing prices :— 
Carn Brea, 37 to 39. Oook’s Kitchen, a little enquired for at 5% to 53%. Dolcoath, 
40 to 41; strenuous efforts are being made here to bring the boring machine intoa 
profitable servant to Cornish mining. Bast Pool, 14 to 14%. East Lovells, 6 to7. 
Sonth Carn Brea, 27s. to 29s.; another call is nowapproaching. South Condurrow 
steady, 5% to5%. South Crofty dull at 15 to 16; just one-half what they were a 
few weeks since. South Frances, 3to1l0. Tincroft, 20 to 21. West Basset, 534 to 
5%. West Seton, 37 to 40; the mine is said to be looking well. West Frances 
steady, 8% to 83. West Tolgus, 51 to 53. Kitty (St. Agnes), 24 to3%. Wheal 
Uny, 1% to 1%; call of 4s. paid. Wheal Jane, 34% to 34%. Unity Wood, 1% to 
13%. Killifreths, 12s. to 14s. West Chivertons advanced to 17, 18 
SALE OF BLENCOWE ConsoLs MACHINERY.—An auction was held on Tuesday, 

at the Blencowe Tin Mine, for the purpose of selling the machinery and other effects. 
The sale was a very brisk one, and the prices made were about the average of the 
last three months. The 70-in. pumping-engine was sold to the Van Mining Com- 
pany, in; North Wales, together with the 36-in. stamping-engine, and 28 heads of 
stamps. The latter engine has only been made about two years, and has scarcel 
done work enough to get the bearings into proper condition. The 70-in. engine 
also of good quality. 
SEPARATION OF MINERALS.—A correspondent writes : It would be a misfortune 

if the letter of Mr. Thos. Ellery, practical dresser, of St. Teath, should be allowed 
to"pass without any notice. Any reader of that letter, who was unacquainted with 
the facts, would be led to suppose that there was no practical difficulty in separat- 
ing lead, copper, blende, and mundio one from the other. To prove that this is 
not the case, but that the experience of our best ‘‘ dressers” has failed to produce 
a satisfactory separation, we have but to send Mr. Thos. Ellery to one of the mines 
mentioned by him—Burrow and Butson, in St. es—where he will find ex- 
actly the mixture of ores named by him, and the most approved of dressing ma- 
chinery. Yet they are at that mime compelled to sell their blende at the lowest 
price, because they cannot dress it in a satisfactory manner. If Mr. Thos. Ellery 
can relieve that mine of its difficulty, an immense lode, which can scarcely now 
be worked to pay cost, will become highly remunerative to the adventurers, who 
would doubtless well pay their “ practical dresser” for the services rendered. 
West RoskEAR.—There are several valuable points opening out in the mine, 

the most important being the adit driving west in a rich lode for copper, and all 
in undeveloped ground. Shares are said to be sought after at 2% to 3, with a 
scarcity of sellers. 
Wesr Basset, it is said, have out their great flat lode in the eastern part of the 

mine, where they had lost it. If we are ever to see a revival in the tin trade, these 
shares ought to doto buy. Price now 5 to 5% only. 
CRENVER AND WHEAL ABRAHAM,—At their monthly setting, on Gaturday, there 
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» s veral tutwork bargains let to about 70 men, to sink shafts, drive the deep 

levels, sink winzes, ko. At the sime time abcut 49 tribute pitches were set to about 

120 men, attributes varying from 3s. to 13s. 4d. in 1’., most of them upon copper 

ore. Altogether there are at present employed on the mines, underground and at 

surface, 400 hands. : 

FALL IN THR TIN STAYDARDS.—A fall of 2s. per cwt. in the tin standards was 

announced last Thursday evening. It was currently reported in Penzance that, 

on Thursday, the tin standards were reduced 3s., and the prices offered to sellers 

seemed to confirm that ramour. The smelters, however, formally fixed the reduc 

tion at 2s. per cwt., and the standards now are —superior common, 76s. ; superior 

{n}, 77s. Thesmelters’ quotations for tin metal are—common, 85s , margin, 9s. ; re 

fined, 86s., margin 10s.; Banca, 16/.; Straits, 8114-8244; Australian, 81.— West Briton. 

Cape Orrs.—Messrs. Richardson report that at the Swansea 

Ticketing, on Tuesday, the Cape ores sold gave an average produce of 31 15-16, and 

realised 16s. 6d. per unit, or 26/. 7s. 5d. per 21 cwts. dry weight of ore. The ave- 

rege standard was 89/. 14s,=104/. 1s. 6d. for 9 per cent. produce, which is about 

1’, 28. 6d. higher than the corresponding calculated standard realised for other ores. 

The Mining Wlarket: Prices of Mletals, Ores, &e. 

METAL MARKET—Lonpow, Dec. 10, 1875. 

Inon. £8.d.2 8.4 TIN. £s.d. £ 8.4 

Pig, Go, f.o.b., Clyde... 3 3 6-  — English, ingot, f.0.b.., 83 0 0- 86 00 

» Scotch, all No.1... 8 80-3150 » bars ,, ... 86 0 0- 87 00 

Bars, Welsh, f.0.b.Wales 6 15 0- 7 00 » . refined......... 89 00- — 

» » in London, 7 12 6-7 ® : fenseinn detesen é. 4 . ' al 

Stafford. . 8 15 0-10 ANCA sesseseees on -_ = 

” in Tyne or Tees... 7 00-  — | Btralts ccessscccccscssssseee 81 10 0- 82 0 0 
» Swedish, London..15 0 0-15 10 0 QuICKSILVER. 

ettay shale oa. 6 50-7 09) Masks of 75lbs., ware. 12 10 0- 13 0 0 

» _ Spikes i ee ae CopPER, 9 

Sheets, Staff.,in Londonll 5 0-12 15 0 Tough cake and ingot. &6 0 0- 87 0 

Plates, Staff., in Londonl0 |! 0-12 10 0 | Best selected ............ 87 0 0- 88 00 

Hoops, Staff. ..... ...-..++ 5 0-10 5 0| Sheets and sheathing. 93 00- — 

Nail rods, Staff. in Lon. 8 15 0- 9 10 0 | Flat bottoms ....... . 97 00-98 00 

STEEL  dnaengpon ty | wareh.... 4 4 i 91 00 

‘< urra and Currawang - = 

English, spring ....-- «18 0 0-25 0 8 | Other brands ............ 86 0 0- 88 00 
8 10 0- — | Chili bars 81 0 0- 81 100 

00 — 
9y4d- — 

00 = wee -12d. 
| a BIOGRD 0000 cccrccscoscccseces wee 9 10 
6'O6u 2s Yellow metal sheathing ... 7% - 8% 
5 0-28 10 0 | Nails composition............ 9% -10% 

. a 4 : TIN-PLATES.* per box. 
% | Charcoal, Ist quality... 1 9 0- 1100 

» white «.... 0 0-29 10 0| » . andquality...1 56- 1 76 
» patent sho 10 0-21 15 0 | Coke, Ist quality ..... 130- 1 40 

Bpanish.............ceeeererees - »» and quality ...... ' oe. f 28 

BPetTER,. + | Black ............ perton 17 0 0-17 100 | Black 
Bilesian or Rhenish, x Canada, Staff. or Gla., ‘ 

in English port a 2 00-26 00 | at Liverpool ......... 15 00-16 100 
English, Swansea...... 26 00- — Black Taggers, 450 of 30 0 0- 
Eheet zinc ..... . 81 0 0- 32 00 BE X 1D ncccoccceseeres 

* At the w , 1s. to 1s. 6d. per box less for ordinary ; 10s. per ton less for 
Canada; IX 6s. per box more than IC quoted above, and add 6s. for each X. 
Terne-plates 2s. per box below tin-plates of similar brands. 

ReMARKS.—As the closing weeks of the year pass by in rapid suc- 
cession the chief characteristic of the metal market for so long a 
period is preserved in all its integrity. Business is very dull, and 
the only difference to be reported is that the dulness of the past 
week is, if possible, greater than that of the preceding weeks. In 
some departments of the trade the quietness amounts almost to stag- 
nation, and no feature of relief appears to present itself even in the far distant 
horizon, and yet it may be possible to draw from this fact some small measure of 
encouragement, inasmuch as when things are at their worst there is a reasonable 
oxpoctalien that times will mend. Manufacturers, who have for a long period 
fought bravely against a tide of disaster, mainly arising from the high prices de- 
manded for wages and raw material, are at last determined to close their works, 
or to contract their operations, rather than continue to follow a line of policy which 
must end in loss. hatever the causes which have been in operation to disturb 
the balance which ought always to be maintained between supply and demand, 
and however serious the character of the disturbance may be, the force of this well 
known and acknowledged law is such that in the end matters will right themselves; 
manufacturers will be in a position to make to profit, operatives will be prepared 
to accept such wages as the exigencies of the trade will admit of, and the public 
will become buyers, and find that they are not losers by the operation. When we 
may expect the dawning of these halcyon days is another question, but what has 
been assuredly will be again. : } . 

CoppEr.—There has been very little doing during the week. The 
market opened quiet at 80/. to 80/. 5s. for Chili bars, g.o.b., usual 
cash, at which price asmall business was reported, since which 81/. 
has been paid, and 81/. 10s. for picked brands; Wallaroo, 90/. to 
907. 10s.; and Burra, 89/.; English tough is quoted 87/.; best select, 
88/.; India, 4 by 4sheets, 93’; and strong sheets, 95/.; ore, 163. 6d. ; 
regulus, 17s. ; yellow metal, 74d. to 84d. The following tabulated statement 
from the Board of Trade exhibits the comparative imports and exports of copper 
during the first ten months of the last three years ; — 

IMPORTS, 1875. 1874. 1873. 
EE is, sichstnswadibesansinecenetcipies Tons 45,468 .......0. 40,556 45,749 
Regulus...... 7 eee 23,518 ......... 24,960 
CRIED nar scntessestveseocresentessceosesios BEL TEN eccevsane 32,651 28,164 

Foreign raw BE ERO cccssevee 20,979 ....0000. 17,611 
BIE ectiinspngttansccndennsesoansshonsenessn D,SB6 covcceces 9,186 crccccces 11,386 
Manufactured, ineluding yellow 
eer BETS seccccane BROT . dcssasess 17,940 

The result being a gradual increase of imports, and a proportionate decrease in 
exports. . P P 

Iron.—There has been some slight measure of improvement in 
the pig-iron trade in the North of England during the past week, 
but not to an extent which would warrant the anticipation that a 
period of permanent improvement was about to set in. There must, 
from week to week, besome unimportant fluctuations, and the past 
week has been one of the better weeks of a bad time. The limited 
make of pig-iron naturally tends to keep this metal firm, and so long asthe reduced 
output is adhered to, und lessened if necossity requires, in proportion to the de- 
mand for pigs, no doubt prices will continue firm. The enquiry for pig metal 
during the week has been rather on continental account, the demand for local 
purposes being not particularly strong. The quotations for the various qualities 
were as follows :—No. 1, 5is.; No. 3, 49s. 6d. to 5Us.; and No. 4 forge, 48s. 6d. to 
49s. A few small orders for rails have been placed, and there are enquiries which 
have not yet resulted in contracts afloat on the market. Rails of heavy section are 
quoted 6/. 10s. per ton.} The shipbuilding trade is somewhat more active than it 
was, and should the present indications of improvement become permanent the 
late trade may reap the benefit. Up to this time the value of plates and other 
nished iron remains unaltered. 
There is a rather better enquiry for merchant bars from India, but upon such 

terms as renders it difficult to do business. The con lition of the trade in South 
Staffordshire does not present any diversity of colouring to that of the other great 
centres of the iron industry, The small amount of work which has been coming 
in from time to time to keep the mills guing! is dwindling down to something 
smaller still; and the prospects for the future are not one whit brighter in this 
district than in South Wales, or the North of England. The quotations for marked 
bars continue unaltered at 10/. per ton, extras as usual; unmarked bars run from 
8. to 8/. 10s. Sheet-iron is in, fair demand for the present. There is not much 
doing in pigs. Cinder pigs are quoted at 3/. to 3/. 10s. All-mine, 4/. 10s. to 4/. 15s. 

At the beginning of the week the market for Scotch pigs opened firm at the 
closing prices of the previous week, and at the prices already quoted a consider- 
able amount of business was concluded. On Tuesday buyers tound a difficulty 
in purchasing upon the terms at which they were anxious to get in, and an ex- 
tensive business was concluded at 63s. 3d. to 63s. 6d. cash, and 63s. 6d. to 63s. 9d. 
one month. At the close there were buyers at the former quotations and sellers at 
the latter. The next day’s business showed no alteration upon previous prices; 
the market remained firm. On Tharsday prices were hardly so good, but the 
market was fairly steady, aud at the close there were buyers at 63s. 6d. To-day 
63s. 6d. is the price for mixed numbers, buyers 14d. per ton less. The demand 
for makers’ iron has improved, and quotations generally exhibit an advance. 
G@.m.b. at Glasgow (deliverable alongside), No. 1, 64s. 6d.; Gartsherrie, 74s. ; 
Coltness, 77s. 6d. SHIPMENTS, 

Week ending Dec. 5, 1874 .......cccccccsccccsecsessereesensees sovessee TOMS 11,122 
WEG GRGIRS 100. 6, 1BTG . .cccccccsccccseccsccesccceccescocccsssvces ouneues sees 9,786 

DIOSUORED .ccccrcoccocscccses easeecescceceoccesoeeoece prccesescesoesecces 1335 
Total increase for 1875  .......c..ccccescsrocrosevsrecreeesseeres 82,391 

LEAD.—The market maintains its position, and prices are very 
firm, but at present makers have not announced any advance in rates, 
Good soft English pig is quoted 22/, to 22/. 5s.,and soft Spanish, 
without silver, 21/. 10s. 
SPELTER.—The market is firm, and 25/. 5s. is the quotation for 

Silesian, and 20/. for hard spelter. Australian ingots have been sold 
at public auction at 217, 10s, 
Zinc.—The price for ordinary zinc, usual terms, is about 322. 

* Oberhausen” brand is reported to have been sold during the week 
at 29/, 10s. 
QUICKSILVER.—The market is quiet, but prices have not fluctuated, 

the present quotation being 12/. 10s. to 13. 
Tin.—This market has been devoid of activity. Straits was quoted 

81/. cash at the commencement of the week, at which quotation it 
has stood almost without variation, but to-day the market is rather 
firmer. Australian rules at 80/.103.; English block, 85/.; bars, 86/.; 
and refined, 88/.; Banca, nominal!y 90/. 
Tin-PLATES.—This market is ina very unsatisfactory state. Not- 

withstanding the reduction in the make which has taken place, the 

supply is found to be in excess of the demand, and buyers are not 
tempted by the low prices at which plates are offering. 

THE Iron TRADE (Griffiths’s Weekly Report).—Friday Evening, 
—We report an advance in the price of Scotch pig-iron this week of 9d. per ton, 
the closing price to-duy being 63s. 3d. sellers. The closing price this day week 
was 62s. 6d. Since our last report there is nothing new in the iron trade. The 
Belgian ironmasters are driving an extensive business in this market, and ec n- 
tinue to send more finished iron, with one exception, to England than in any 
other country. In other words, we are now their second-best customer. Our 
ironworks are stopping in various districts, and the men, we are sorry to say, will 
have a very hard time of it this winter. But they have brought it all on them- 
selves. The present high wages have crippled the makers of the commonest iron, 
and they are compelled now to shut up the works or come to grief. When the 
men are disposed to work full time for the old pay we shall again be able to hold 
our own markets here against the Belgians, but not before. The meeting of the 
shareholders of the Nant-y-Glo aud Blaina Iron Company has taken place this 
week. They have made a fair quantity of iron, and raised a large quantity of 
coal, but the balance-sheet shows no profit, and we regret to say that this state of 
things exist in the working of several other large companies. 

Messrs. James and Shakspeare—CoppeER: Sales of furnace ma- 
terial have consisted only of 1411 tons ore at Swansea Ticketing, averge produce 
10% per cent., average price 15s. 9d. per unit; stuff of high percentage realised at 
the same sale 16s. bid. per unit, There has been more enquiry for bars through- 
out the wsek, and a aay! large trade done mostly in ordinary brands at from 
80/. to 80/7. 10s. per ton, the latter —— predominating. It woud seem that 80/. 
is about the lowest price warran by the present ition of the market, and 
though no great advance is to be expected, there are signs that the year will close 
with a slight improvement on the rates lately ruling. Australian descriptions are 
still neglected, but quotations remain nnaltered, the quantity on sale being ex- 
ceedingly limited. English kinds are steady, the smelters being tolerably well 
supplied with work, — offering a slight inducement to secure orders for In- 
dian sheets. ——Ti1n: English is in fair demand, but the quotations are a trifle 
easier than when we last wrote. Straits and Australian have fallen about 1s. per 
ewt.; but there has been more business doing at the reducti The decline was 
chiefly brought about by operators for a fall, who daily announce transactions at 
figures below those ruling in the open market, and these tactics have hitherto 
proved so successful as to encourage a continuance.——LEaD is steady, with an up- 
ward tendency; Spanish showing an improvement of 2s. 6d. to 5s. per ton, owing 
to short supplies. -—TIN-PLATES firmer, with a good trade doing for shipment to 
the United States. ; 

Messrs. Grenfell and Rickards—CoprErR: Our market for Chili 
bars, after receding this week to 80/., 80/. 5s. for g.o.b.’s, yesterday became firmer, 
and a moderate business having been done up vo 801., 15s. 81/., closes with sellers 
at latter price. Orders for India scarce. Smelters’ copper in limited demand, and 
prices falling. ——T1N: The London and Dutch delivery of foreign tin in November 
amounted to only 1220 tons, as against 1950 tons in October. Part of this falling 
off doubtless is owing to smelters having previously to November kept English at 
a price pounds above foreign, consequently the consumption of the latter was 
greatly stimulated, whilst the former met with very little demand.——Lrap is in 
good demand, and makers rather holding for higher prices. ——Tin : Nothing satis 
factory to report. " 

Messrs. Henry Rogers, Sons, and Co.—IRon: The iron market 
does not improve, excepting that pigsare a fraction higher. Most makers of mal- 
leable iron are working at a loss,and thus argue that prices will advance ; but there 
is no sign at present that demand will get within a very long way of the present 
supply, and until this end approaches it is difficult to see how the trade can im- 
prove.——COPPER: The market has receded 10s. to 20s., but the quotations are, 
to a certain extent, nominal. No doubt a few hundred tons in second hands have 
not found buyers above 80/.; but the importers finding that a considerable busi- 
ness might be transacted at this low figure, have not been inclined to realise, their 
holdings costing them a goodish bit above present quotations. There has been no 
demand for furnace material. Bars may be quoted 81/.; tough, 87/.; selected, 
83/.; sheets, 93.——T1n: The fall in this metal since the Dutch sale has been con- 
tinuous. Australian is 80/. 10s.; Straits, 81.——SPELTER: There is very little 
trade doing at this moment, but prices are kept up; on the Continent quotations 
are higher than this side.——Leap; This metal has improved fully 5s., the sup- 
ply of oreign being again short. : 

Messrs. Fry, James, and Co.—CoppeEr has been less enquired for, 
with the natural result of a further weakening in prices. Theseare anomalies‘con- 
nected with this article whichare not easy to explain; for instance, in the face of a 
recognised sluggish demand, the stocks in warehouses in England and at Havre 
were reduced by about 2500 tons during last month, whilst the quantities afloat and 
chartered for show no change. —TIN continues sluggish and drooping, the fallin 
value in the fortnight having been fully 30s. per ton, and there is no immediate 
prospect of recovery. ——LEAD maintains the little recovery noted in our last. —- 
SPELTER has become dearer, partly from the effect of demandand partly from the 
effect of the weather on transport. —-TIN-PLATEs sell very slowly. 

Messrs. FrenchandSmith—CorPer: Chilibarsarea little stronger. 
In other descriptions no change.——T1N: Straits and Australian have gone back 
slightly, but close firm at 81s. for Straits and 80s, for Australian.——TIN-PLaTEs 
more enquired for.——Leap firm, at quotation.——QUICKSILVER is slow at 12/. 
to 131. 

Mr. Murrant—Trv: Foreign sorts were more than ordinarily de- 
pressed, Straits having receded to 80s. 6d., but there were some strong buyers at 
the lowest prices. The deliveries for the present month will, it is said, be larger 
than those for November, and should this be true, it may tend to a partial re- 
covery from the late drop. The position has been regarded as critical by a few 
holders, who have, in consequence, shown some anxiety to sell, and this had a 
weakening effect on the market. The reported sales were 220 tons Straits and 
Australian, at 81s. €d. to 79s. 6d. for cash and shipment.——CopPeEr: Very littte 
business has been passing in Chili, which shows a drop of about 10s. for the week. 
At the Swansea Ticketing on the 7th inst. about 148 tons of ore (in fine), with an 
average produce of 10% per cent., fetched an average price of lds. 9d. per unit 
Australian sorts have been quiet. The business consisted of 375 tons g.o.b’s., and 
named brands at 80/, to 81/. for cash and prompt.—TIron: Scotch pigs have 
further improved in value, the closing price being about 63s. 4%4d., cash.— 
SPELTER and Leap steady.—TIN PLATes in rather more enquiry.—QUICKSILVER 
quiet. ; " a" . : 

Messrs. Sanford and Bird—Copper i: easier, with little doing 
—tTIN has relapsed about 20s. per ton, and closes weak.——TiN-PLArss are in 
better d2mand, and prices are somewhat firmer. ——SPELTeR remains firm.—— 
Leap keeps steady. SHEET ZINC is in goo! demand, 

Soon after our last it was publicly made known that smelters had 
dropped the tin standards for ore 2/. per ton, and in consequence the 
MINING SHARE MARKET has been more than usually dull, and in 
most cases among English mines prices are merelynominal. Among 
the sound and legitimate foreign companies more business has been 
done, and one or two are coming into favourable notice. Among 
these San Pedro has advanced from a mere nominal price to 23, 
3}. Argentine has been largely dealt in at 2 prem., while Santa 
Barbara, Gold Run, and a few others are enquired for. 
Among home mines the chief attention has been directed to West 

Chiverton, Tankerville, Parys Mountain, Roman Gravels, Pateley 
Bridge, Devon Consols, Wheal Crebor, Prince of Wales, Treveigh 
Consols, West Tankerville, West Tolgus, Great Wheal Vor, anda 
few others. 

West Chiverton, 174, 184; the accounts, preparatory to the meet- 
ing next week, show a profit of 2023/. on five month’s working, 
and a balance in hand of 2406/. 2s, 7d. A dividend of 12s. 6d. is re- 
commended. The costs are charged up to Nov. 6, and the ores 
credited to Nov. 30. The amount due to merchants is 
2523/. 10s. 5d. The lead ores sold realised 5635/, 133. 10d.; blende, 
88911, 4s. 2d. The mine is reported as looking well, and to have 
greatly increased in value. 
Roman Gravels, 12, 124; according to the setting report there 

are three ends driving in the mine. The 90 north worth 25/, per 
fathom ; 90 south worth 20/.; and the 80 south worth 20/. The 
stopes are worth in the aggregate 368/. per fathom. The monthly 
sale of lead ore (200 tons) realised 2952/, Tankerville have im- 
proved to 10, 104, the mine looks better, and the sampling this 
month 130 tons of lead. West Tankerville, 24s, to 263. The 48 east 
on caunter indicates the near approach of one of the side lodes. 
re Ary 2}, to 24; Pennerley, 12, to 1%; Bog, 3, to 4; East Caradon, 
14, to 13. 
Seth Roman Gravels, § to $; a meeting has been called here for 

the 17th to decide upon future operations. It will be remembered 
that at a previous meeting it was decided to issue debenture bonds 
to raise 2500/., which was considered sufficient to get the shaft down 
to a productive depth, and that two gentlemen alone had agreed to 
take 1500/. if the other shareholders came forward for the balance; 
but it now appears the general body have not done so, and if they 
do not apply by the meeting a proposition, we understand, will be 
made for reconstructing the company, giving the present holders a 
pro rata interest in fully paid-up shares, and offering advantageous 
terms for raising the necessary cash capital. More than 20,000/, has 
been spent by the company, and the mine, situate as it is between 
Roman Gravels and Tankerville, only requires a further outlay of a 
few thousands to render it, perhaps, a great success. Under the cost- 
book system there would be no difficulty whatever in getting the 
money required. but under “limited ‘liability ” many a mine at the 
end of a fixed capital becomes sacrificed by one set of shareholders 
to make the fortunes of others. It is hoped, however, that the share- 
holders in South Roman Gravels will not allow this mine to get into 
other hands for the sake of a few pounds. 

Devon Great Consols, 44 to 5; no change here; the lode in 
Dymond’s winze is worth 15tons of copper ore per fathom ; the 145 
east, 8 tons; the 130 east, 12 tons per fathom. Carn Brea, 374 to 40; 
Cook's Kitchen, 54 to 6; Dolcoath, 40 to 424; East Van, 2 to 24; 
Great Laxey, 15 to 16; Great Wheal Vor, 23 to 34; Great West Van, 
4 to 3; Hingston Down, 3 to 14; Marke Valley, 33 to 38; Old Tre- 

burget, 4 to 4; Penstruthal, # to 4; Plynlimmon, } to 4; P, = 
Bridge, 54 to 54; South Carn Brea, 14 to 12; South Had. 1300) 
140; South Condurrow, 54 to6; Tincroft, 20 to 22; Van, 28 to 4 
Van Consols, 14 to 13. Prince of Wales enquired for at 4 to 3; this 
mine has been for some time poor, but there is nowa prospect at 
least of better things. In the 40, west of shaft, there is a lode in 
the end of a pitch worth 4 tons of copper ore per fathom. This ig 
in whole ground to surface,and on what the present agent considers 
the main part of the lode, although the north part, which dwindled 
down to nothing, had been considered the best. This point is about 
20 fms. west of the former rich course of ore, and is going into un. 
explored ground whole to surface. 

1 At the Great Retallack meeting the accounts showed assets over 
liabilities of 264/.; the agent reports that if the mine continues ag 
at present he can raise 80 tons of blende per month, and at an aye- 
rage of 3/.10s. per ton they would have a good profit, Trebeigh 
Consols, 6s. to 8s.; at the meeting a call of 1s. per share was made 
The mine has the Wheal Wrey and Ludcott lodes, and is considered 
a good speculation that can be proved for a little money, Parys 
Mountain, 10s, to 12s, 6d.; the frost has slightly interfered with the 
precipitating pits, but the agent has weighed off 270 tons of copper 
ores and 80 tons of sulphur. At the four-monthly meeting at South 
Tolcarne the accounts showed a debit balance of 150/., and a call of 
3s. per share was made, At the Rosewall Hill and Ransom meeting 
a call of 3s. per share was made; the debit balance was 940/. 0s, 1d 
Relistian Consols, § to 3; the lode in the shaft sinking towards the 
junction with the copper lode is now 5 ft. wide, with stones of copper 
ore, blende, and tin. Should this junction, which is nigh at hand 
prove as the agents expect, there would be a great rise in the shares, 
which are in few hands, with a large working capital. West Basset, 
5 to 6; West Craven Moor, 10 to 104; West Great Work, } to1; 
Wheal Agar, 1? to 2}; Wheal Crebor, 24 to 3; Wheal Grenville, 2to 
24; Wheal Kitty (St. Agnes), 24 to 3. 

Cape Copper, 35 to 37; the directors have declared a dividend of 
1/. per share, free of income tax, and payable on the 24th. Santa 
Barbara shares have been enquired for at { to 14; this mine is in the 
neighbourhood of St. John del Rey, and is making about 500/. per 
month profit. The paid-up capital is something under 20,000/., and 
the shares chiefly held by wealthy firms in Liverpool. San Pedro 
shares have advanced to 2#, 34, and the next advices, which 
may cause a further rise, are anxiously lookedfor. Argentine Gold, 
64 to 7, Richmond, 7? to 8}; the week’s run is telegraphed at 
$50,000. St. John del Rey, 420 to 430; the produce of 10 days for 
the second division of November is 18,500 oits.=7168/, The direc- 
tors will, at the forthcoming meeting, recommend a dividend of 25 
per cent. for the half-year. Gold Run, 16s. to 18s.; advices have 
been received that the incline through the bed rock has been com- 
pleted, the sluices arranged in place, and the incline through the 
gravel raised up 115 ft.; and, as the water season had set in, the 
agent hopes soon to be in full work. Before this work had been 
commenced in the summer the superintendent reported that when 
all was completed, and in full operation, the mine would pay large 
dividends. Almada and Tirito, # to 8; the advices show a profit on 
the month of October of $2470. Eberhardt and Aurora, 73 to 8}; 
Flagstaff, § to $; Frontino and Bolivia, 14 to 13; Javali, 12s, to 14s,; 
New Quebrada, 33 to 44; Sweetland Creek, 23 to 3. 

The market for Mine Shares on the Stock Exchange during the 
week has been somewhat less firm than of late. Lead descriptions 
have been more offered, upon the expectation that as the weather 
is interfering with the current returns, forthcoming dividends may 
be proportionately diminished. There is also the general cunsidera- 
tion that the volume of business is always much narrowed towards 
the close of the year. This, however, is perhaps less conspicuous 
now than in former years, while the market throughout is in a 
healthier condition than for a long time past, invariably the fore- 
runner of a period of progressive activity. 

Argentine shares have been largely dealt in at 7} to 73, and close 
7 to 74. A contract has been entered into for the necessary machi- 
nery, and 20 tons will be shipped during the present month, suffi- 
cient to put 24 heads of stamps in working order forthwith; the 
remainder will be shipped in January. In the meantime money 
has been sent out for vigorously working the mines. Profits are 
expected to commence from Jan.1. Opening up the mines in a 
scientific And miner-like manner will be proceeded with ener- 
getically. There are several other mines in the same condition as 
Piqué, the lowest workings of which are reported to be equally 
rich. Considerable interest, therefore, attaches to the future career 
of this enterprise. 

Silver Mines, excepting Eberhardt and Aurora, have be. dull 
and drooping. Eberhardt advanced to 84, 83, upon the announce- 
ment of an important discovery made at a point whence valuable 
results may fairly be looked for; a profit of 14,000/. has been realised 
in 36 days, and the mine, generally, continues to improve. Negocia- 
tions with the debenture-holders are in satisfactory progress, and 
it is not unlikely the debentures may be replaced by ordinary 
shares. Richmond Consolidated, in theearly part of the week, were 
quoted Bio 83, but subsequently declined to 7}, 8, closing 7} to 
8}. Cablegram received: “ Week’s run, $50,000; sunk 30 feet in 
good ore; mine looking well.” The make of bullion for the 
season is $1,310,000, and since February, $1,840,000. The refinery 
this season has produced gold and silver to the value of $844,000, 
irrespective of the lead. The improvement this week inthe returns 
tends to confirm the manager’s anticipations ; and, considering that 
the re-lined No. 3 furnace could scarcely have given its full com- 
plement, is satisfactory. The new discovery is opened out to 30 ft. 
in depth, being an advance of 18 ft. since last week, as no mention 
is made for the drift. The 50ft. of width traced and named in 
former cable, gives the dimensions of the chamber as 50 ft. by 30 ft. 
The manager’s written report describes his efforts to trace the lode 
in depth before he had ascertained its changed direction; this being 
proved subsequently, as we learn by cable he was able to run an in- 
cline 30 ft. in the lodein good ore. The flattening at the 600ft, level 
may be the precursor of a chamber or chambers in the lode, as 
everyone familiar with the mine expected. The new hoisting- 
engine, if the contractor fulfilled his engagement, was to be ready 
for work by the first week in December. We learn that, from the 
preparations made, one or two other furnaces, in addition to the three 
now running, can be got ready for work at short notice, The delays 
from various causes have hitherto prevented this arrangement from 
being carried out, and the advanced position of the season may 
make it unadvisable to increase the smelting power this side of 
spring. Three furnaces, with the rich ore now available, should be 
made to yield large profits, those profits being determined chiefly 
by the absence or presence of sufficient lead, and as that is now 
abundant the weekly runs are larger, produced at less cost, The 
Sentinel of Nov. 17 says :— 
“The Eureka and Palisade Railroad is now in successful operation its entire 

length, as projected by its builders. The construction of the road, especially tha 
portion from Alpha to Eureka, is said to be first class in every particular.” 
The opening of this line before winter is a fortunate thing for the 
district and its mines. As the new railroad of 80 miles was due to 
private enterprise, no greater testimony could be offered to the theory 
of permanence as a characteristic of Eureka mineral formation. 
Tecoma, 4 to 4; the details of the meeting appear in another 

column. The mine seems to be opening out encouragingly; but, a8 
explained by the Chairman, the shareholders must do one of three 

things—either let the vendor, Mr. Erwin Davis, continue to find 
money to work the mine, the shareholders find money them- 
selves, or wind-up the company. Mr. Davis is at present owed 
1400/.; if the shareholders came forward with 2000/,, one or two 
large shareholders authorised the Chairman to state they are pre- 
pared to subscribe 500/. The main adit will give 500 ft. of backs, 
and a mine, according to the Chairman, that will last some time, 
paying a moderate dividend, the large amount of capital probably 
preventing a larger one being declared. A resolution was passed, 
requesting the directors, if possible, to obtain an independent re- 
port on the mine from Mr. Lowndesbury, who is in Salt Lake City. 
Emma, 14 to 1; the adjourned meeting was held pro forma on 
Wednesday, and further adjourned till Jan. 7, by which time the 
newly-elected directors hope tobe able to report to the shareholders 
the financial as well as the general position of the company, Tro 
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Dec. 11. 1875.| THE MINING JOURNAL. 
“ . Sta 3 H 'G@. and J. Brown and ‘Co., 75 to 70 dis.; Hopkins ‘Gilks and Co.,7 to 6 dis. ; especially with regard to the law suits in America, and also as to Co., mi ins, , , ; 

whether they should advise the passing of the accounts of the late | 3°" Brown and Co., 8 to 8% prem.; Parkgate Iron Company, 11% to 11% 

directors. 
prem., 115g; Sheepbridge Coal and Iron Company, 1914 to 193 prem., 1834, 18%, 
19%, 1914; Staveley Coal and [ron Company, 44% to 45% prem., 44, 45; William 

The Market for Gold-Washing Shares has been moderately active | Cooke and Co., 25 to 24 dis, 23; Sheffield’ Waterworks Company, 94% to 95% ; 
during the week, and shares in most of the companies have been 
enquired for. Washing has been commenced in all the Californian 
mines represented here, with every appearance of good results. Blue 
Tent, 4 to 43; washing is progressing steadily. The manager intends | 
fitting at a fresh claim this season, and using this season 3000 in. of | 
water. The annual meeting was held on Tuesday, and was adjourned | 
until Jan. 5 to enable the directors to circulate the report of Prof. 
Price, now on the way. The Chairman spoke most encouragingly 
of the future prospects, which, indeed, would seem to be very good. 
A full report will be found in another column. Sweetland Creek, 
2§ to 24; in the last advices Mr. M’Lean reports that it has been 
storming heavily, and that, in consequence, he was able to wash con- 
stantly under favourable circumstances, Cedar Creek, § to 4; we 
understand that the yearly balance-sheet and manager’s report will 
be issued to-day, in readiness for the annual meeting to be held be- 
fore Christmas. We shall, probably, refer to this in our next. Col. 
Ludlum reports four claims washing, and work on the Yankee tunnel 
and Badger shaft in full progress. Birdseye Creek, 1£ to 13; the 
superintendent reports that he has been able to commence washing 
on the Neece and West and Watoupa claims, and intended to start 
the Red Dog group in a few days, as pouring rain had set in, giving 
plenty of water for all mining purposes. Oregon (pref.),4 to 44; | 
the agent reports heavy storms at the mine, giving plenty of water. 
The machinery to complete the fitting up of the claims intended to 
be worked was on the way from San Francisco. 

Malpaso, # to 4; during the yearthe returns have been 1008 ozs. 
of gold, realising 3961/., obtained at a cost of 3447/., leaving a profit 
of 5147, These returns have been obtained from 5608 hours’ washing 
with an average head of water of 456 in.; notwithstanding the dis- 
appointing results obtained from the main banks, a small profit has 
been realised during the past year. The ‘clean-up by the mail just 
received shows a profit of over 200/.,as the result of six weeks’ 
work, and the directors trust that when the works now in progress 
are fairly completed the results will yet be such as to compensate 
the proprietors for all the delays that have taken place. Rica, } to 3; 
the position of the company remains the same as it was at the meet- 
ing in December; all the expenditure at the mine (with exception 
of a small amount to keep good the title) was stopped until a full 
report could be obtained as to the possibility of bringing on an ade- 
quate supply of water to work the auriferous gravel already laid | 
open; this report fully confirmed the statement that the necessary 
water supply could be obtained, providing sufficient funds were | 
forthcoming to bring thesame ontothe mine. The directors delayed 
submitting any plan for raising the sum necessary, as they have con- 
sidered it useless to do so until they could, as before suggested, 
point to satisfactory results having been obtained from the neigh- | 
bouring property of Malpaso, which is working upon the same line 
of gravel, and by the same hydraulic system; the directors believe | 
that the time is not far distant when the anticipated result from the 
company in question will be obtained, and so soon as this is the case 
they will submit to the proprietors a plan for raising the capital. 

In Foreign Quartz Mines, St. John del Rey stock further advanced, 
having changed hands at 417, closing 410 to 420; the directors re- 
commend a dividend of 25 per cent. for the half-year at the meet- 
ing to be held on Dec. 22. The produce for ten days (second divi- 
sion of November), 18,500 oits.; value, 7168/.; yield 8-9 oits. per ton. 
Don Pedro, 3 to 4; produce for November 4350 oits. A deficiency of 
surface water still retards sinking. Almada and Tirito, 3 to §; 
the details of the general meeting appear in another column. The 
net profits for the last half-year was 13,387/. It was explained that 
the only cause why the dividend authorised at the last meeting has 
been paid was the unfortunate detention of the vessel, which had 
on board more than sufficient to pay it. The vessel had reached 
Cape Horn, where she met with an accident. An encouraging fea- 
ture for the mines is the fact that the late rainy season has been 
the heaviest known for many years, ensuring a good supply of 
water throughout the remainder of the season. The black ores dis- 
covered are taking the place of the green ores, and the Chairman 
thinks the shareholders may fairly look forward to the successful 
aplication of the lixiviation process, and be a good substitute for 
the present process of amalgation. Chontales, 3,2; Frontino and 
B livia, 14, 1#; a remittance of 3197 ozs. of gold, valued at 7696/., 
the produce of the mines and from gold purchased of the tributers 
for the three months ending September. 

Copper Mines have been represented by Cape Copper at 36} to 
374; the usual quarterly dividend of 203. per share has been de- 
clared; the advices appear elsewhere. Russia Copper shares have 
improved since the meeting (reported in another column) to 3}, 
33: within 8000/. the company could pay off every debenture and 
debt, and discharge every liability, and against the 8000/. the com- 
pany possessed very large properties, consisting of 445,000 acres, 
always increasing in value, besides valuable mines and smelting 
works. New Quebrada, 3} to 4}; San Pedro, 2} to34. 

Van, 284 to 294; the sinking of the engine-shaft below the 90 is 
making rapid progress. There is no change in the various parts of 
the mine, but everything is going on most satisfactorily. The se- 
vere weather has not interrupted the dressing. The four-weekly 
sale takes place next week—400 tons lead and 200 tons blende. 
Pateley Bridge, 5} to 6}; there is no change reported from the mine, 
except that the vein in the 20 cross-cut west has slightly improved. 
The agent reports that smelting is in full operation. 
Grogwinion, 3 to4; Wye Valley, 44 to 54. Melindur Valley, 14 

to 2; all the shares issued to complete the development of this mine 
have been absorbed by the original proprietors, and a very important 
change is reported to have occurred at the mine. South Cwmystwith, 
1} to 2}; the usual formal statutory meeting has been held, and a 
most encouraging report presented. West Wye, 3 to 3}; the mine 
is opening out well, and the new discovery steadily improving. 
The very heavy snowstorms have, to a certain extent, hindered sur- 
face works at this and the adjacent mines, Llanidloes, 3 to 34; 
capital progress is making underground, and the tributers are busy 
raising ore, which will leave a large profit. West Goginan, 1} to 2. 
Pennerley, 14 to 14; the old mine remains without change, At 
Potter’s Pit the sinking of the shaft is progressing favourably, and 
the two winzes in the 65 continue of the same value as before re- 
ported. The severity of the weather is against the dressing, and in- 
terferes with all surface work. Bog, 4 to 4; there is very little 
change at the mine. Thel63 east is easier for progress, and is worth 
20]. per fathom. The same level west, on main lode, is worth 15/, 
per fathom. The agent reports very severe weather, which greatly 
impedes all surface operations. Van Consols, 14 to 1#; the lead has 
been reached by the new drawing shaft, and is worth 25/, sterling 
per fathom. Great West Van, 10s. to 15s.; the frost has somewhat 
impeded operations, but a course of lead is being entered upon in 
the 46 west. 

Penstruthal, 8s. to 10s.; a special meeting of shareholders will, 
we understand, be shortly held. Cathedral, 20s, to 30s.; the shaft 
has a few feet further sinking to reach the 40, where a good course 
of copper is confidently looked forward to. 
Subjoined are the closing quotations:— 
Bog, % to %; Carn Brea, 37 to 39; Devon Great Consols, 4 to 4%: Dolcoath, 

40to 42; Hast Caradon, 1% to 1%; East Lovell,6% to7%4; East Van,1¥ to 1% ; Great 
Laxey, 15 to 16; Great Wheal Vor, 3 to3%; Hingston Down, % to 1%; Marke 
Valley, 3% to 3%; Pateley Bridge, 54 to6¥ ;] Parys Mountain, 7s. to 10s.; Pen- 
nerley, 14% to1%; Penstruthal, 8s. to 10s.; Roman Gravels, 114% to 124; Tanker- 
ville, 10 to 10% ; Tincroft, 19 to 20; Van, 28% to 2914; Van Consols, 134 to 1%; 

est Basset, 5 to 6; West Chiverton, 17 to 18; West Tankerville, 13% to 
1%; Wheal Grenville, 1% to 14%; Almada and Tirito, % to 54: Birdseye Creek, 
1% to 1%; Cape Copper, 35% to 36%; Cedar Oreek, % to %; Chontales, ¥% to 5%; 
Colorado Terrible, 2 to 2%; Don Pedro, % to %; Eberhardt and Aurora, 8 to 
8%; Emma, 1% to 1%; Exchequer, % to 1%; Flagstaff, 54 to %; Frontino and 
Bolivia, 11% to 134; Javali, 12s. to 14s.; Last Chance, 10s. to 15s. ; New Quebrada, 
3% to 44%; Richmond Consolidated, 7% to 84%; St. John Del Rey, 410to 420; 
8an Pedro, 24% to 3; Sweetland Creek, 254 to 2% ; Tecoma, % to %; Oregon (pref.), 
4 to 4%; United Mexican, 2% to 3%; South Aurora, % to 4; Blue Tent, 4 to 
4%; Argentine, 7 to 74%; Assheton, { to 1\%. 

SHEFFIELD.—Mr. J. R. Heard, stock and share broker, in his weekly report 
s1ys—Local market idle, Staveley’s 5/., Sheepbridge 30s. better. The following 
are current rates: —Bilbao Iron Ore Company, 40 to 44; Bolekow, Vaughan, and 
Co., 11% to 12 prem.; Brown, Bayley, and Dixon, 25 to 24% dis.; Charles 
Cammell and Co., 6% to 6Y dis. ; Charlton Iron Company, 9% to 10%; Chillington 

Iron Company, 41% to 5; Ebbw Vale Steel jand Iron Company, 15% to 15 dis. ; 

Sheffield Gas Company, 205 to 206. 

HALIFAX SHARE MARKET.—Dec.9: The following quotstions are from 
Mr. J. H. Thackrah’s list :—Halifax and Huddersfield Union Bank, 30: Halifax 
Joint-Stock Bank, 28% ; Halifax Commercial Bank, 24%]; London and Yorkshire 
Bank, 288. 9d.; John Crossley’s, 1334; Whitworth and Co.,9; Elland Gas, 20; 
Rastrick Gas, 18% ; Bradford Brick and Tile, A, 24; B, 734; Charlestown Brick 
and Tile, 94%; Ripponden Commercial, 124%; Hebden Bridge Cotton, 10; York- 
shire Boiler Insurance Company, 2ls.; Norton Brothers, 83. 

The directors of the Cape Copper Mining Company (Limited) have 
declared a dividend of 20s. per share, free of income tax, payable on Dec. 24 to all 
hareholders on the books on Dec. 17. alt 

The directors of the St. John del Rey Mining Company will re- 
commend a dividend of 25 per cent. for the half-year at the meeting to be held on 
the 22nd inst. ewe 

The directors of the National Provincial Bank of England have 
this day declared a half-yearly dividend at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, and 
a half-yearly bonus of 6 per cent. 

Vice-Chancellor Malins has appointed Mr. E. G. Clarke (Barnard, 
poprhe wa Co.), Lothbury, official liquidator of the Llynvi Colliery Company 
(Limited). 

The numbers are published of the bonds, amounting to 26,900/., of 
the Five per Cent. Mortgage (Spanish Coupon) Bonds of the Rio Tinto Company, 
which have been cancelled in accordance with the provisions of the trust deed. 

The directors of the National Provincial Bank of England notify 
that on Monday next, the 13th inst., they will open a branch at Serle-street, Lin- 
coln’s Inn Fields. 

*,* With this week’s Journal a SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET is given, 
which contains : Original Correspondence : Coal under the Severn; Steam 
Traction on Railways; Mining Interests of England and Wales (R. Tredin- 
nick) ; Blende Mines of Cardiganshire(A. Francis); Mining in Cardiganshire, 
No. II, (8. Trevethan) ; New Consols Tin and Arsenic Works; Wheal Gren- 
ville, and its Management; West Maria and Fortescue Mines; Frontino and 
Bolivia Gold Mining Company.—Tasmanian Tin—Foreign Mining and Metal- 
lurgy—Prize Essay (T. H. Allan)—Treatment of Auriferous Ores—Chapter 
on Mining—the Surrender Mine, Reeth High Moor—Geology of Croydon— 
British Manufacturing Industries—Handbook for Charcoal Burners—Coal 
Trade—Cyclops Blower for Forges (ilustrated)—New Process of Treating 
Ores—Patent Matters—Meetings of the Almada and Tirito, Tecoma, Blue 
Tent, Imperial Brazilian Collieries, Russia Copper, South Tolcarne, Nant y- 
Glo and blaina Ironworks, West Godolphin, and West Craven Moor Com 
panies, 

British LEAD MINES.—We have been favoured with an early 
copy of Mr. Murchison’s new work, published to-day. We cannot 
do better than commence our remarks by using the words of the 
opening sentence of Mr. Murchison’s preface: “During an un 
usually intense and prolonged general depression, it is cheering to 
be able to point out at least one industry that is in a sound and 

| prosperous condition.” And Mr. Murchison is quite justified in stat- 
ing that this is particularly satisfactory to him, as it is a forcible 
confirmation of the views he has expressed for so many years re- 
garding the advantages of British lead mining. The indiscriminate 
prejudices which exist against mining generally is, to say the 
least, very unfair; for, when afew thousands are lost by it, we hear 
much more about it than when hundreds of thousands have vanished 
(no matter how) in other pursuits. We believe Mr. Murchison speaks 
truly when he says that more money is lost in one year by fraudu- 
lent practices in British commerce and finance than in a whole ge- 
neration in British mining. After some very sensible remarks on 
this subject, and some hints as to the points to consider in forming 
an opinion as to the merits ofa mine, Mr. Murchison goes thoroughly, 
and in a most able manner, into the object of his pamphlet—the 
superiority of mining for lead over that for copper and tin; andthe 
way in which he shows this must be convincing eyen to the most 
superficial reader. He says that a strong proof in favour of lead 
mining is the fact that many mines of that metal are worked hy 
one or a few persons, as private undertakings, while no one will 
take the risk of carrying cn a copper or tin mine under similar 
circumstaness. The Van, Tankerville, and Roman Gravels Lead 
Mines—which have recently become so famous as public companies 
—were made successes by private enterprise before they came into 
the possession of the present proprietors, who have simply increased 
those successes by working on a larger scale, by the aid of a mode- 
rate outlay of capital and the erection of additional machinery. 
Then there are Mr. Beaumont’s mines, the Stonecroft and the Green- 
side Mines, in the North of England; the Duke of Devonshire’s 
Grassington Mines, in Yorkshire: and the Snailbeach Mine, in 
Shropshire—all of which, as private concerns, have yielded im- 
mense profits, and are still paying exceedingly well. In Durham, 
Northumberland, Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and some parts of Wales 
there are als» lead mines being worked privately, ona more or less 
extensive scale, and with varied success; in many cases with little 
orn) capital. Weare obliged to defer until next week going into 
the numerous valuable facts and figures which are so prominent 
in every page of Mr. Murchison’s pamphlet; but we must at once 
congratulate him on a production which is calculated to do much 
good to the mining interest, and to be a great benefit to investors. 
The maps will also be found very useful. 

TANKERVILLF.—The report states that the winze below the 152 
(down 8 fms. 2 ft.) has considerably improved this week, and it is 
evident that they are ina magnificent course of ore. The ore course 
in the 152, over the winze, is 15 to 16 fms, (query feet) wide, but 
the indications below the level show a richer and wider lode than 
anything seen overhead. They have bored into the lode in the 167 
for 44 ft., and are not through the ore. The first 2 ft. passed through 
nearly solid lead, and the remainder is rich in ore stuff and spar. 
There has been a rich lode in sinking from the 152 to the 167, and 
the mine is looking more than well. They have sampled 150 tons 
for the month. 

New CHIVERTON.—The lode in the shaft has further improved, | 
now worth 18/. per fathom. This looks well for the 50, which will 
soon be reached. The stopes in the 25 and 35 are yielding their 
usual quantities of lead ore. 

The sulphur and silver-lead mines situated in the lands of the 
Hon. Mr. Gore, North Wales, are being launched into a public com- 
pany, with ample capital to develope the mineral resources of the 
property effectively and with practical dispatch. The mines at pre- 
sent are capable of returning 40 tons of sulphur daily, and the fore- 
breast of the deepest day level has a leader of lead ore fully 18 in. 
wide. All practicals agree that the discoveries made are most im- 
portant, while the future promises a great, expansive, and profitable 
concern. 

| PATELEY BRIDGE LEAD MINES AND SMELTING 

| COMPANY (LIMITED). 

ESSRS. F. W. MANSELL AND CO. (SWORN BROKERS) 
afford the LATEST INFORMATION from these VALUABLE MINES. 

HY DRAULICGOLD, RICHMOND, EBERHARDT, BLUETENT,ARGENTINE, 
STOCK EXCHANGE MARKET. See page 1359 in to-day’s Journal. 
STOCK EXCHANGE SECURITIES BOUGHT and SOLD for INVESTMENT 

or SPECULATION. 
F. W. M. and Co. have Special Business in the above Shares. 
14, Pinner’s Hall, Old Broad-street, E.C. [Established 1857.) 

EAD MINING@ COMPANIES.— 
Investor are informed that 

Tus Day is published, price 1s. 6d., 

By J. H. MURCHISON, Esq., F.R.G.8., 
A Pamphlet on BRITISH LEAD MINES, together with the following MAPS, 

showing the position of the principal LEAD MINES, &c., &c., specially prepared 
by Mr, MurcHISON :— 

1.—DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND. 
2.—SHROPSHIRE. 
3.—CARDIGANSHIRE AND MONTGOMERYSHIRE. 

Cepies can be obtained at Mr. MuRciIson’s Office, 8, Austinfriars, Louden. 

FOR INVESTORS. 

BOUT ELEVEN HUNDRED ACRES OF COAL PROPERTY, 
perpetual holding, free of royalty. 

Por particulars, apply to Mr. F. W. DArHNE, Swansea. ; 

IRON ORE. 

O BE LET, a MINE calculated to PRODUCE annually 
TWENTY THOUSAND TONS OF ORE. 

For further information address, Senor Don EMIIIANO, Amann, Bilbac, 

1365_ 
———_—s 

ORES, &c. 
ARMAND FALLIZE, 

INGENIEUR-CIVIL, A LIEGE (BELGIUM). 
BUYER OF 

ZINC AND LEAD ORES MIXE TOGETHER. 
Particulars by letter, 

CAPPER PASS AND SON, BRISTOL 
ARE PURCHASERS OF 

ANTIMONIAL or HARD LEAD, LEAD MATTE, LEAD 8LAGS8, LEAD 
ASHES, SULPHATE OF LEAD, COPPER S8LAGS, COPPER REGULUS 
or MATTE, TIN ASHES, and TIN SCRUFF. 
MIXED METALS and DROSS, containing LEAD, COPPER, TIN, or 

ANTIMONY. 

HENRY SEWELL, M.E., 
Lonpon AppRESs,—10, UPPER WESTBOURNE TERRACE. 
CALIFORNIA, NEVADA, UTAH, COLORADO, AND THE 

PACIFICO COAST OF MEXICO. 

E.-'N. RIOTTE, M.E., 
After Fifteen Years’ Practical Experience in the above States, has established 

himself as CONSULTING ENGINEER in SAN FRANCISCO. 
Reports on Mines, as well as their metallurgical establishment, attended to by 

letter or cable. 
Stetefeldt Chlorination and Quicksilver Furnaces a 7 
For references, by permission, apply to GEORGE BATTERS, 2, Austinfriars, Lon- 

don 
Addvess,—330, PINE STREET, ROOM No. 9, SAN FRANCISCO. 

CALIFORNIA. 

RIOTTE AND BEYEA, 
MEMBERS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO STOCK EXCHANGB, 

STOCK AND MONEY BROKERS, 
STATE and CITY SECURITIES, MINING STOCKS and BONDS, bought and 

sold strictly on commission. 

330, PINE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO (Room 9). 

RICHARD P. ROTHWELL, C.E., M.E., 
MINING AND CIVIL ENGINEER, 

; 27, PARK PLACE, NEW YORK, 
Vice-President of the American Institute of og | Engineers ; Member of the 

American Society of Civil Cr* ; of the North of England Institute 
of Mining Engineers ; of the Geological Society of France, &c., §c.; 

Editor of the Engineering and Mining Journal, New York. 
Reports on Mineral Properties, and on the Working and Management of Mines, 

ADVISES AS TO THE VALUE OF AMERICAN MINING STOCKS 
AND INVESTMENTS. 

A thorough technical education and long practical experience in Mining in 
various parts of Europe and America, enable Mr. ROTHWELL to give SAFH 
ADVICE; and his position as Editor of the leading Mining Paper of America 
affords him unusual facilities for knowing the ACTUAL VALUE of American 
Mining Securities and the standing of companies. 

References: The Presiding Officers of the American Institute of Mining 
Engineers, and the American Society of Civil Engineers. 

STEPHENSON MEMORIAL HALL, 
CHESTERFIELD, 

For Taz ADVANCEMENT oF SCIENCE, LITERATURE, axp EDUCATION. 

Ta PUBLIC MEETING, in CHESTERFIELD, on 9th December 
instant 

(His Grace the Duke of DEVONSHIRE in the chair), 

Subscriptions amounting to £5200 were announced. Among the speakers were— 
The Mayor and ex-Mayor of Chesterfield, Lord Edward Cavendish, Admiral the 
Hon. F. Egerton, M.P., Prof. James Stuart, M.A., Honorary Secretary to the 
Syndicate for University Extension, Cambridge, Rev. J. M. Mells, M.A., F.G.8., 
Messrs. Chas, Binns, J, Stores Smith, J. Shipton, F. Swanwick, A. Carrington, 
and A. Barnes. 

Additional amount required, £4800. 
From admirers of George Stephenson, and friends of higher education through- 

out the kingdom, SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE EARNESTLY INVITED. 
Communications to be addressed to the Secretary, Mr. W. F. Howarp, Assoe. 

Inst. C.E., 13, Cavendish street, Chesterfield. 
9th December, 1875. 

COAL MINES REGULATION ACT, 1872. 

EXAMINATION FOR MANAGERS’ CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY. 

DISTRICT UNDER THE CHARGE OF JAMES WILLIS, Esg., 
H.M. INSPECTOR OF MINES. 

DERSONS desirous of being EXAMINED in this District for 
MANAGERS’ CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY, under the above- 

nimed Act, should at once COMMUNICATE with the Seoretary to the Board of 
the above-mentioned District, at the following address :— 

CARLTON HOUSE, LOW FELL, near GATESHEAD, 
By order of the Board, 

GEO. SOUTHERN, Secretary. 
N.B.—Persons who do not reside within the district are equally eligible for exa- 

mination with those who do. 

EXPLOSIVES ACT, 
38TH Vic., Cc. 17. 

OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the following ORDERS IN 
COUNCIL and ORDERS OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, made in 

pursuance of the Provisions of the above-named Act, and which have already ap- 
ared in the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Gazettes, have been published b 
er Majesty's Stationery Office, and can be purchased at One Penny each throug! 

any Bookseller. 
. ORDERS IN COUNCIL. 

No. 1.—Classification of Explosives. 
»» 2.—As to Factories for Explosives other than Guupowder. 
» 3.—As to Magazines for Explosives other than Gunpowder, whether with 

or without Gunpowder. : 
»,» 4.—As to Small Firework Factories. 
» 5.—As to Stores for Gunpowder exclusively. 
»» 6.—As to Stores for Mixed Explosives. - 

7.—As to Premises registered for keeping Mixed Explosives. 
»,» 8.—As to keeping Explosives fon Private Use and not for Sale. 
» 9.—As to the Sale of Explosive. 
», 10.—As to the Importation of Explosive. 
»» 11,—As to the Notices to be given of Accidents connected with the Convey- 

ance of Explosives other than Gunpowder. 

ORDERS OF SECRETARY OF STATE. 
No. 1.—As to Floating Magazines for Gunpowder. 

»» 2,—As to Floating Magazines for Explosives other than Gunpowder, whe- 
ther with or without Gunpowder. 

» 3.—As to the Packing of Explosives other than Gunpowder. 
» 4—As Ba the Conveyance of Explosives on Roads and in certain Special 

ases, 
Abstracts of the provisions of the Act, so far as they relate to different branches 

of the Trade, and to the different interests concerne1, together with Forms of Ap- 
plication for Licenses, and Continuing Certificates, and Forms of tration, 
have also been prepared: and a List of such Abstracts and Forms has been pub- 
lished, and can be purchased in the same manner as the Orders above named, 
Home Office, 9th December, 1875. 

MINING ENGINEER. 

ANTED, a CERTIFICATED ENGINEER, who has had 
practical experience in Coal, Coke Manufacture, Coalj/Washing Ma- 

chinery, &c.; Fire-brick Making, Ironstone Mines. He will be uired to take 
CHARGE of the COLLIERIES, BRICK WORKS, and IRON MINES of the 
SOUTHERN STATES COAL, IRON, AND LAND COMPANY (LIMITED); 
and to reside in the State of Tennessee. None need apply except those who have 
been engaged in the same occupations. State age, salury required, an i references, 
Apply to the Secretary, Exchange Buildings, Stockton-on-Tees. 

TO MINING COMPANIES. 

A MINE AGENT, of long experience in Cornwall and Foreign 
Countries—thorovghly acquainted with Pumping and Winding Machinery, 

the Separation of Lead and Blende, and other Minerals, mechanically ; a good 
knowledge of Copper Smelting, speaks English, French, and German—DESIRES 
a RE-ENGAGEMENT. 
tionable references. 

Address, ‘‘C. E.,” St. Antonin, Porte Restante, Tarn-et-Garonne, France. 

CLERK. 

W ANTED, by a Young Man, aged 21, a SITUATION as ABOVE 
in the OFFICE of a COMPANY. Good shorthand writer, and quick 

at figures. 
Address, ‘‘ Shorthand,” 32, Tachbrook. street, London, 8.W. 

COLLIERY MANAGER. 

’ ANTED, an EXPERIENCED and CERTIFICATED VIEWER 
to TAKE CHARGE of a COLLIERY in the MIDLAND COUNTIRES. 

His duties will be to undertake generally the working of the Colliery, exclading 
the commercial and financial arrangements. 
Apply, stating age and salary required, to “A Company,” care of Mears, Welle 

an 

1875. 

Inspections and negociations undertaken. Unexcep- 

nd, Solicitors, Nottingham, 
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#4 Much inconvenience having arisen In consequence of several of the Numbers 

“auring the past year being out of print, we recommend that the Journal shauld 

be Aled on receipt; it then forms an accumulating useful work of reference. 

NERAL STATISTICS—Will some correspondent kindly give me the yearly pro- 

= of pig-iron in the Cleveland district (which, I presume, com rises ur 

ham, Northumberland, and the North Riding of York) for 1850, 51, ‘52,’ 53, 54, 

55, 56, 57, and 1°58? I have these particulars from 1859 to the present time, 

but wish for the earlier figures, so as to show the progress of the Cleveland iron 

trade since ite important discovery in 1850 by John Vaughan.—T. M.: Manchester. 

Mr. ARTHUR DEAn.—We have a letter for Mr. Dean, which we shall be glad to 

forward on learning his address. 

Gotp In WALES,—We regret that we are compelled to postpone the letter from 

from Mr. T. A. Readwin intended for this week’s Journal until next Saturday. 

cewed,— J. B.” (Paris)—‘ One Interested” (San Francisco)—‘ A Reader” 

ns Cc. 8. R (Cobredi) Shall be glad to receive it—* 8. G.:” Will be 

forwarded—“ A Shareholder ” (Carmarthenshire Anthracite Coal and Iron Com- 

pany): The voluntary winding up of the company has been ordered to continue 

under the supervision of the Court of Chancery—‘‘A Reader (Truro) had 

better write to the paper in which the statement appeared—‘ A Shareholder vs 

(Van Consols)—‘A Shareholder” (Wheal Grenville)—‘ A Constant Reader m 

(Brussels): The information shall be given, probably next week—“ M. E.: 

Neath)—“ A Shareholder ” (New Rosario): A report of the meeting appeared 

n last week’s Journal—‘N. T. R.” (Dudley): We should feel obliged by the 

particulars being forwarded—“ Inventor:” No; you must apply toa patent agent, 

who will advise you how to proceed—“ Correspondent (Leitrim) : Send us the 

particulars, and, if possible, we will publish them—* H.F.”—“8.T. R.”—“8. B. 

THE SUPPLEMENTARY SHEET.—We have received occasional complaints, and of 

late a good many, that the Journal is delivered by country booksellers without 
the Supplement. Subscribers would oblige us by demanding that the paper 

should be handed to them complete, as every Journal is accompanied by the 

fupplement when it leaves our office, and the fault of omission must rest with 
the country bookseller or their London agent. 

BOALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.—Our charge for general advertisements is—Forsix 
lines and under, 4s.; per line afterwards, 8d. Average, 12 words per line. 

IMPORTANT NoTICE—REDUCTION OF POSTAGE ON THE ‘* MINING JoURNAL.”—In 
consequence of the new PosTaL CONVENTION, which came into operation on 
July 1, the postage of the Mining Journal to many countries will be reduced to 
one fourth. Henceforth the subscription will be 1/. 10s. 4d. per annum (39 frs.), 
postage included, for the following countries. The amount will, if desired, be 
collected at the subscriber’s residence at the end of each year. The subscription 
continues until countermanded :—Austria, France, Belgium, Denmark (including 
Iceland and the Faroe Islands), Egypt, Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Heligoland, 
Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal (including Madeira and the 
Azores), Roumania, Russia, Servia, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Malta, 
Turkey, Morocco, Tunis, and the Canary Islands. Spain 1. 19s. (50 fre.) 

Avis IMpoRTANT—AUX ABONNES ETRANGERS DU ‘f MINING JOURNAL.”—A cause 
de la nouvelle CONVENTION POSTALE il y avait, A partir du ler Juillet 1875, une 
grande diminution du prix de l’abonnement du Mining Journal pour bien des 
pays dont le taux des postes était jusque lAbien élevé, A partir du ler Juillet le 
es de l’abonnement est de 39 frs., le port compris, pour l’Autriche, Belgique, 

Seeade, Danemarck et ses dependances, Egypte, l'Allemagne, la Gréce, I’Italie, 
Hollande, Portugal et ses dependances, Roumanie, Russie, Servie, Suede, la Buisse, 
la Turquie, l'Afrique septentrionale, etc. Le montant, si l’on le veut, sera touche 
a domicile, la fin del’an. L’abonnement continuera sauf avis contraire. 

AMERICAN SuBSCRIBERS.—In reply to several enquiries, it may be stated that 
subscribers in the United States can be supplied with the Mining Journal, 
post free, at the price of $8 50c. gold per annum, payable in advance, by remit- 
ting to Mr. D. Van Nostrand, publisher, and importer of scientific books, 
&c., Murray-street, New York; or, direct to our Office, 26 Fleet-street, B.0, 

THE MINING JOURNAL, 
Railway and Gommercial Gazette. 

LONDON, DECEMBER ll, 1875. 
——— 

THE CALAMITIES IN OUR COLLIERIES, 

Very distressing is the news which we have this week to record 
in connection with the working of our coal mines. For several 
— we have been strikingly free from accidents of magnitude, 
ut now they have come upon usatonce. We much fear that nearly 

200 will have been the total loss of life since our last publication. 
Perhaps 140 or 150 of these fell on Monday in the Swaithe Maine 
Colliery, which belongs to the Edmunds Main and Swaithe Coal 
Company, the members of which are Mr. Joseph Mitchell, Mr. Chas, 
Bartholomew, and Mr. John Tyas. It forms one of the nest of col- 
lieries which have sprung into existence in recent years in the vale 
of Worsborough, at one time a beautiful valley, some three miles 
from Barnsley. The colliery is connectel with the Edmunds Main, 
in which, on Dec, 8, 1862, an accident happened, by which 57 lives 
were lost. At that time the Swaithe pit was being opened up, in 
order to give increased ventilation to the Edmunds Main, and the 
explosion then resulted from a shot, which was fired with the object 
of connecting the two collieries, South Yorkshire, therefore, again 
eomes to the front with a painful conspicuousness, and the Barnsley 
seain affords a further illustration of itsdeadliness. Only two miles 
away from the Swaithe Main Colliery is the well-known Oaks, 
where the same fiery seam is worked, and where on Dec. 12, 1866, 
the greatest explosion which ever occnrredin England “senta thrill 
of horror over the whole country,” 366 livesbeing thenlost. Inthe 
same district is Lundhill, where on Feb, 19, 1857, 189 lives were 
lost. Both the Edmunds Main and the Swaithe Main Collieries are 
in the Worsborough Dale, and are not only among the most ex- 
tensive, but are considered amongst the safest, best ventilated, 
and best managed in South Yorkshire, For a great many years 
Edmunds Main enjoyed a favourable reputation for immunity from 
danger, and Swaithe was thought about the best pit to work in 
throughout the district. Thecoal gotten is the well-known Barnsley 
“ hard,” 9 ft. thick. The system of working is the pillar and stall, 
usual in the district. All the men are supplied with Stephenson’s 
or the Clanny safety-lamps—the former being used in the workings 
and the latter in the roadways—and naked lights are prohibited. 

The colliery usually gives employment to between 500 and 600 
men and boys, but only about 240 presented themselves at the pit 
bank to go down on Monday, although for a Monday 240 was a 
larger number than customary. The pit has two shafts, a downcast 
and an upcast, each of which is about 250 yards deep, and are 80 yards 
apart. The workings branch off 1700 yards towards the north, about 
1000 yards towards the east, 400 yards to the west, and about 
250 yards to the south. The pit is worked only during the day time, 
and there are two shifts, one going down early in the morning, and 
the other soon after noon. The 240 members of the morning shift 
descended at six o’clock on Monday, before which time the work- 
ings had been examined, and had been reported free from danger. 
The poor fellows had been at work between three and four hours— 
for the evidence is at present conflicting as to whether the accident 
occurred nearer to nine or to ten, but the best authority, perhaps, 
just now available estimates it at the earlier hour. He is the black- 
smith at the pit, and states that he was engaged in his shop as usual 
about five minutes to nine, when he was startled by a loud report 
like the going off of acannon. He looked tothe pit bank, and he saw 
a volume of smoke issuing from the shaft. One of the deputies said 
the report felt to him as if he had been struck on the neck witha 
bar of iron. The head gearing was indistinguishable for the smoke. 
In‘a short time several mining engineers from the collieries around 
were on the spot. Amongst the earliest were Mr. John Mitchell, 
the certificated manager of the pit; and his brother, Mr. Joseph 
Mitchell, jun.; Mr. W. H, Peacock, Hoyland Silkstone Company; 
Mr. Miller, Strafford Main; and a large party from the Oaks Col- 
lieries, including Mr. Wren, Mr. R. Day, Mr. P. Hall, Mr. Dymond, 
Mr. Fred Barnaby, Mr. T. Briggs, Mr. J. Fairest, and Mr. G. Hall, 
New Oaks; Mr. R. W. Norton, Barrow Collieries ; Mr. Beevors, Dod- 
worth and Silkstone; Mr. Wedon, Swaithe Main, and Oswell, New 
Oaks. Exporing parties were formed, and Mr. John Mitchell him- 
self determined to go down in charge of the firstcorps. Ondescend- 
ing they found that the cage, which lay at the bottom at the time 
of the explosion, had been forced several yards up the shaft. Fora 
short time their progresswas impeded, but a ladder was obtained, and 
by it the bottom was reached. It was then found that one of the 

ers-on, named George Linford, had been blown into the sump, 

”|!sen., Mr. Joseph Mitchell, Mr. John Mitchell (the certified manager 

ertions he was rescued and sent to surface, when he was found to be 
less seriously injured than had been at first supposed. 

The exploring party then proceeded along the main, and discovered 
a fire at wha’ is known as the “half-way,” which is 350 yards from 
the pit bottom. Attention was then paid to the air courses so as to 
ensure sufficient ventilation, which was made good as far as the half- 
way. Other exploring parties were speedily formed as the colliers 
from the neighbourhood flocked to the scene; in fact, nothing could 
be nobler than the readiness with which the men came forward to 
risk their own lives to save their fellows. Between12and 1 o’clock 
there were more volunteers than were needed. Mr. Miller, Strafford 
Main, and Mr. James Wilson, Oaks, joined these parties. They de- 
scended along with Edward Williams and George Iall, deputy 
viewers at the Oaks. These explorers did their work wisely and 
well. They ascertained beyond all doubt that an explosion had 
happened in the lower dip, which was the worst part of the mine 
where such a disaster could have taken place. They opened doors, 
hung up brattice sheets, extinguished the fire, sent a few corpses to 
surface, but more men whom they found unable to help themselves. 
Nearly all the men who formed what is called No. 1 district pit, 
which is nearest to the Edmunds main shaft, escaped by the road- 
way which was being cut at the time of the Edmunds main explo- 
sion, and which has ever since remained open. By-and-bye a con- 
ference of engineers was held. There were present Mr. Mitchell, 

of the colliery), Mr. Miller, Mr. Dymond, Mr. Peacock, Mr. John 
Higson, Mr. Blythe (Wombwell Main), Mr. Batty (Darley Main), Mr. 
F. N. Wardell (Her Majesty’s Inspector of Mines for the South York- 
shire district), Mr. Day, jun. (the Oaks), and other engineers and 
colliery managers of the neighbourhood. The plans of the levels 
and workings were examined, and it is believed then an opinion 
was expressed that of all those in the south level few, if any, could 
by any possibility have escaped. This would fix the number of lives 
lost at something like 140 or 150, supposing that many escaped by 
the Edmunds shaft, and others by the Swaithe shaft. 
Day after day, subsequently, the explorations were continued as 

the ventilation permitted, and the dead were sent up. Up to mid- 
night on Wednesday 112 corpses had been recovered—death having 
resulted, as is usual in such cases, from the fire in some and from 
the after-damp in other instances. The disastrous effects of the ex- 
plosion are everywhere apparent; it is not certain that there has 
not been more than one explosion, and to protect the exploring 
parties the cupola has not yet been lighted, for the low levels were, 
up to Wednesday night, still full of impure gas. 

There is no room for question as to the ceuse of the Edmunds 
Main explosion. The verdict, although attaching blame to no single 
individual, expressed the unanimous opinion of the jury that the 
cause of the explosion was the incautious and unsafe working of the 
dipboard of the colliery. The mode of blasting with powder the 
jury considered to have been highly injudicious, and they felt sure 
that it ought not to have been allowed by the underviewer or pro- 
secuted by the workmen. Arising out of the verdict of the jury, 
lawsuits followed, and they were only compromised upon a payment 
by Messrs. Mitchell, Bartholomew, and Tyas of a sum of 1550. in 
compensation to the workmen. Since that it is reported that Mr. 
Mitchell has spared no pains nor grudged any expense in obviating, 
as far as possible, every risk of danger to the men employed in his 
pits. It may or may not be proved at the inquest that powder 
has recently been used at the pit; that the inspection has been 
strict, and that the closest precautions against the use of naked lights 
have been observed. It is not for us at this early period to pro- 
nounce any opinion. We very much fear that powder was used on 
Monday morning, and it isasserted that matches were found in the 
pockets of the men. But, apart from any events which from such 
causes as these may arise, we must concur in much that has been 
written by certain of our daily contemporaries that so many terrible 
colliery accidents having happened in the winter months point to 
the necessity for a close watch being kept upon barometrical evi- 
dences, and those arrangements made by colliery managers which 
shall not leave the margin between sufficient and copious ventilation 
so fine as we fear is sometimes the case, 

INFRINGEMENTS OF TIE MINES REGULATION ACT, 

We fear that many persons about our mines and collieries have 
yet to learn that the Mines Regulation Act has to be observed. 
There is need that this should be borne in mind by those people in 
particular whose engagements are not of the most extensive class. 
For the benefit of numerous others similarly circumstanced, and 
having before us the calamities which are now again directing so 
much public notice to the working of our collieries, we indicate 
with some prominence certain of the convictions to which recent 
infringements of the Act have led. 

Atthe West Riding Court, Bradford, Mr. Thomas Tomlinson, owner 
of the Eccleshall Park Colliery, near Bradford, has been summoned 
on a recent occasion for no less than eight different offences. The 
colliery was a new one, and, according to Mr. F. Wardle, the district 
Inspector of Mines, the defendant had not provided an adequate 
amount of ventilation, had not a competent person to inspect the 
mine and to daily report its condition, had not provided for the 
withdrawal of the men in case of danger, had not an adequate break 
and proper indication as to the position of the cage or load in the 
shaft, had not securely fenced the machinery in and about the mine, 
had not provided for daily inspection, had not kept the requisite 
books or a copy of them at the office of the mine for inspection, and 
had not posted up in a conspicuous place rules for the working of the 
mine. “Guilty” was plearled to four of the charges, and by arrange- 
ment it was agreed that defendant should be fined 22, and costs for in- 
adequate ventilation, 5s. and costs in three other cases, and merely 
the costs in the remainder. Mr. Moses Cowcill, the confidential 
manager of the South Liberty Coal Pit, Long Ashton, has been fined 
102. for having failed to supply an adequate amount of ventilation at 
that pit. In this instance, it may be remembered, four men who 
were employed at a particular heading used safety-lamps, and were 
killed by an explosion which followed the introduction of a naked 
light. The scientific evidence in this case was very conclusive, for 
Mr. Cadman, Assistant Inspector of Mines for the western district, 
gave in evidence that no means had been adopted at the seat of the 
accident to convey the air to the face of the workings, 

At the same Court where this conviction was recorded the deputy- 
bailiff was mulcted in the penalty of 2/. and costs for not having 
fenced off a place in the mine where fire-damp had been discovered 
and put up a danger board, for not having reported to the bailiff, 
and for allowing a miner to pass through that portion of the work- 
ings before it was reported safe. The result of this carelessness was 
that there was an explosion, and one man was killed. A fine of 5/. 
and costs has been imposed upon Mr. William Williams, colliery 
manager, under Mr, Thomas Jones, owner of the Tylacock Colliery, 
Pontypridd, for not having provided an adequate amount of venti- 
lation at that colliery. The information was sustained by the most 
direct evidence, and it was shown that several portions of the col- 
liery were charged with explosive gases. The allegation forthe de- 
fence was that the ventilating flue was being cleaned, and that there 
were no Colliers employed at the time. We may now cite ratheran 
unusual conviction, which exemplifies that the termsof the Act have 
yet to be learned by others than colliery officials and operative 
miners. Edward Brooks,a contractor for tunnelling mines, has been 
ordered to pay 2/. and costs for having taken into the Bradley Hall 
Coal Mine, near Chorley, more than 4lbs, of powder. A fatal acci- 
dent had recently happened at the colliery, and while the Govern- 
ment Inspector was making an examination of the workings he dis- 
covered a vessel containing 11 lbs. of gunpowder. Defendant al- 
leged that, as a contractor, he thought he was at liberty to have in 
the pit a larger quantity than was allowed an ordinary miner. 

This list of recent magisterial decisions under the Mines Regula- 
tion Act might easily be supplemented with numerous other in- 
stances, but these surely should be enough to bring about a stronger 

therefore, devolves upon both miners and our resvonsible officers to 
put forth every exertion that prudence, skill, and experience may 
suggest for minimising the occurrence of fatalities in our mineg 
and collieries, 

THE PENINSULAR AND ORIENTAL STEAM NAVIGATION 
COMPANY. 

Public opinion has been exercised, to a certain extent, of late as to 
the affairs of an important and old established steam shipping un- 
dertaking popularly known throughout the empire, and we might 
almost add throughout the world, asthe P.and O. The steamers of 
the P.and O. traverse great oceans, and bear the name and the fame 
of England into very remote regions, but the shareholders are just 
now not blessed with very liberal dividends. A very hard bargain 
is driven with the company by that stern and niggardly public de- 
partment, the Post Office; and what with this stingy treatment, the 
competition of other lines of steamers, and the stagnation of Indian 
commerce, the company is only able to give its proprietors 34 per 
cent. upon their nominal capital for the twelve months ending 
Sept. 30,1875. But for the fall which has happily occurred in coal 
quotations of late, it is not at all improbable that the shareholders 
would have had to move on as best they could without any divi- 
dend—or, at any rate, with a still skinnier one than that actually 
proposed—for the past financial year. 

The company has been making exertions for several years past to 
adapt its fleet more fully to the requirements of the times, and also 
to introduce into its steamers the latest modern appliances and im- 
provements, with a view specially to a reduction in the consumption 
of fuel. The Poonah, the Bangalore, and the Travancore have been 
recently dispatched to the East, after having received new ma- 
chinery and otherimprovements. The work done in each case has been 
successful, and the results in point of economy of fuel and additional 
carrying capacity are satisfactory. The Simla—a vessel built in 
1853, and which during her career did excellent service to the com- 
pany—has been sold to Messrs. HOwWDEN and Co.,, of Glasgow, in 
part payment of new machinery which is to be supplied to the Tan- 
jore, and sundry alterations which are to be carried out in that ship, 
With respect to the Tanjore it may be added that at the present 
time sheis the only vessel laid up to receive new machinery. It is 
expected that she will be ready for seain February, 1876. It should 
be also noted that the company has now one steamer—the Nepaul— 
building at Glasgow. She will be a vessel of 3500 tons burthen, and 
600-horse power. When she is ready for sea the company will own 
a fleet of 50 steamers, of an aggregate burthen of 127,039 tons, and 
an aggregate force of 22,165-horse power. The company further 
possesses 17 steam tugs and launches of an aggregate burthen of 
1247 tons, and an aggregate force of 491-horse power. 

The disposition of the company’s 50 steamers may be stated as 
follows:—Some 37 are engaged in the Mediterranean, Adriatic, India, 
and Chinaservices; fourare engaged in the Australian service (one 
plying between Melbourne and Sydney); five are occupied in Chinese 
and Japanese local services; two are cargo vessels; one is receiving 
new engines at Glasgow; and one has only a paper existence at pre- 
sent, being in course of construction in one of the Clyde yards, as 
already indicated. It is, perhaps, interesting to note that the di- 
rectors, finding that in the present depressed state of steam shipping 
itis cheaper to purchase than to build steamers, have recently added 
by purchase three large steamers to the company’s fleet. Two of 
these steamers—each of 3000 tons burthen and 500-horse power— 
were built in 1872-3 by Messrs. Carrp and Co., of Greenock, for the 
North German Lloyd’s Company, for the purpose of enabling that 
company to run a line to the West Indies; having been built with 
a view to service in a tropical climate, these steamers have required 
comparatively little internal alterations to adapt them for the Pe- 
ninsular and Oriental Company’s work. They have been named the 
Assam an the Siam; the former has already been dispatched to 
India, while the latter will follow in the course of a few days. The 
third steamer purchased was the partly finished Nepaul, to which 
reference has already been made. The Nepaul is being built by 
Messrs. STEPHEN and Son, of Glasgow. She was originally con- 
tracted for by a new German-American line, but this undertaking 
being absorbed by another company, the contract for this steamer 
was abandoned. At the time of the purchase of the Nepaul by the 
Peninsular and Oriental Company, the construction of the vessel had 
merely advanced sufficiently to enable her to be adapted to any 
trade; and the contract made by the Peninsular and Oriental direc- 
tors with Messrs. STEPHEN was that they should complete the work 
according to the company’s latest specification. The Peninsular and 
Oriental directors appear to give a fair amount of attention to the 
important interests entrusted to their care, but we fancy that they 
might avail themselves to a larger extent than they do at present of 
cheap colonial coal. 

ECONOMIC GENERATION OF STEAM—ROTARY BOILER. 

Reference was made in the Mining Journal of May 4, 1861, to the 
practical trial of a new rotary boiler invented by Dr. F. Grimaldi, 
of Naples, and the improved arrangement was pronounced to possess 
many and important advantages. It was a 3-horse bvuiler, and in 
shape cylindrical, with curved ends, upon which trunnions were 
affixed to enable the boiler to be rotated through the stuffing-boxes 
provided in the brickwork in which the boiler was set; the steam 
and water supply pipes passed through the trunnions, so that almost 
the entire surface of the water could from time to time be exposed 
to the action of the heat. The extreme length of the boiler was 
19 in., and its diameter 18 in., ordinary boiler-plate being used in its 
construction. The furnace was so arranged as to form a square 
chamber, with a cylindrical one above it, and it was in this cylin- 
drical chamber that the boiler rotated, the lower side of the boiler 
dipping well into the square chamber; the grate surface was 16 in. 
by 12 in., and the diameter of the cylindrical chamber was about 
2 ft., 5 in. being the depth of water kept in the boiler. The water 
was supplied by jets below the water line at each stroke of the feed- 
pump, and the steam before being used in the engine was passed 
through a second vessel fixed in the flue, with which the top of the 
boiler chamber communicated, in order to superheatit. Thesuper- 
heater was not, however, considered an essential part of the inven- 
tion. It was pointed out at the time that perhaps the greatest ad- 
vantage possessed by Dr. Grimaldi’s boiler was that as the fire acted 
upon every part of the boiler in succession, instead of upon a single 
point continuously, it promised increased durability, whilst the 
practical trial showed that the mere rotation was productive of con- 
siderable economy. 
Some doubt having been expressed as to whether the economy 

was due to the rotation or tothe peculiar construction of the boiler 
and boiler chamber, the writer of the present article, who had merely 
attended as a scientist to witness the trial, and was not in any way 
connected with the inventor, suggested that the pressure gauge 
should be looked at: it showed 72lbs. He then threw off the strap, 
so as to stop the rotation, and in three minutes the pressure had 
fallen to 64]bs. The reduced pressure having been noted the strap 
was replaced, and in three minutes more the former pressure of 
72 lbs, had been regained. During the whole time of the experi- 
ment—indeed from five minutes before the strap was thrown off— 
neither the fire, furnace, nor machinery were interfered with in any 
way whatever. The evaporation upon this particular occasion was 
90 gallons of water from about 60° Fahr., with 122 lbs. of coal in six 
hours, but it was stated that at other times better results had been 
obtained. In the larger boilers, such as those exhibited at the In- 
ternational Exhibition of 1862, tubes were carried through the 
boilers, so as to increase the heating surface. One great advantage 
of the rotary boiler is that the steam becomes half-superheated in 
the boiler itself—it is well dried, but not rendered non-lubricating. 

This latter form of boiler is now being re-introduced as the 
“Centennial” Rotatory Boiler, by Messrs, Chase and Co., of New 
York, and the results obtained by Dr. Grimaldi are now secured with 

determination than is in some cases being shown to strictly observe 
the requirements of the new Act. Mining is attended with risks 
enough under ordinary conditions, and the progress of science has 

where he was wedged in by a portion of the cage, After great ex- not yet absolutely vanished the spontaneous elements of danger, It, 

certainty. Inits present formit is a cylindrical rotary tubular steam- 
boiler with two circular rows of tubes running from end to end. 
The outer row is surrounded by buckets, or elevators, as shown in 
| the end view, These buckets near'y encircle the tubes and cover 
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the inner surface of the boiler shell with water at each revolution. 
The inner row act as superheaters, drying as well as generating 
steam. The rate at which the rotary boiler evaporated water into dry 
steam was such that it exhibited a steaming capacity of about four 
times that of well designed stationary boilers; or for the same area 
of grate the same rate of combustion, and same tube area the steam- 
ing capacity of the rotary boiler was nearly equal to that of a station- 
ary boiler of the same type and diameter, and of not less than 15 ft. 
in length. The rotary boiler in this case was only 40 in. in diameter 
and 45 in. long, and having 32 flues. The power required to rotate 
this boiler was only 0°2 of 1 per cent. of the steam generated. Its 
evaporative duty was very high, when the fact that perfectly dry 
steam was produced was taken into account. The steam pose, Bo 
by this little boiler was very large. The quantity produced at 
50 Ibs. pressure per hour generated by the rotary was adequate to 
the performance in a good modern steam-engine of an amount of 
work equal to 44:1 horse-power, and consequently the steam ca- 
pacity exhibited by the rotary boiler was more than three times 
that of an ordinary boiler of similar type, and constructed in accord- 
ance with good practice. The small size and great power of these 
boilers will render them espeeially valuable for use in ironworks 
and similar places where waste heat is to be utilised. On steamers 
and steam yachts the light weight and small size of the boiler, to- 
gether with the fact that it can furnish an abundance of dry steam, 
will make the boiler very valuable. 

TREATMENT OF ORES AND MINERALS.—In the Supplement to 
this day’s Journal is published the essay, by THos. H. ALLEN, on the 
“Improved Treatment of Ores and Minerals raised in Cornwall and 
Devon.” to which the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society awarded 
the “ Mining Journal Prize” of books at their last meeting. The 
essay is altogether a creditable production, as it contains a large 
amount of useful information which, if not new, is at least not 
generally known or acted upon by the agents and others entrusted 
with the management of the mines in the counties mentioned. Some 
of the views expressed are unquestionably incorrect, but this is ex- 
cusable when it is considered that there are absolutely no facilities 
in Cornwall or Devon for working men to obtain sound scientific 
knowledge, the only instruction open to them being conveyed 
through teachers whose notions are no less wild and untenable than 
theirown, That the essay is worthy of consideration will be ad- 
mitted by all who read it, and every facility will be offered for the 
discussion of the various questions raised, but in the discussion it 
should be borne in mind that the writer is an uneducated man, and 
that, therefore, no unfair advantage should be taken of any trifling 
imperfections in the technical descriptions, The author has evidently 
bestowed a large amount of care upon the essay, and the fact that 
it has satisfied the Council of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society 
is sufficient evidence that his knowledge is up to their standard, and 
that he has well earned the prize. Were the practice more general 
in Cornwall for men of the character and knowledge of Thomas H. 
Allen to publish their views it would be more easy to correct erro- 
neous notions and diffuse sound information, so that, if for no other 
cause, he has entitled himself not only to the recognition his essay 
has received, but also to the thanks of mine agents generally. 

EMIGRATION TO AUSTRALIA.—An interesting lecture was deli- 
vered on Tuesday evening, by Mr. W. H. Brook, at Barnsbury Hall, 
Islington, on Victoria and its Gold Fields. Mr. R. Hancock occupied 
the chair, and on the table facing the audience were several models 
illustrative of the gold fields, and showing the mode of living on the 
ciggings. The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said he felt 
great pleasure in occupying the chair that evening, as he had al ways 
taken a deep interest in the subject of emigration, and as he knew 
Mr. Brook had spent some years in the colonies he did not doubt 
but that he would make his lecture instructive as well as amusing, 
Mr. Hancock then introduced the ‘lecturer to the audience.—Mr. 
Brook, on rising, said there were thousands and thousands of acres 
of land in Australia as yet unexplored, and his object in choosing 
the colony of Victoria for his topic that evening was to point out 
the remarkable changes that had occurred in that colony, and argued 
from that that what had been done in one place might with little 
material difference be easily accomplished in another, for it was his 
firm conviction that there was as much gold in Australia still un- 
discovered as had ever yet been found. The lecturer then proceeded 
to give an account of the first colonisation of Victoria in 1832, and 
traced its history right up to the year 1851, when he said Victoria 
was separated from New South Wales, and became an independent 
colony. Gold was also first discovered in Australia in that year, and 
Mr. Brook, after giving a brief account of the circumstance which 
led to its discovery, proceeded to describe the effect the sudden ac- 
cession of wealth had upon the diggers, and related several amusing 
anecdotes of their extraordinary generosity and unaccountable hob- 
bies. The lecturer then gave a graphic description of the town of 
Melbourne as it now stands, and pointed out very fully its principal 
buildings and places of public interest. He then asked the audience 
to step with him in imagination outside the boundaries while they 
jae & flying visit to some of the principal Victorian gold fields, 
nglewood, a township some 250 miles from Melbourne, was, he 

stated, the richest goldbearing district in Port Phillip, and Bendigo 
was the next, a quartz reef in the former district having yielded 
13,000 ozs. of gold from 14,000 tons of stone. The largest nugget in 
Victoria was found at Ballarat, the place where gold was first dis- 
covered in the colony. This prize weighed 189 lbs., and was worth 
10,0007, After a brief description of the mode of extracting gold 
from the quartz and the routine of alluvial digging, and describing 
the manners and habits of the aborigines, or Victorian natives, Mr. 
Brook brought his lecture to a close by giving some sound and whole- 
some advice to intending emigrants. The proceedings terminated 
With the passing of votes of thanks to the Chairman and lecturer, 

IMPROVEMENTS IN GAS MAKING.—At the Society of Engineers’ 
meeting, on Monday, Mr. F.W. Hartley read a paper “ On an Improved 
Method of Drawing and Charging Gas Retorts.” The author first 
pointed out the objections to the present system of gas manufacture 
in distilling coals in thick layers and at high heats, with prolonged 
distillation, He observed that most of the recent inventions for 
charging and drawing retorts perpetuated the errors of that system. 
Mr. John West, of Maidstone, had succeeded in producing a machine 
which was successful in working, and was adapted for either large 
or small gasworks, Theauthor then described Mr. West’sinvention, 
which consists first of a small wagon or charger, which, when filled 
with coal, is run into the retort, and by a very simple contrivance is 
made to deliver the coal in a layer about 3 in. thick on its return 
journey. The charger is carried on a trolley, which runs upon rails 
laid along the retort house in front of the benches, the charger rest- 
ing on a moveable stage, capable of being adjusted to suit retorts at 
all elevations. The trolley is provided with a hopper, from which 
coals are delivered into the charger, and the trolley is propelled 
along the rails by a winch worked by a boy. For the new system 
of charging, the coal has to be reduced in size; and this is effected 
by means of a simple breaker, which, together with a hoist or Jacob’s 
dder, is driven by the ordinary engines on the works. The hoist 

delivers the coals into a hopper fixed over the rails, and from which 
the hopper of the trolley is supplied. Mr. West uses a simple rake 
With which a man can clear the retort of coke at one draw. The 
author stated that the same kind of coals produced on the old system 
per retort per 24 hours from 4000 to 4300 cubic feet, and per ton 
9800 cubic feet of gas, while on the new system the yield per retort 
was from 5300 to 5400 and per ton 10,300 cubic feet, with gas of a 
urer character. The retort power on the new system is stated to 
© increased nearly 18 per cent. the increased yield of gas per ton 
per cent., and with Holmside coal and no Cannel, gas of from 15 

to 16 candle power is produced. The author stated that with this 
apparatus the productive power per man would be increased more 
than 33 per cent., and that at London rates of wages the cost of all labour connected with gas working would amount only to 1s, 9d. 
Per ton, while the average in most works exceeded 2s, 6d. The Saving in coals due to 5 per cent. greater production of gas would 
be nearly 44 per cent, and at 18s. per ton, gave a saving rods ; 
8 per cent, greater bulk of coke was sold, and that was equal to 

8d. per ton of coal carbonised. The author concluded by observing 
that the practical results of the adoption of the new system in works 
having 84 retorts would bea yearly saving of 8771. 5s. 6d., on a rental 
of 18,845/,, or equal to 44 per cent. on the rental, 

CoaL AND IRon IN THE UNITED StatTEs.—The production of 
anthracite coal in Pennsylvania to Nov. 6 this year amounted to 
17,436,826 tons, against 17,614,483 tons in the corresponding period 
of 1874, showing a decrease of 177,657 tons this year. The produc- 
tion of bituminous coal in Pennsylvania to Nov. 6 this year amounted 
to 3,366,395 tons, as compared with 3,136,503 tons in the correspond- 
ing period of 1874, showing an increase this year of 229,892 tons. 
The aggregate coal extraction of Pennsylvania to Nov. 6 this year 
amounted to 20,803,221 tons, against 20,750,986 tons in the corre- 
sponding period of 1874, showinga final increase of 52,235 tons this 
year. English iron rails are quoted at New York at $46 to $50 per 
ton gold, while American rails have made at the works $46 to $50 
perton currency. 

REPORT FROM CORNWALL. 

Dec. 9.—Serious as the drop in the tin standard announced last 
week was, its effect has been dulness rather than depression. Shares 
have been lower, but hardly to the extent that might have been an- 
ticipated. There is, in fact,a very general belief that tin is about as 
low as it well can be to pay atall; and that, consequently, the effect 
of the drop will not be confined to Cornwall alone, which, of course, 
would in the end bring matters round. Copper is a little weaker, 
but still the price is remunerative for mines when the product is 
considerable. South Caradon still retains its position as a dividend 
mine, and thereis a strong probability of its continuing to do so. It 
is reported that some tributershave made a very veluable discovery 
in a part of the mine that has been abandoned for some years, and 
that they are getting a “sturt”—such as used occasionally to take 
place in copper mines in days gone by—300/. in two months, by a 
couple of men, is no mean sum to earn, 

There has been a good deal of nonsense talked and written about 
the borer trials at Dolcoath, and some people have even gone so far 
as to say that neither the Barrow nor the Darlington have ever done 
in Cornwall a farthing’s worth of profitable work. Assuming the 
truth of this assertion, which would be assuming a very great deal, 
the sensible course would be to enquire why, if those machines 
work well out of Cornwall, they should not work well in. Now, 
this is really the course that is being pursued at Dolcoath. Both 
Mr. Loam and Captain Josiah Thomas know perfectly well that the 
Barrow borer can and does work in the North, and they are not 
likely to drop the experiment until they find out whether it will 
not work equally well here. They have got over two great diffi- 
culties—the hardness or the rock, by the use of better steel; the 
hindrance caused by prejudices, by appointing a man who is used 
to the machine to superintend its operations. The result has already 
been seen ina greatly increased speed of drivage, and if all goes 
well the machine is likely to do nearly three times as much this 
month as could be done by hand labour. The prospects are, there- 
fore, by no means so dark as they have been represented. 
Who will be the first to bring into Cornwall one of the pneumatic 

dressing apparatus described in the Mining Journal? It is hardly 
probable that it will take the county by storm, but there seems 
something very likely about it. 

Mining appears to be making a spurt in Devonshire, For cen- 
turies the Combmartin Silver Lead Mines have been worked, and 
they are, in fact, quite historical. They made a profit well within 
the present century, but had long been idle, until during the past 
few days a party of Exeter speculators have resumed operations in 
what seems to be a likely locality, with very fair prospects of suc- 
cess. The leading spirits in the new undertaking are the same as 
those who have taken in hand tin mining at Wheal Eleanor, near 
Moreton Hampstead. The Eleanor sett isan extensive one, with 
several lodes, and the shares are ata good premium, The returns 
of tin commence this month. 

Our rainy season is over for the time, but it has been succeeded 
by what is for this part of the worldintense cold. And st has left 
its work behind it. In several mines the bottom levels are under 
water, and Balymynhear, which had actually become a paying con- 
cern, has been drowned out altogether. Then. too,the continual down- 
pour has injured for the time being some of the finer beds of clay. 
Moreover, the demand for china clay has not much improved, and 
although higher class clays continue to realise good prices, ordi- 
nary clays are not much in request, and itis doubtful whether many 
works are doing more than paying their working expenses. New 
clay pits are still being opened, although the warehouses at Run- 
corn are quite full, 

At last. The Liskeard Guardians have settled their mines rating 
dispute. When Linkinhorne and St. Cleer showed fight, and said 
they intended to keep what they had got, whether the Union wanted 
it or no, the board took counsel’s opinion, and, finding it adverse, 
last Saturday passed the annexed resolution :— 
‘That inasmuch as the parishes of Linkinhorne and 8t. Cleer have virtually dis- 

posed of the arrears of rates received on account of the mining property assessed 
in those parishes, by means partly of orders made by the scliool board recently 
formed in them for payment to them of the large portions of such arrears of rates, 
and partly by applying other portions thereof for the relief of existing ratepayers, 
and seeing that the claims of the guardians for arrears of common fund charges 
should have been properly provided for out of such fund that has been so impro- 
perly disposed of, and that it is most doubtful whether any rate made for the 
amount of such claims on the existing ratepayers could be sustained if opposed, 
and it appearing that, so far from any voluntary efforts to meet the first demand 
of the guardians being contemplated, a combination of those two parishes for re- 
sistance has been formed, your committee, after the fullest and closest investigation 
of the facts, and the law thereupon, and upon the advice of two eminent counsel, 
recommend that the guardians do relinquish their claim on the parishes of Liakin- 
horne and 8t. Cleer. With respect to the parishes of Menheniotand Lanreath, the 
committee recommend that the claims on those parishes be also withdrawn.” 

The overseers of Menheniot have also succeeded in obtaining an 
order fur the payment of six rates made on Wheal Trelawny after it 
was abandoned, and of one rate made on Wheal Mary Ann—ditto. 
The contention was that in neither case was there a beneficial occu- 
pation. Trelawny engines were kept going, but that was to drain 
Mary Ann, and when the rate was made on Mary Ann all operations 
had been abandoned. However, the Bench held that the setts were 
in occuption, and made the orders. 

It is rumoured that the Great Cornish Consolidated Iron Mines 
Corporation will even yet be made one of the chief industries of the 
county—and the future administration of its affairs will in all pro- 
bability have the advantage of the individual energy and persever- 
ance of the gentlemen to whom the county is indebted for their de- 
velopment, and for the Cornwall Minerals Railway. 

Mr. Robert Blee, formerly of Truro and Redruth, but more recently 
of Plymouth, died last week at Redruth. Asa writer on the health 
and diseases of our Cornish miners he will long be remembered, his 
contributions on those subjects to the reports of the Royal Cornwall 
Polytechnic a bearing the impressof much thought. His sta- 
tistics also were of great value, and showed that he had used un- 
wearied exertions in collecting the best information from all parts 
of Cornwall on this important subject. 

Mr. T. Cornish, of Penzance, recurds a fact anent of gold in Corn- 
wall, which is worth preservation. He says:—“ About 1850 one Mr. 
Emerson, a professional ehemist, obtained a patent for making a 
substitute for white lead, into the composition of which wolfram 
largely entered, and having ascertained that many western mines 
produced wolfram in abundance he established works at Stable 
Hobba, near Penzance, After awhile he found that his white lead 
had in it a faint tint of purple, and he ultimately traced this to the 
presence of gold. He then turned his attention to the chances of 
extracting gold from Cornish minerals, and adapted some of his ma- 
chinery for the purpose. He selected for his first experiment a 
quantity of quartz from the neighbourhood of Liskeard, and after 
crushing somewhere .about a ton of it, he succeeded in extracting 
two small buttons of gold—one about the size of an ordinary waist- 
coat button, and the other smaller, but the experiment proved so 
costly that he never repeated it. I profited by it to the extent of 
obtaining two specimens of Cornish quartz, each containing a very 
small nugget of gold. Mr. Emerson, unfortunately for himself, dis- 
covered too late that although wolfram was plentiful enough in 
Cornwall he could not get it saved at a remunerative price, and that 

he could actually import it from Germany at acheaper rate than he 
could get it here, and he was consequently compelled to close his 
works in 1853,” 

TRADE OF THE TYNE AND WEAR. 

Dec. 9.—There is no change to notice in the state of the Coal Trade 
here, but little having been done during the past week, The Tyne 
has been crowded with laden vessels, and most of the works have 
been laid off two, and some more days. When the weather moderates 
a fair business may be expected in house and gas coals. Manufac- 
turing coal continues plentiful, as the dull state of the iron trade 
has much reduced the local consumption. Most of the iron and en- 
gine works &c., have been kept going, but some of them are only 
employed three days per week. The great works of Sir William 
Armstrong, and a few others, are still busy, and founders are also 
fairly employedin most cases. Of course, the great question in the 
coal and iron trades is the proposed reduction of wages, and those 
questions are not expected to be settled before the middle, or per- 
haps the end, of January. As itis, the works are kept going ata 
slow rate, aud when it is possible old stocks are cleared away. Few 
contracts or engagements of any kind will be made under the pre- 
sent circumstances. A better demand has sprung up for pig-iron, 
and prices have improved a little; a few orders have also been re- 
ceived for rails and ship-plates. There is a good demand for ship- 
ment, both foreign and coastwise, and there is little doubt that if 
the wages question were once settled in the coal and iron trades here 
a better feeling would prevail, and the prospect would soon brighten 
considerably. 

Mechanical ventilation continues to make progress here, and that 
the adoption of this mode of ventilation has tended very materially 
to increase the safety of the coal mines and prevent accidents can- 
not for a moment be doubted. Various machines have been tried in 
this district—the Lemielle, the Waddell, &c.—and lately a new ma- 
chine by Mr. Cook, of Darlington, has been introduced in the Cleve- 
land district; thislatter machine is expected by those interested in 
it to excel all others, but it has not as yet been subjected to the 
ordeal of public opinion, as its performances have been kept almost 
secret. The Guibal fan has made great progress, and about 190 of 
these machines are now at work in this country. It has so far been 
proved to be the most effective and economical machine yet intro- 
duced. We hope to be able to give soon some account of the com- 
parative merits of this machine, and that of Mr. Cook. 

The Pig-Iron Market was stronger at Middlesborough on Tuesday. 
The returns of the ironmasters’ stocks show that the make for No- 
vember was 165,553 tons, quite equal to that for October. About 
10,000 tons more of pig-iron was shipped coastwise and foreign, as 
compared with the corresponding month in 1874. The most im- 
portant feature of the returns is shown in masters’ stocks, which 
declined 4675 tons, and are now standing at 71,671 tons, There are 
112 furnaces in blast and 45 out. The returns, considering the local 
depression in the finished iren trade,is a most encouraging one. 
The rates of pig-iron were firmer. No.1 is 53s.; No. 3,50s.; No. 4 
forge, 49s., netcash. There is a strong demand for pig metal for the 
inland trade, and shipments are also fairly maintained. There is 
little improvement in the finished iron branches, and no change in 
the rates for rails, while plates and bars remain the same. The 
number of workmen unemployed increase, and the area of distress 
widens. The wages question will shortly be submitted to arbitra- 
tion, as the preliminaries are being arranged. Until the decision of 
the arbitrators is given the employers are not likely to repeat the 
offer to the men to accept a reduction, as such action has been dis- 
countenanced by the Arbitration Board. The Cleveland ironstone 
miners have received notice of a reduction. The coal and coke 
trades are quiet, and prices are low, - 
A general meeting of the North of England Institute of Mining 

and Mechanical Engineers was held on Saturday, in the Wood Me- 
morial Hall, Mr. Greenwell, of Poynton, Stockport, one of the vice- 
presidents, occupying the chair. From the minutes read by the 
secretary (Mr. T. W. Bunning) itappeared that is is intended to hold 
a meeting of the Institute in London in the early part of July, 
1876, and a letter has been received stating that the meeting could 
be held in the rooms of the Institute of Civil Engineers, Great George- 
street, and that the institute would do all they possibly could to 
make the meeting successful. A great number of new members 
were elected, and the two papers read by Mr. G. Lebour, ‘On the 
‘Little’ Limestone and its accompanying Coal in South Northum- 
berland,” and “On the ‘Great’ and ‘ Four Fathom’ Limestone and 
their Associated Beds in South Northumberland” were discussed, 
Mr. E. F. Boyd, Mr. Bewicke, and Mr. Hedley taking part in the 
discussion, Mr. G, A. Lebour also read a paper “ On the Geological 
Relations of the Secondary Tron Ores,” 

Mr. M. H. Mills, late manager of the Tow Law Collieries, belonging to the 
Weardale Iron and Coal Company (Limited), was entertained by the we 
officials to a farewell supper previous to his departure for the South of England. 
About 30 gentlemen sat down to a substautial and excellently prepared repast, 
provided by Mr. Crabtree, of the Crown and Thistle Ion, Tow Law. After the 
usual loyal and patriotic toasts followed the toast of the evening, the Health of Mr. 
Mills, and success to his new undertaking as a mining engineer at Chesterfield, 
to which that gentleman feelingly responded. Dr. Reid, of Tow Law, officiated 
as chairman with his usual ability, the vice-chair being occupied by Mr. Robert 
Dixon, coke inspector. Amongst the speakers were Mr, D. Thomson, manager of 
the Ironworks; Mr. Campbell, Ironworks; Mr. England, of the Colliery office ; 
Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Ridley, Mr. Robert Wailes, &c. 

THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENT AND CLEVELAND Ratis,—An order 
for the supply of 6000 tons of rails has just been placed in the Cleve- 
land district by the colonial authorities of England. The order has 
been divided between the Britannia Iron Company of Middlesbo- 
rough, the Moor Iron Comp:ny at Stockton, and the Darlington 
Iron Company. It is understood that the prices quoted by these firms, and ac- 
cepted by the Colonial Government, have been considerably under those offered 
by Welsh firms—in one case as much as 7s. 6d. per ton—but the main object ap- 
parently held in viewin giving out the order has been to secure as early a delivery 
of the rails as possible. Two of the firms named have undertaken to deliver 
at the rate of over 100 tons per week. In trade circles there is a disposition to 
associate the cicumstances under which this order has been given out with the ap- 
prehensions of political troubles in the East. How far this conjecture may be ac- 
curate remains, of course, to be proved ; but, in the meantime, the placing of such 
a large order in the Cleveland district has been a source of considerable satisfaction. 
—Newcastle Daily Chronicle. 

REPORT FROM MONMOUTHSHIRE AND SOUTH WALES. 

Dec. 9.—Additional gloom has been cast over the district this 
week by the occurence of very distressing disasters, The great 
catastrophes of Risca and Ferndale will not be forgotten for years, 
but the district has for some time enjoyed an appreciable im- 
munity from calamities of such an alarming character. The past 
week, however, seems to have brought with it a return of terrifying 
accidents in coal mines, and reminds the general public what perils 
surround the miner. Three accidents have occurred which are 
worthy of notice, two of them being, perhaps, the greatest terrors 
of the under world—the explosion of gas. The first explosion was 
at the Powell’s Duffryn Steam Coal Company’s New Tredegar lit, 
and 23 lives were sacrificed, while a number of other men and boys 
were more or less injured. The others received warning of the dis- 
aster in time to escape. Close upon this followed an explosion at 
the Lian Pit, a few miles from Cardiff, the property of Messrs, 
Booker and Co., when 12 persons were killed and others injured. 
There is little doubt that to the great change in the state of the 
atmosphere these accidents are to some extent attributable, for the 
sudden lifting of the pressure on the surface causes great exuda- 
tion of gas from the coal strata, but to what extent this is pre- 
ventible has yet to be ascertained, There is, however, some reason 
for believing, it is thought, that the latter accumulation of gas, 
which was ignited, was caused by striking into an old working. 
Against such an accident no mineral engineer would say that some, 
if not effective, precautions might betaken. The third accident was 
of less magnitude, but still serious, and seems to point to a lack of 
engineering knowledge or caution. The Pengraig Collieries, 
Rhondda Valley, were flooded by two men, who were driving a 
heading, striking into an old working, where a very extensive ac- 
cumulation of water had taken piace. Tle two men and a horse 
were consequently drowned. These occurrences, of course, cause & 
good deal of alarm, and for a short time must affect operations 
more or less, but, generally speaking, do not cause anything like 
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a panic at the other pits, which outsiders might imagine would be/|s onsibility, and in small collieries the cost would be enormous. 

the case 
In regard to the position of trade generally there is, unfortunately, | manager

s. 
i lien off very still no change to report. The demand for coal has fa 

considerably, and it is with great difficulty that some of the pro- 

prietors keep their men on at all. At the most flourishing pits not 

more than half-time can be worked. The total quantity of coal ex- 

ported from Cardiff last mouth was 266,343 tons, which shows a decrease of some 

thing like 60,000 tons from the previous month. The shipments ners reache 

only 68,779 tons. This week meetings have again been held to urge the men 4 

form a central Union for the Principality, and resolutions passed to endeavour 4 

carry out the scheme. The notices for the termination of contracts, together wit! 

the agreement come to by the Conciliation Board, have been posted up at the asso- 

ciation pits, so it is understood that a new basis of arrangement between cana 

and men will be inangurated in the new a The award of the umpire will pro- 

before the end of the present year. 

eae Neat y-Gio and Blaina Ironworks Company meeting, on Wednesday, was 

resided over by Mr. Hugh Mason, in the place of Mr. Richard Shaw, M.P., who 

9 retired. The Chairman congratulated the company upon not having resorted 

to the lock-out. The quantity of coal raised by the company during the year was 

560,000 tons, which compared with 396,000 tons in 1873 and 435,000 in 1874. Their 
ae vy ducing coal is, however, very ae co. as —— b LJ 

at during th of the Association collieries the company ra u 

$60,000 ty poy A 4 have been reduced during the year by 15,000/., and 

the directors hope to pay off a like sum next year. The debts of the company had 

also been reduced in the 12 months io Egon oe Mr. Hardwick has 

director in the room of Mr. R. Shaw, M.P. 

“Sia if saytning, et duller in the iron trade than at all, and prospects do 

not improve in the least. Rumours are again current of theclosing of other works. 

The tin-plate works present about the same appearance as for some months, but it 

isex that a revision of the wage-rate will place about the beginning of the year. 

The Llantwit Red-Ash Colliery of Messrs. J. Jones, J. C. Pawle, 

J. Robinson, and W. H. Williams, trading under the name of the 

Red-Ash Coal Company, Llantrissant, has been converted into a joint- 

stock company, with a capital of 150,000/., in 100/, shares. 

EXAMINATION OF MINE MANAGERS.—A meeting of the board 

for the examination of the managers of mines in South Wales was 

held on Monday at the Town Hall, Cardiff; present Mr. William 

Adams (in the chair), Messrs, T. E. Wales, H.M. Inspector of Mines, 

D. Davies, Aberdare; I. Glassbrook, Swansea; T. Forster Brown, 

C.E., Cardiff; G. Tasker, Merthyr Tydfil; D. Thomas, Swansea 
Valley ; W. Hill Neath; and the secretary, Charles Henry James, 
Merthyr Tydfil. It was determined that the next examination for 
the granting of managers’ certificates of competency, under the 
Mines Act, 1872, should be held at Cardiff, on Jan. 25, 26, and 27,1876. 

REPORT FROM NORTH AND SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE. 

Dec. 9.—That part of the South Staffordshire district of which 
Bilston is the centre is now threatened with a very serious calamity 
in the shape of a flooding of the whole of the mineral workings in 
an area comprising several square miles. For some time past the 
water has been rising steadily, and so honeycombed is the ground 
that almost every working, new and old, in the area is connected, 
and but for the pumping engines of Messrs. Groucutt and Sons, of 
Moxley, by this time there would have been quite an underground 
sea, Messrs. Groucutt have from time to time made applications 
for assistance from the Mines Drainage Commissioners, who, how- 
ever, in the present state of their resources, are unable to afford the 
help which the urgency and importance of the case demand before 
next August. To meet the difficulty it is proposed to raise a volun- 
tary fund amongst those most interested. With this object a large 
and influential meeting of coalowners was held in Wolverhampton 
yesterday, at which the whole matter was well ventilated. It is 
estimated the sum of 120/, per week for thirty weeks would meet 
the case, and of this amount promises for about 69/. per week were 
received. It is to be hoped that the whole amount will be raised, 
and thus prevent the calamity which would be otherwise inevitable. 
This§voluntary movement has received the support of Col. Thorney- 
croft, Major Williams, Messrs. Ward, Sparrow, Addenbrooke, Grou- 
cutt, and other coalmasters of great influence in the district. 

The demand for best coal in the South Staffordshire district is 
extremely buoyant, and, indeed, the sup; lies are becoming scarce. 
A splendid trade in best house coal is doing in the Cannock Chase 
district at well supported prices. For inferior household and forge 
coals the demand is only moderate, and selling prices continue to pre- 
sent more or less irregularity. 
We much regret to learn that after a tedious trial sinking of nearly 

four years at Fairoak to the north of Cannock Chase, and after an 
expenditure of 80,000/., the prospects of finding coal are so discourag- 
ing that an abandonment of the enterprise is under consideration. 
The spirited promoters of the undertaking, who at the outset had 
very reasonable theories in their favour, will have the praise and 
sympathy of the mining community for their boldness in a well- 
planned though, as it now seems, unsuccessful project. 

The directors of the Cannock and Huntington Colliery Company 
Limited), regarding the results of the trial boring as affording satis- 
actory and conclusive evidence of the presence of all the Cannock 

Caase coal measures under their estate, have decided not to carry 
the boring to any greater depth, but at once to commence the sink- 
ing of the shafts. 

To-day’s quotations on the Birmingham Stock Exchange included 
the following :—Hamstead Colliery, 14 prem., buyers; Cannock and 
Huntington Colliery, 14 to 2 prem.; Aldridge Colliery, 4 prem.; 
Pelsall Coal and Iron, 5 dis.; Chillington Iron, 5 dis.; John Bagnall 
and Sons, 44; Ivy House Colliery, 1 dis; Cannock and Wimbelbury 
Colliery, 3 prem.; Patent Shaft and Axle, 5 prem.; East Cannock 
Colliery, 100 prem. 

The South Staffordshire Iron Trade is very quiet both in the pig 
and the finished departments, and there is no feature of any im- 
ortance since our last notice. The course of prices remains on the 
asis of 3/, for common cinder, and 4/. 10s, for native all-mine pigs, 

and of 8/. for common unmarked, and 10/. for good branded bars 
r ton. 
The Iron Trade of North Staffordshire is without improvement as 

to demand, and prices are pretty much as last reported. Coal is in 
plentiful supply for manufacturing purposes, but there is a growing 
scarcity of good house coal, owing to the increased demand. Iron- 
stone is being sent in considerable quantity into the South Stafford- 
shire district. 

SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE AND EAST WORCESTERSHIRE 

MINING ENGINEERS. 

The monthly meeting of South Staffordshire and East Worcester- 
shire Institute of Mining Engineers was held, on Monday, in the 
Geological Museum, Dudley ; Mr. Joun Huaues presiding. There 
were also present Messrs. D. Peacock, T. Latham (vice-presi- 
dent), T. Parton, D. Rogers, W. North, W. J. Hayward, W. Munro, 
Alexander Smith (secretary), &c.—Mr. Richards Griffiths, mining 
engineer, Hales Owen-road, was unanimously elected an ordinary 
member.—The President nominated Mr. Peacock and Mr. W. North 
(two ex-presidents) as scrutineers for the forthcoming annual meet- 
ing.—Mr, Hayward and Mr. Parton were elected auditors. 

The discussion on the suggested amalgamation of the South Mid- 
land Institute of Mining Engineer, with the South Staffordshire and 
East Worcestershire Institute of Mining Engineers, was resuimed. 
—The secretary read the resolution of the council, which was to the 
effect that the proposed amalgamation should be accepted; that 
such members as were willing and eligible should be elected, after 
approval, without entrance fee; all papers, transactions, and pro- 
ay A to be the property of the larger Institute, which should not 
@ liable for the South Midland’s liabilities.—Mr. David Peacock 

moved a direct negative amendment, on the ground that it would 
not be fair to the gentlemen entering that year, or in years to 
come, to pay one guinea, whilst the members of the South Midland 
came in for nothing. It was not a pecuniary question with him, 
but one of principle.—Mr. Field seconded the amendment, which 
‘was carried by a large majority of those present. 

The meeting then proceeded to discuss Mr. Tom Parton’s paper 
on “ The Duties and Responsibilities of Managers, under the Mines 
Inspection Act.” The President opened the discussion by thanking 
Mr. Parton for his admirable papers. He, however, differed in one 
or two matters. First of all he did not think it advisable to havea 
certificated general manager, a certificated manager, a second ma- 
mager or deputy, and an engineer, for there would be divided re- 

e spoke favourably, however, of the appointment of second-class 
Mr. Peacock said theinclemency of the weather was such 

as to prevent a large attendance, and he should move that the dis- 
cussion be adjourned until after the meeting. This was carried.— 
Mr. Parton exhibited and explained Watton’s improved signal bell 
for collieries. He commended its simplicity, and the members 
minutely examined the bell, and reported rather favourably upon it. 

Mr. Foley brought the question before the Institute as to whether 
& surveyor was bound to give up his plotted plans when he left his 
employ. He had been called upon to do so, after giving up the 
plans belonging to the company. Several members thought it was 
most unusual, and the President said it was like giving up a pre- 
scription after making up a bottle of medicine. Mr. Foley gave 
notice, so that the matter can be fully discusaed in February.—The 
secretary laid before the meeting a clause in the Parliamentary 
notices of the Great Western Railway, which had reference to an 
unusual arrangement as to the purchase of mines. 

REPORT FROM LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE. 

Dec. 8.—The Works of the Wigan Coal and Iron Cempany were on 
Friday last the scene of a terrible accident, to account for which 
seems almost impossible. At one of the new pits they are opening 
out near Wigan seven men were descending the shaft, when the 
cages collided, and the poor fellows were thrown to the bottom of 
the shaft, and, of course, killed instantaneously. Neither of the 
cages became disconnected from the iron guide-rods, although the 
ascending one was much damaged, the ironwork being twisted in a 
most extraordinary way. The only supposition which seems to be 
put forward is that the men themselves caused the cage to hang un- 
evenly, and to strike the one that was ascending. The inquest has 
been opened, but the facts have not yet been gone into. 

The enquiry into the disaster which caused the deaths of two men 
at Stand Lane Colliery, near Bury, closed on Saturday, and it having 
been shown that the chargeman, Haslam, had failed to carry out his 
instructions as to signalling, he was censured by the jury for not 
having taken sufficient care. 

An important meeting was held in Manchester on Tuesday for 
the purpose of promoting Technical Education in South Lancashire, 
Mr. Alfred Hewlett (Wigan Coal and Iron Company) occupying 
the chair. It is proposed to enlarge the field of operations of the 
Wigan Mining and Mechanical School, and to erect for its accom- 
modation suitable buildings, which are also to include rooms for a 
museum, collection of models, &c. ‘Mr. Gilroy moved, Mr. Bryham 
seconded, and it was resolved: “ That it is desirable to establish a 
mining school in Wigan, in a separate building devoted to the 
purpose, and that the following gentlemen be requested to act as 
a committee for the promotion of this object:—Messrs. J. Booth, 
H. Bramall, W. Bryham, G. Caldwell, G. L. Campbell, C. F. Clarke, 
J. Cross, G. B. Finch, G. Gilroy, A. Hewlett, T. Milligan, Maskell 
W. Peace, and W. J. L. Watkin, with power to add to their number.” 
A list of subscriptions was opened; the Earl of Crawford has pro- 
mised 1000/., and Mr. Hewlett 500/. The movement is looked upon 
with great favour in the district, and will no doubt be successfully 
carried out. 
The Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Associations’ ordinary monthly 

meeting was held on Tuesday at the Clarence Hotel, in Manchester. 
There were great complaints with regard to the traffic of the dis- 
trict, which is, if it be possible, worse than last year. The railway 
companies are quite unable to cope with it, and if fogs come on the 
position of affairs will be deplorable, 

The Coal Trade is brisk, and prices are well maintained, especially 
for coal from the best seams. Burgy and slack are plentiful, but 

slightly better, but still very dull indeed, There is an indication 
that higher prices are anticipated in an evidently greater desire 
to bring forward than would seem a little while ago. 

NORTH LANCASHIRE AND CUMBERLAND EXCHANGE. 

There was an average atten:lance on ’Change, at Barrow-in-Fur- 
ness, on Monday, and a better feeling was evidenced among business 
men. Prices of iron are firm and undisturbed, and 77s. 6d. is still 
the market quotation for No, 1 Bessemer, while No. 3 forge iron 
maintains its value at 72s. 6d. A fair enquiry is still experienced 
for both hematite forge iron and Bessemer, and one or two contracts 
representing a fair amount of iron have been secured during the 
week at current quotations, but care is being displayed on the part 
of the purchaser in confining the limit of his orders, and on the part 
of the maker in not making more iron than is actually required to 
meet the demand. It is not likely that the output of iron will be 
increased during the present year, as makers and merchants are de- 
sirous of seeing what January brings forth before they extend their 
business or before they produce more iron than they know will be 
required. Iron ore is in better request, and a few good contracts 
have been renewed, prices being a little stiffer. The coal trade isa 
trifle stiffer, and colliery proprietors are asking more money. Ship- 
ping is indifferently employed, and freights are unremunerative, 

REPORT FROM DERBYSHIRE AND YORKSHIRE. 

Dec. 9.—A meeting of the Silkstone Fall Colliery Company was 
held to-day at the King’s Head Hotel, Barnsley, Mr. Baker in the 
chair. The company, it may be said, was formed in the early part 
of 1872, with a paid-up capital of 50,000/,, in 5/. shares, Shortly 
after its formation a dividend of 25 per cent. was declared, and the 
shares went up to 2/, prem. After that, notwithstanding the fact 
that coal was higher than ever it was known to be, the company 
collapsed, on the ground, as stated by the Chairman, that ten times 
more had been paid for the colliery than it was actually worth. 
At a meeting held in August Mr. Baker was appointed liquidator, but the matter 
having been brought before the Appelate Court, it was decided. that there was an 
informality in the proceedings, and that another meeting relative to the winding- 
up must be held. Hence the meeting of Thursday, specially convened for the pur- 

se of appointing a liquidator. Amongst those present were the Chairman, J. 
. Baker, Esq.; J. Culpen, Esq,, and Dr. Hollings, directors; as well as Mr. 

Kimber, solicitor, London; Mr. Warwick, Norwich; Mr. Dugdale, Mr. Robinson, 
Mr. Gowan, Mr. Perkinson, &c, 

Mr. Baker, the Chairman, in opening the proceedings, stated that the company, 
formed under such apparently favourable circumstances,,; and which is to pay 
the shareholders at least 24 per cent., besides puttin aside a sum sufficient to 
clear away the capital in about 14 years, had been a decided failure. Of course, 
some persons had largely benefited by the failure of the company, which he 
might say had now collapsed after losing almost every penny of its capital. There 
was, he said, a large bill against them from the Stafford Wagon Company, which 
had been paid off. The same had been the case with many other of their creditors. 
One of the shareholders, Mr. Warwick, who was the last man on the list of share- 
holders, and who evidently came in at the last moment for the purpose of getting 
the whole concern into his own hands, had issued a circular soliciting proxies so 
as to get the remaining funds into his own hands. Legal proceedings had been 
taken by that gentleman and those who supported him, and the result was the 
meeting of that day. Mr. Warwick, he said, came into the company at the close 
of its existence, having had transferred to him 100 shares at 1/. athare, but 
whether he paid for them himself he could not say. He (the Chairman) and 
others of the directors had made th lves responsible for from 50001. to 6000/., 
and in consequence it was necessary to sell the plant, which was unremunerative. 
He, however, was not accountable for that, for at a meeting of shareholders held 
on the 27th of August it was agreed that the plant should be sold, and by so doin 
the bank debt was paid off. Mr. Warwick, however, not satisfied with what ha 
been done by the shareholders at the last meeting, took the matter to the High 
Court of Appelate Jurisdiction, and in answer to Lord Justice James said that he 
was supported by 81 shareholders. After that the Sheffield Wagon Company pre- 
sented a petition for winding-up the Silkstone Fall Colliery pep ay | by compul- 
sory liquidation, and the case was brought before the Master of the Rolls. How- 
ever, the directors paid that company off, and brought the litigation to a close. 
The Chairman then proceeded to commeut on a circular issued by Mr. Warwick, 
and which showed that that gentleman must have had communication with the 
Sheffield Wagon Company antagonistic to the interests of the Silkstone Fall 
a ig 

Mr. Warwick said that such was not the case, for he never had any communica- 
tion with anybody belonging to the Sheffield Wagon Conaene. 
The Chairman said that at the last meeting but one Mr. Warwick stated that 

he had received 8! proxies, but after that it was found they had dwindled down to 
six—a fact in itself most significant. Mr. Baker then read some letters he had 
received from some of the proxies formerly given to Mr. Baker. In conclusion 
the Chairman said as there would be a balance of something like 200/. after all 
their engagements were met, he should propose that the amount should be given 
in support of the widows and orphans caused by the explosion at the Swaithe 
Main Colliery. He then moved the following resolution :—“ That it having been 
proved to the satisfaction of the company that it cannot by reason of its liabili- 
ties continue its business, it is desirable and advisable to wind-up the same, and 

the demand for these kinds has improved lately. The Iron Trade is 2 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Culpen, a director. 
Mr. Robinson said he had two or three questions to ask the Chairman. In the 

first place lie wished to know how it was that the directors decided to dispose of 
the stores of the company without putting any reserve price on them, for some 
of the goods were actually given away; and he also wished to know how it wag 
that the directors sold the effects and the lease of the coal without consulting the 
shareholders; and why, before expending something like 2000/. in making bricks 
they did not first test the clay to see what it was worth ? s 
The Chairman said the directors, finding the concern was a losing one, were 

fully justified in selling the plant to pay off the bank debt. With regard to the 
fire-clay, it was useless to work it when the coal was found to be of no value, 
But the loss with respect to the fire-clay was altogether only ;between 200). and 
300/. He felt glad that the matters had turned out as they had done, for all the 
creditors of the company had been paid, and they had a balance in hand of about 
250/. to carry out the voluntary liquidation. 
Some discussion then took place relative to the shares given to the original 

directors to qualify them, and it transpired that some of them had to pay for them 

Wade icles sald goomeeiies 3 r. Kimber sa’ ngs had been taken against two of the old di 
and about 4000/. had been aon eu | ° a sano 

Ultimately Mr. Baker was appointed liquidator, having received a majority of 
three-fourths of those present, as well as of proxies. The first resolution was 
also agreed to. On the part of Mr. Warwick it was understood that further legal 
proceedings would be taken to upset the decision of the meeting. 

OPENING OUT OF AN EXTENSIVE CoAL FreLp.—On Wednes- 
day the Silkstone coal was struck at the colliery belonging to the 
Barrow Hematite. This is the first time that the Silkstone coal 
has been reached from the Barnsley bed, so that an important 
roblem has been solved, and one that has been watched with great 

interest, for the coal turns out to be of excellent quality and rather 
more than five feet in thickness, The depth of the shaft is 446 
yards, so that the pit will be one of the deepest in Yorkshire, 
whilst the seam in extent may be computed by hundreds of square 
miles, as the thick coal is worked from Nottingham to beyond 
Barnsley, 

MEMORIAL TO GEORGE STEPHENSON.—A crowded public meet- 
ing was held at Chesterfield, on Thursday, under the presidency of 
the Duke of Devonshire, Lord Lieutenant of Derbyshire, to raise funds 
to build a public hall in memory of George Stephenson (who lived 
many years at Chesterfield, and is bnried in one of the churches in 
that town), the hall to be devoted as a home for the various literary 
educational, and scientific institutions of the Derbyshire coal field, 
of which Chesterfield is the natural centre. About 6000/. was sub- 
scribed, and among the other speakers were Prof. Stuart, Cambridge 
University ; Admiral Egerton, M.P.; and Lord E. Cavendish, Presi- 
dent of the Chesterfield and Derbyshire Institute of Mining, Civil, 
and Mechanical Engineers. 

DEEP SHAFTS AND MInES.—During last May the shaft of the ar_ 
gentiferous lead mines of Przibram attained a depth of 3280 feet 
After various trials, borings, &c., dating from the fourteenth century, 
actual working commenced at these mines in 1779. In 1800 the 
shafts were 870 ft. deep, and 2345 ft. in 1865. During the first 96 
years of working the annual increase of depth was 34 ft., and in the 
last 10 years it has been regularly increased 88°56 ft. The following 
table gives the depths and situations of the deepest mines :— 

Country. District. Mineral, Name of Mine. | Peet, 

Wurtemburg... | Jagstfeld . Friedricshall ... | 544°4 
Russia ............ Turjinsk . : | 606'8 
Bavaria ......... Stockholm ; ee ees | 859°3 
Portugal ......... | Nee SFO cic sdascocce | 1079 
ST eee Hagenbach ...... | 1082 
Pays-Bas ...... Kerkrade ......... Wilhelm ......... | 1092 
Sweden ......... ae | 1377 
| ren Gavarrano ...... Monte-Masio ... | 1443 
BRIM cccccssceres Canada ...... ..... } La Luerti ......... 1548 

Gold and Silver, Amalia 
Silver 

ew St. Chaumont... | Coal Saint Lue 
Great Britain... | Wigan ....... . | Coal Rosebridge 
Prussia ......... St. André. . | Silver.. Samon .... 
Saxony ........ | Zwickau . Coal .. 
Belgium ......... | Gilly 
Austria ......... 

Viviers 
Birkenberg (pro- | 
vince Przibram) | Silver and Lead. Adalbert ......... 3280 

— Revue Industrielle. 

Original Correspondence, 
——_————- 

WHEAL GRENVILLE. 

Srr,—It was not my intention to have recalled what must be an 
unpleasant fact to the person immediately interested in one of the 
resolutions of the meeting of the shareholders of this mine held on 
the 19th ult., but as “ Argus” appears to be the mouthpiece of the 
late secretary, I cannot allow the statements contained in his letters 
published in the Journal of the 27th ult. and 4th instant to pass 
without a few remarks from myself, as the solicitor under whose 
advice the recent proceedings were taken. 

I will say but little in respect of “ Argus’s” letter of the 27th 
ult., for its fallacies were exposed in the very able letter which 
immediately preceded it, and your readers having the facts thus 
brought before them side by side were in a position to grasp the 
whole subject at once. 

The case and opinion referred to by “Argus” in his letter of the 
4th instant was printed, and I believe it was sent to each of the 
shareholders. “ Argus,” however, when writing this letter does not 
appear to have studied the case, for if he had done so he would 
have seen that counsel was requested to advise— 

1,—As to the position of the shareholders and the validity of the 
rules and regulations, such rules and regulations not having been 
registered. ; 
2.—Whether having regard to the wording of the Stannaries Act, 

1869, and more particularly the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 17th sections 
and the rules and regulations of the mine, it is necessary to hold a 
second meeting for the purpose of confirming, &c. 

In order to obtain an opinion on the first point I did not consider 
it necessary to ‘refer counsel to any particnlar section of the Act, 
whereas I thought it was necessary to do so when asking for advice 
on the second point, for these five clauses refer to the same 
subject matters, viz., “special resolutions,” and they should, as I 
consider, be read together. 

“ Argus” has been good enough to favour us with his opinion on 
the first point; now let us compare it side by side with the opiniou 
given by Mr. Arundel Rogers :— 

** ARGUS” says— Mr. RoGERs says— 
“That a company having rules of its It appears to me that the rules and 

own (not inconsistent with the provi- regulations of the 24th June, 1855, are 
sions of the Act) may continue under still in force and binding upon the com- 
them if registered, but if not registered, pany, notwithstanding that they have 
as in the case of Grenville, they come not been registered under the 9th section 
under the operations of the Act itself.” of the Stannaries Act, 1869, although the 

fact of non-registration would strengthen 
the views of any shareholder who might 
have any substantial grounds for alleging 
that the rules and regulatidns of 1855 
had either been practically superseded by 
fet resolutions or treated as of no binding 
‘orce.” 

I leave your readers to judge as to the value to be attached to these 
two opinions, and I ask “ Argus” has he any substantial grounds for 
alleging that the rules of Wheal Grenville have either been practt- 
cally superseded by other resolutions, or treated as of no binding force ? 
Have such rules ever been treated by the late secretary of the mine 
as so superseded and of no binding force? Did the late secretary 
treat them as superseded and of no binding force when he issued the 
notice calling the meeting for the 19th ult., in accordance with a 
requisition signed by two shareholders, holding in the aggregate 
600 shares? I will only add that this requisition was drawn by 
myself in accordance with the 7th rule of Wheal Grenville Mine. 

The case then resolves itself thus—Have the shareholders of a mine 
the power of immediate dismissal of a servant, or is it necessary for 
them to call a second meeting, in accordance with the 7th section 
of the Stanary Act, 1869, to confirm such dismissal? It cannot re- 
quire more than ordinary common sense to answer this question. 

With regard to the lease, books, papers, &c., the late secretary, 
after considerable delay, appears to have consulted a wiser friend 
than your correspondent “ Argus,” who says in his letter of the 

that a liquidator be appointed of the said company.” 27th ult,—“ The secretary, or any other holding office under the 
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company, would commita gross dereliction of duty were he or they 
to part with a single book, paper, or any funds belonging to it, ex- 
cept tc a properly constituted authority,” he having in a previous 
art of the same letter very strongly insisted that there was no pro- 

perly constituted authority until after the holding of the second 
meeting; yet it appears that even the late secretary had some doubt 
as to the soundness of the advice thus tendered to him, for in his 
letter of the 4th inst. “Argus” says—‘‘That he believes the late 
secretary was quite ready to deliver up everything connected with 
the company at once on receiving a proper indemnity.” 

Now, as to the indemnity; it is preposterous that a servant of a 
company should refuse to deliver up books, papers, moneys, &c., 
required for the purpose of carrying on the business of the mine, 
and which have come into his possession as such servant, on the 
plea that he is a trustee of the lease under which the mine is being 
worked ; and I advised the committee that the late secretary had 
no legal or equitable claim to detain such books, papers, &c., 
though he was clearly entitled to retain the lease until he was in- 
demnified against the covenants contained therein. And evenif the 
late ‘secretary were unable to compel the company to make an 
assignment of the lease, it is clear the Court of Chancery would not 
allow him to suffer, and would compel the company, if necessary, 
to indemnify him. 

I have not seen the lease, but the committee will in due course 
require an assignment of it, when they will be properly advised as 
to the “dead rent,” and other stringent covenants, mentioned by 
“ Argus,” who seems to have taken a very active part in the financial 
management, and otherwise, of the Wheal Grenville Mine. 

Austinfriars, Dee. 9. FREDERIC CLIFT. 
[For remainder of Original Correspondence see this day’s Supplement.) 

ECHOES FROM THE MINING MARKET, 

The anticipations we expressed in our last remarks as to the im- 
mediate future of the tin market were fulfilled at a very early date, 
as a fall of 2/.per ton in the Cornish stondards was announced by 
the smelters before last week closed; in consequence, the market 
for all tin stock is in a most stagnant condition, as besides the de- 
pressed appearance of the metal, the season of the year is dead 
against any recovery. Thus the many hopes indulged in at the com- 
mencement of 1875 of a better 12 months than the last have been completely broken, 
for matters may be said to be far worse now than they were on Jan. 1, whilst the 
chances of permanent amendment are farther off than ever. We may have, of 
course, fluctuations in the standard—transient advances may take place—but from 
all we can see at present, and after carefully reviewing the experience that the last 
12 months has given to us, we are fain to again express our opinion that it must be 
in reduction of costs and charges, and not from any great advance in the value of 
produce that those interested in our Cornish mines must look to for an amelioration 
of their prospects. We hear from Cornwall that, although the official reduction 
has been 2/. per ton, the prices now offered to sellers of ores are fully 3/. per ton 
below the standards lately ruling. Thecopper market is not in a very buoyant con- 
dition, but there are no particular causes apparent to create anxiety. The season of 
the year will account for much of the depression and the dulness of trade generally 
for the last 12 months, coupled with a few adverse statistics on foreign supply of 
this metal in particular, for the rest. Lead is firm, and the market looks in a 
healthy condition. Coal is in fair demand; on the other hand, iron is again 
drooping. 
The event of the week has been the publication of the West Chiverton aecounts, 

which have been looked forward to with much interest. As usual, they are given 
in a most complete form, and will be found fully analysed below. Generally, 
business is rather restricted, but in Parys Mountain, Tankerville, Roman Gravels, 
Pennerley, West Chiverton, Marke Valley, West Tankerville, Penstrathal, and one 
or two others, a fair amount has beer done. For foreign mines, too, there has 
been some enquiry, but little change has really taken place in quotations. 

The following notes are from Cornwall :—Capt. W. Teague, jun., has been ap- 
pointed agent of Wheal Agar. We should like to hear a little more of the progress 
of the Darlington borer than we have heard of late. The materials of a mine 
called Blencowe Consols—whose existence, we believe, has heen but a short one— 
have just been scattered by public auction. Good prices were realised ; the 70-in. 
pumping-engine, together with the 36-in. stamping-engine and 28 heads of 
stamps, were secured by the executive of the Van Mine. The latter was to all 
intents and purposes really a new engine, having been made scarcely two years. 

At Basset Mine it is reported the great flat lode has been cut in the eastern part, 
where it had previously been lost. A call of 3s. per share has been made on 
Rosewall Hill shares, the debit balance being 940/. West Seton is said to be look- 
ing very well, with good chances of further improvement. Shares about 40/. 
each. At New Chiverton it is intended to sink to the 50 fathom level. At pre- 
sent there remain about 5 fms. more to sink with a lode worth 16/. per fathom. 
Trebeigh Consols, a new adventure in St. Ives district, is to be vigorously worked 
for lead. A call of ls. per share has just been made, which will produce 690. 
South Tolearne has made a call of 3s. per share (900/.), and an encouraging report 
has been presented. At Dolcoath they are working hard with the boring machine, 
and hope shortly to solve the problem as to its applicability to Cornish rock. 
Another call is expected to be made at South Carn Brea, and the shares are weak 
in consequence. Crenver and Wheal Abraham Mines have been offered for sale 
in one lot, but the reserved price was not touched by a good sum, so the present 
company will probably have to wind-up. As upwards of 400 hands are employed, 
it will be a bad thing for the Crowan district unless the affair can be resuscitated. 
We often hear a good deal of calls being made by the Stannaries Court on cost- 

book contributories years after the commencement of liquidation proceedings, and 
after they have been all but forgotten, but little is heard when the matter is reversed 
and the adventurers receive instead of having to pay; therefore, we have pleasure 
in noticing that a return of 11s. per share has just been made in Trumpet United, 
a mine that has been lost sight of for many years in the liquidating embrace of 
the Court. We believe the dividend was quite unexpected by the adventurers con- 
cerned, and to many it will be a welcome Christmas box. The last ca)l made years 
ago by the Court was 16s. per share. So the greater part of this is now returned. 

The meeting of West Chiverton is called for the 16th inst., to transact the usual 
business, and ‘‘ to consider what portion of the profits be divided.” As we have 
already stated, the accounts are now in the hands of the shareholders, so we will 
at once proceed to lay before our readers the results of the last four months’ work- 
ing. The profit made has amounted to 2023/., which added to the credit balance 
brought into the accounts makes an available balance of 2406/., equal to 16s. per 
3000th share. It should be noted, however, that four months’ costs and five 
months’ merchant’ bills are charged against four months’ returns; so the profit is 
really increased by the amount of one month’s bills (500/.) and by a special debit 
incurred in having the late purser’s accounts for the last five years of his pursership 
examined by a professional accountant, which item amounts to 75/. The real 
profit has, therefore, been nearly 26007. That this result has exceeded the most 
sanguine expectations, as the secretary states in his circular, cannot be gainsaid. 
We will readily admit that the excellent prices realised for blende has contributed 
in no small way to the success achieved, but the mine has also yielded well for 
lead. During the four months the sales of the latter have amounted to 5635/., and 
the former to 3891/. Two other items—rent received for Garras Wharf, Truro, and 
coal sold—bring up the total receipts to 9673/. Against this costs have amounted 
to 7650/., of which the following are the chief items :—Agency, engineering, labour, 
and carriage, 5907/., from which has to be deducted To50r. for July labour, esti- 
mated and charged in last balance-sheet, making 4657/.; merchants’ bills, 2374. ; 
dues, 388/. ; sundries, including rates, doctor's fees, rent, the special charge already 
named for accountant, and discounts, 231/.: making together 7650/. The present 
liabilities amount to 3080/., and assets to 5486/., leaving 2406/., the credit balance 
named. The accounts are duly certified by an auditor, an innovation in Cost- 
Book mines, woithy of imitation by the management of other leading Cornish ad- 
veatures. The dividend will probably be a sum from 10s. to 12s. 6d.; perha 
tue first-named amount will be most in favour, although it may be remarked that 
a distribution of 12s. 6d. per share would still leave a larger credit balance by 150/. 
for the new account than that which is now brought forward. The latter sum, too, 
would represent exactly the figures composing the present year—1875/.+and, as a 
distribution for the final four months, would well commemorate the year of the re- 
stored prosperity of the mine. James H. Onorts. 

KERL’S METALLURGY BY CROOKES AND ROARIG. 
Complete in Three Vols., 8vo., with 625 woodcuts, price £4 19s. 

PRACTICAL TREATISE ON METALLURGY, 
Adapted from the last German Edition of Prof. Kert’s “‘ Metallurgy,” 

By WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.8., &c., and ERNST ROHRIG, Ph.D., M.B. 
Each volume may be had separately. 

Vout. I. comprising Lead, Silver, Zinc, Cadmium, Tin, Mercury, Bismuth, Anti- 
Hig Nickel, Arsenic, Gold, Platinum, and Sulphur, with 207 woodcuts, price 

8, 6d, 

Vot. II., Copper and Iron, with 273 woodcuts, price 36s. 
Vou. IIL. comprising Steel and Fuel, with a i - Pe pe ne ns me Z " copious Supplement, and 145 wood 

London: LoneMANs and Co. 

NEW EDITION OF MITOCHELL’S ASSAYING. 

Just published in 8vo., with 199 woodcuts, price 31s. 6d. 

A MANUAL OF PRACTICAL ASSAYING, 
: ’ _By JOHN MITCHELL, F.O.8. 

ts Sepia 2 — are a all the recent valuable improvements 
is made in this country and abroad, includ - metric Sates ané the Eecies Lanee road, including Volumetric and Colori 

Edited and for the most part re-written by WILLIAM CROOKES, F.R.5., &c. 
London: LonemMans and Co. 

SCHEERER AND BLANFORD ON THE BLOWPIPE. 

New and Revised Edition, price 4s., 

N INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF THE BLOWPIPE, 
‘ from the German of Dr. Tu. SCHEERER; to which is added a D i 

4 . TH. ZERER; t escri of the Blowpipe Characters of the more important Minerals. se 
By H. F BLANFORD, F.G.8. 

“A cheap and concise handbook, valuable alike to th i i m } e chemist, th the smelter, and the miner.—Practical Magazine. alleles 

IN LIQUIDATION. 

VALUABLE MINING PROPERTY IN DEVONSHIRE 
FOR SALE, BY AUCTION. 

By order of His Lordship Vice-Chancellor MALINs, 

IN THE MATTER OF THE LIQUIDATION OF THE CORNISH CON- 
BSOLIDATED IRON MINES CORPORATION (LIMITED). 

Me: WILLIAM NORRIS is instructed to SELL, on Thursday, 
23rd December, 1875, at Three o’clock precisely, on the premises, in One 

or more Lots, as may be determined upon at the time of sale, all those VALUABLE 
IRON MINES, known as 

THE HENNOCK MICACEOUS SETT, 
And the SOUTH EXMOUTH SPATHOSE LEAD SETT, situated in the parish 
of Hennock, in the county of Devon, and held by the Cornish Consolidated Iron 
Mines Corporation (Limited), under a nt to them for a term of 42 years, of 
which 39 are now unexpired, together with all the PLANT, MACHINERY, 
GEAR, and all thereunto belonging or appertaining. 

Full particulars, with conditions of sale, will be published on Thursday, the 16th 
December, and may then be obtained on application to the Auctioneer, at 25, 
South-street, Exeter; from Mr. J. O. HARRIS, of Gandy-street Chambers, Exeter; 
or from Messrs. Corr, RosE, and PEARSON, 26, Great George-street, Westminster. 

9th December, 1875. 

SHARES IN A CELEBRATED MINING PROPERTY 
IN CHILI, 

YIELDING LARGE PROFITS, FOR SALE. 

sig BE SOLD, BY AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse-yard, in 
the pony Fa London, on Tuesday, the 23rd day of May, 1876, at Two o'clock 

precisely, r EssRs. DRIVER, in One or more Lots, 
THREE HARES (in Chili designated Barras) inthe CARRIZALILLO MINING 

COMPANY. Thecompany is divided into 2¢ shares only. 
The CARRIZALILLO COMPANY own the celebrated DESCUBRIDORA 

MINE, and the three adjoining settsof SAN JUAN, CANCHAS, and SAN FRAN- 
CISCO, which are all worked under one administration, and are situate about 
thirty-three miles from the Port of Pan de Azucar, from whence there is a good 
road. 

The DESCUBRIDORA MINE has been working since 1859, and has yielded 
large prefits. There are two steam-engines at work, one of 20-horse power and 
one of 8-horse power, for drawing, and there is also a newly-erected powerful en- 
gine, with Blake’s crusher attached ; by the use of the latter the company is en- 
abled to dress and return the large accumulation of low-produce ore, which will 
now give a considerable profit. The mine is in thorough working order, and well 
stocked with materials, rails, jiggers. crushers, &c. 
The adjoining setts of SAN AN, CANCHAS, and SAN FRANCISCO were 

acquired for the purpose of securing the ground around the Descubridora Mine, 
and they have since been worked on a limited scale. There is also a shop, which 
supplies the workpeople, and also horses, carts, and mules. 

Also the VEGA WASHING AND JIGGING ESTABLISHMENT, with yards, 
houses, shep, and stores, about nine miles from Descubridora (a tramroad is being 
Jaid down from the mine, which will greatly lessen the costs of carriage to the 
vem). There are also dwelling-houses, bake-house, yards, store-rooms, ore-floors, 
and mole at Pan-de-Azucar, with convenient launches for use in loading ships with 
the ore; and there is also belonging to the yg quinchique establishment, a 
yoriog place, situate about eleven miles from Pan-de-Azucar, on the road to 
Descubridora, with dwelling-house, shop, store, mule yard, water carts, mules, and 
harness; and in Chanaral Port a dwelling-house of eight rooms, and spacious bal- 
bar | and store below, with good counting house. 

The company also have at Chanaral other houses and sites, and also a complete 
condensing apparatus, with four boilers, &c. 
Two-thirds of Descubridora, San Juan, Canchas, and 8an Francisco, with some 

other property of comparatively small value, were sold in 1872 for the aggregate 
sum of £90,000, and since then profits have been divided much more than sufficient 
to repay the purchase-money, and there is every prospect of Descubridora con 
tinuing to give large profits for a considerable time. 

Printed conditions of sale will be shortly ready, and further particulars can be 
obtained in Chili from Robert PEEBLES, Esq., Chanaral, Chili; and in England 
from Messrs. DRIVER, the Auctioneers, Whitehall, London; or of 

8. T. G. DOWNING, Bolicitor, Redruth, Cornwall. 

CORNWALL. 
SALE OF VERY VALUABLE MINERAL AND OTHER PROPERTY, 

Including PART of the DUES from WEST CHIVERTON, &c. 

N AUCTION WILL BE HELD, BY Mr. THOMAS R. OLVER, 
at the Royal Hotel, Truro, on the 12th January, 1876, at Three o’clock in the 

afternoon, for SELLING, subject to the conditions to be produved, the 

LIFE INTEREST OF A GENTLEMAN, 

Aged about 28 years, in various properties, embracing, amongst other lots— 
Lot 1.—ONE-SIXTH of the MINES and MINERALS under the Manor of 

Ventongimps, in Perranzabulce, Cornwall. The celebrated West Chiverton Mine 
(from which the owner of the one-sixth, now offered for sale, has received on the 
average upwards of £500 per annum as dues) is in Ventongimps, as are also the 
mines formerly known as Great South Chiverton, Wentworth Consols, and part 
oi Chiverton Muor. 
Lor 4.—ONE-SIXTH of certain MINERALS in the Manor of Goonearle, in St. 

Agnes, Cornwall. The setts now or formerly known as North Treskerby, Wheal 
Rose, East Downs, Wheal Briton, and others are situate in Goonearle. 
Lor 5 includes portions ef the MINERALS in Chilly and Chytodden, Trevaun- 

ance, Bolster, Trewartha, and Towan,in St. Agnes. The setts now or formerly 
known as 8t. Agnes Consols, Wheal Charlotte, Wheal Towan, &c., are either wholly 
or in part within the above estates. 

For further particulars, application should be made to Messrs. OLVER and 
Sons, Auctioneers and Land Valuers, Falmouth; or to Messrs. STONE, KING, and 
Kine, Solicitors, Bath ; Messrs. PetTarave and Hope@xrnson, Solicitors, Bath ; 
Mr. KILveErRT BARTRUN, Solicitor, Bath; or at the offices of 

8. T. G. DOWNING, Solicitor, Redruth. 
Dated November 22nd, 1878. 

TO CAPITALISTS OR PROMOTERS DESIRING TO 
MAKE MONEY. 

O BE SOLD, a COLLIERY ROYALTY in NORTH WALES, 
. close to rail orshipping port ; several shafts partially sunk ; coal fully proved 

of FOUR SEAMS of good HOUSE and STEAM COALS, inan area of upwards of 
400 acres of surface. It adjoins the West Mostyn Coal Field, just successfully 
launched, where under seams (including Cannel) have been proved in addition to 
the above; so that eminent engineers state that the available coal in this royalty 
may be 88 feet thick. 

resent holder will arrange to sell the entire to an individual or company for 
what it has cost him, dividing all profit made above, which, even in a normal state 
of the coal trade, must be large. Certain and safe surveys by eminent Stafford- 
shire and Welsh engineers have already been made. 

Address, ‘‘ Nil Desperandum,” care of Mr. Watson, 15, Fenwick-street, Liverpool. 

THE HENDON SPELTER WORKS. 
TO CAPITALISTS, PROMOTERS OF PUBLIC COMPANIES, & OTHERS. 

OR SALE, in coneaquenes of the Death of the late Senior 
Partner, John Candlish, M.P., the SPELTER WORKS, situate at Hendon, 

in the borough of Sunderland, in the county of Durham, carried on under the 
style of ‘“‘THE HENDON SPELTER COMPANY.” 

The works are situated within one mile of the well-known docks of the port of 
Sunderland, and adjoining the Hartlepool Branch of the North Eastern Railway, 
with which they are connected by high and low level sidings, and thereby placed 
in communication with all parts of the United Kingdom. Their position, within 
easy distance of both the ports of Newcastle and Sunderland, is very advantageous 
for the cheap importation of raw material, as also the forwarding of the manu 
factured article either by land or sea, 
The ground on which the works are built can be either bought out or bought on 

a yearly a ground rent, and any quantity under 20 acres can be included 
in the sale. 

Being situated in the midst of the Durham Coal Field fuel of the best descrip- 
tion can be obtained at a cost: below almost any other part of the United Kingdom. 
There are 19 workmen’s cottages, which can be bought with the works. 
The works contain 24 zinc furnaces, capable of producing 70 tons of metala 

week, as also calciners, potlofts, machinery, blacksmiths’ and joiners’ shops, &c., 
of sufficient capacity for a much larger number. The works can, therefore, be 
doubled at a comparatively small cost. 

The quality of the metal made at these works is well known, and it, therefore 
commands a ready sale at the highest prices. 

Attached to the high level sidings are large dep6ts for coal, ore, &o. 
The goodwill would, of course, go with the works, and they will be sold subject 

to all stock being taken at a fair market value. 
The purchaser can also have the ao of buying the CALCINING WORKS 

and VALUABLE MINES in SPAIN, thus allowing of the economical and regular 
supply of the raw material, and saving the mineowners’ and merchants’ profits. 

As the ore from the South of Spain generally comes as ballast for ships laden 
with esparto, it has been brought for this company at an average cost of 7s. per 
ton, sometimes as low as 4s. 6d. 

Further particulars can be had on application to the company. 

CHINA CLAY AND TIN, COPPER, AND IRON ORES 
IN CORNWALL. 

HE LESSEE’S INTEREST in certain VALUABLE CHINA 
OLAY AND TIN WORKS, in full operation, and also in certain CHINA 

CLAY AND TIN, COPPER, AND IRON ORES SETTS in CORNWALL TO 
BE DISPOSED OF. 

Full particulars can be obtained on application to Mr. 8. N. ScoTT, China Clay 
Merchant, St. Austell. 

ONDENSING AND NON-CONDENSING HORIZONTAL 
STEAM ENGINES, of the highest class, at low prices. 

PUMPING AND WINDING ENGINES. First-class references. 
ENGINEERS’S TOOLS of all kinds, unrivalled for arrangement and general 

usefulness, at low prices. Inspection invited. 

POLLOCK AND MACNAB, 
BRITANNIA IRONWORKS, HYDB, NEAR MANCHESTER. 

SINKING, WINDING COAL, &c. 

OR SALE, a 14-horse power PORTABLE STEAM ENGINE, 
with two cylinders, link motion reversing gear, drum 5 ft. diameter, with 

gearing to wind and pump, ready for delivery. 
Also, a 35-horse power PORTABLE ENGINE, a 9-horse and an 18-horse power 

VERTIOAL, all with link motion reversing gear—suitable for mining operations. 
London: F, NorGarte, 17, Bedford-street, Covent Garden, W.O. 

In the High Court of Justice. 

CHANCERY DIVISION.—Vicre-Cuancettorn MALINS. 

IN THE MATTER OF THE COMPANIES ACTS, 1862 AND 1867, 
AND 

IN THE MATTER OF THE CAPE BRETON COMPANY (LIMITED). 

N OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Vice-Chancellor Sir 
RicHarD Matis has DIRECTED a MEETING to be SUMMONED pur- 

suant to the Joint-Stock Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, of the several holders 
of debentures of the above-named company, or of the debentures or bonds issued 
by any of the three companies under mentioned, and pares to constitute a 
charge upon any properties now vested in the above-nam company for the pur- 
pose of ascertaining their wishes as to an arrang t prop between the 
above-named company and the holders of such debentures or bonds, as aforesaid, 
with a view to suspen:ling the procecdings in liquidation and carrying on the un- 
dertaking of the said Cape Breton Company (Limited), and that such meeting 
will be HELD on TUESDAY, the 11th day of January, 1876, at Two o’clock in the 
afternoon, at the City Terminus Hotel, Cannon street, in the City of London, at 
which time and place all persons holding debentures of the above-named company, 
or debentures or bonds issued by any of the three companies under mentioned, and 
perypate to constitute a charge upon any properties now vested in the Cape 
reton Company (Limited), are requested to attend. 
The names of such three companies above referred to are— 
(1..—THE GLASGOW AND CAPE BRETON (NOVA SCOTIA) COAL AND 

RAILWAY COMPANY (LIMITED). 
(2..—-THE LORWAY COAL COMPANY, CAPE BRETON (LIMITED). 
(3.)—THE BCHOONER POND COAL COMPANY (LIMITED), 
The said Judge has appuinted Mr. THos. FENN, of 6, Princes-street, in the City 

of London, Stockbroker, one of the debenture-holders of the Cape Breton Com- 
pany (Limited) to act as Chairman of such meeting. 

8. LOWELL PRICE 
D. J. KENNELLY 

Dated this 7th day of December, 1875. 

N.B.—Any debenture or bond holder who, on or before the 8th day of January, 
1876, sends his name and address, and the number of and amounts purporting to 
secured by his debentures or bonds respectively to SAMUEL LOWELL Price, of 
13, Gresham-street, in the City of London, one of the Official Liquidators of the 
above-named Cape Breton Company (Limited), will have sent to him a printed 
form of proxy duly stamped ; and also a print of the resolution which has been 
suggested by the Vice-Chancellor as embodying the points upon which he desires 
to be informed of the wishes of such debenture or bond holders. 

die BWLCH-Y-GARNEDD SLAB QUARRY, 
County of DENBIGH, TO BE LET for a TERM of YEARS, the lease 

having expired. 
This quarry lies within two miles of the Great Western Railwey and the Shrop- 

shire Union Canal, in the parish of Llantysilio. 
The valuable deposit of blue flags has been proved and worked. They are suit- 

able for chimney-pieces, cisterns, pavements, &c; of lasting quality, large dimen 
sions, and of various thicknesses. 
For particulars, apply to WATKIN R1cHARDS, Esq., Bank Buildings, Llangollen. 
Llangollen, October 28th, 1875. 

} Official Liquidators. 

HE CAPE COPPER MINING COMPANY 
(LIMITED). 

Notice is hereby given, that ata MEETING of the Directors of this company, 
held to-day, it was resolved,— 
“That a DIVIDEND of TWENTY SHILLINGS PER SHARE, free of income 

tax, be and is hereby declared, PAYABLE on the 24th day of December instant to 
the shareholders on the books of the company on the 17th instant; and that the 
Transfer-books be elosed during the said 17th Instant.” 

By order of the Board, 
J. C. LEAVER, Secretary. 

6, Queen-street-place, London, 8th December, 1875. 

T HE MALPASO GOLD WASHING COMPANY 
(LLAITED). 

Notice is hereby given, that the ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING of the 
Malpaso Gold Washing Company (Limited) will be HELD at the Offices of ‘the 
Company, No. 1, Winchester House, Old Broad-street, London, E.C., on THURS- 
DAY, the 16th day of December, 1875, at One o'clock. 
The Tranfer-books will be closed from the 9th to the 30th proximo inclusive. 

By Order, SYDNEY A. COBBETT, Secretary, 
1, Winchester House, Old Broad-street, London, E.C, 30th November, 1875. 

HE RICA GOLD WASHING COMPANY 
(LIMITED). 

Notice is hereby given, that the ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING of the 
Rica Gold Washing Company (Limited) will be HELD at the Offices of the Com- 
pany, No. 1, Winchester House, Old Broad-street, London, E.C., on THURSDAY, 
the 16th day of December, 1875, at T wo o'clock. 

The Transfer Books will be closed from the 9th to the 30th proximo, inclusive. 
By order, SYDNEY A. COBBETT, Secretary. 

1, Winchester House, Old Broad-street, London, E.C., Nov. 30, 1875. 

_ NAL PROVINCIAL BANK OF ENGLAND, 
BISHOPSGATE STREET, 

Corner of Threadneedle-street, London, E.C., Dec. 7, 1875. 

The Directors of the National Provincial Bank of England hereby give notice 
that a HALF-YEARLY DIVIDEND, atthe rate of EIGHT PER CENT. PER 
ANNUM, and a HALF-YEARLY BONUS OF SIX PER CENT., will be PAY- 
ABLE on the Bank’s Stock on and after the 10th day of January next, when the 
Dividend and Bonus Warrants may be obtained at the Bank, No. 112, Bishopsgate- 

The Transfer-books will be closed on and after Saturday, the 11th inst., until the 
Dividend and Bonus become payable. 

E. ATKINSON, i 
W. HOLT, 

with double-geared DRAWING MACHINE, balance bob and connection, 
all complete. 

OCOMOTIVE TANK ENGINES.— 
£570. 
650. 

Joint General 
Managers. 

street (corner of Threadneedle-street), or at the different branches. 

By order of the Court of Directors, 

OR SALE, a splendid 40-ft. WATER WHEEL, 4 ft. breast, 

For particulars address, Messrs. J, TAYLOR and Co., 86, London Wall, E.C. 

Apply to— 
8. LEWIN, POOLE, DORSET. 

ONSIDERATIONS IN FAVOUR OF FORMING AN 
ASSOCIATION for the purpose of PURCHASING AND WORKING 

MINES in CALIFORNIA and NEVADA. 
The Undersigned represents the Owners of— 

GRAVEL CLAIMS. 
QUARTZ MINES OF GOLD. 
QUARTZ MINES OF SILVER. 
CINNABAR MINES. 

All being more or less developed. 
The owners not having sufficient means to continue the working, seek the co- 

operation of capitalists, who would er their own staff, advancing cash to pay 
for machinery and working expenses, only returning to the vendors such a share 
of the profits as may be agreed upon. An undoubted title shall be given to those 
advancing the funds. 

For further particulars apply by letter addressed to— 

WM. MAC CANN, 
42, CHAPEL WALKS, LIVERPOOL; or 42, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, 

THE SUNNYSIDE LEAD MINING COMPANY 
(LIMITED), 

SITUATED IN THE COUNTY OF DURHAM. 
Incorporated under the Company's Acts, 1862 and 1867. 

Capital £32,000, in 16,000 Shares of £2 each, fully paid-up. 
DIRECTORS, 

CHARLES LAWLESS, Esq. (Lawless and Co.), 85, Gracechurch- 
street, E.C., Merchant. 

JAMES PARKE HOLMES, Esq., 5, Jeffrey’s Square, St. Mary 
Axe, E.C., Merchant. 

WILLIAM THOMAS HUXLEY, Esq., 85, Gracechurch-street, 
E.C., Merchant. 

Dr. HOLMAN SUCKLING, LL.D., 15, St. Helen’s-place, E.C. 

BANKERS—THE CITY BANK, Threadneedle-street, E.C. 

SEecRETARY—Mr. GEORGE SEARLE CAUNTER. 

TEMPORARY OFFICES,—19, CHANGE ALLEY, CORNHILL, E.C. 

Prospectuses, with full particulars, can be had on application. 

NOTICE. 

LEAD MINING COMPANY 
(LIMITED). 

Capital £5000, in 2000 Shares of £2 10s, per share. 
Deposit 1¢s. per share on application, and 10s. on allotment. Calls to be made 

as required, at intervals of not less than three months. 

FIRST ISSUE OF SHARES TO BE 1200. 

THE YSPYTTY 

Application for Prospectuses and Shares to be made to the Secretary, Mr. 
ABSALOM FRANCIS, M.E., Goginan, Aberystwith. 

THE 

STANDARD LUBRICATING OILS COMPANY 
(LIMITED), 

95, CANNON STREET, E.C, 

The SPECIALITY of the COMPANY’S OILS consists in theig CHEAPN ESS 
and FREEDOM from GLUTINATION. 

BARROWS AND STEWART, ENGINEERS, BANBURY. AGENTS WANTED. 
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PRIZE MEDALS Awarded :—Paris, 1867; Havre, 1868; Highland Beste. 4 14 ; Liverpool, 1871; Moscow, 1872; Vienna, 1873; Scientific Industry Society, 1875, k 
» 2 375, 

I 
Fatentees and Makers of Double and Single-acting SPECIAL STEAM STAMPS, for Forging, Stamping, 

S>EAM HAMMER § of all sizes, from 4 cwt. to 20 tons, Punching, Tr &e. i with self-acting or hand motions, in either case giving a per- STEAM HAMMERS for Engineers, Machinists, Ship- ; iextly DEAD BLOW, while the former may be worked by builders, Steel Tilters, Millwrights, Coppersmiths, Railway Car- 
hand when desired. Large Hammers, with Improved riage and Wagon Builders, Colliery Proprietors, Ship Smiths, c 
Framing, in Cast or Wrought Iron. Small Ham- Bolt Makers, Cutlers, File Makers, Spindle and Flyer Makers I 
mers, working up to 500 blows per minnte, in some cases 
veing worked by the Foot of the Smith, and not requiring 
any separate Driver. 

Spade Makers, Locomotive and other Wheel Makers, &c. ; also 
for Use in Repairing Smithies of Mills and Works of all kinds 
for straightening Bars, bending Cranks breaking Pig-iro. , &c, 

Hammer with Foot Motion, Steam Hammer for Heavy Forging. Bpecial Steam Stamp. General Smithy ha. 

From 60 to 100 Steam Hammers and Steam Stamps may usually be seen 1m construction at the Works. 

OVERWIDING IMPOSSIBLE. 

WALKER’S DETACHING HOOK! q:-) Docccccg Tech Qn ao eD 
FOR COLLIERIES AND BLAST-FURNACE HOISTS, H 1 £ h-P r eC ssur e High- Speed E nh £ 1 nh e S. - 

= 

These engines have just been awarded a Silver PRICES. T 
Medal at the Manchester Exhibition, and about ~— : a 
1800 I1.P. of them have been sold in a few months /¢ . 23 & sé e igae r & & 
to North and South America, New Zealand, Aus- 83 es “8 “eo |S. (g-8| $8 =a 
tralia, the Cape, ~~ . ow Portugal, France, £3 = £3 § ‘ ga | 5 i 33 £3 WV 

i (AS Germany, Sweden, China, &c. $s 3 5 ef 228) & S Gs y, Sweden, gS) 42 | a3 | AZ fe Oks a T 
Rie OSS lead |&sa|&0 a. 4.| £8. 4 
ai J 4/12 0 0/ 315 0| 210 0} 430| 66 | 2717 0| 1010 0 
oer 8/1610 0; 4 0 0| 210 0| 480| 67 | 35 8 6| 1018 6 

12/21 0 0| 410 0/] 210 0 | 67 | 40 2 0/1118 0 
20/2510 0} 5 0 0| 216 8| 540| 68 | 4718 0/13 2 0 
30/36 0 0/ 5 6 8 3°89 575| 68 S719 4| 1513 0 
40/4215 0/ 512 6| 4 7 6| 602/ 68 | 70 9 0/1711 0 
50/4815 0/ 518 9/ 5 6 3| 620| 69 | 84 4 0/18 2 @ 
70} 57 0 0| 6 5 0} 518 9/| 637/ 69 | Two boilers, 
90|66 0 0' 6 5 0O| 617 6: 645) 69 Two boilers. T 

Packing 7% per cent. extra, Terms, Cash, 

iy Si 

a ae 
rTr;a OY THY vs 4 i 

SIX LIVES SAVED. | i. ui 
\ i mA” 

Walker’s Hook, at Tockett’s sinking, has saved six men’s lives a 

On the 6th instant,the kibble was overwound, and but for the hook : @ 

would ‘ave fallen down the pit, where six men were working, 120 ft. 
below, allof whom would probably have been killed. Thanks, how-, 
ever, to Mr. Walker’s invention, the rope alone passed harmlessly ST 

over, the kibble remained suspended, and in half-an-hour everything 
was working as if nothing had occurred.—From the Northern Liche — 
August 20, 1874. ‘ 

Full particulars may be obtained from the Manufacturers,— | 

THOMAS WALKER AND SON, | 
From ANDREW LAMB, Esgq., Superintending Engineer, P, and O, Steam Co, 

r "9 ’ "9 s bd e 

58, O XFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM : | Peninsular and Orvental Steam Navigation Company, Southampton, March, 1875, 
_ Lhave carefully examined your Patented High-Pressure High-Speed Steam-Engine. Knowing as I do how many improvements 

RR"! LWAY CARRIAGE COMPANY (LIMITED),—| in the steam-engine you have inaugurated during the last forty years, which have been silently adopted and are now in general use, 
pea eeTastisEED , ae | it does not suprise me that you have again made a happy hit, and brought out an engine which exactly meets one of the most press- 

MANUFAOTUREHS of KAILWAY GARIIAGES and WAGONS, and BVERY| icf'ruphing surface, nothing mn the way of undue Wear is fo be aporehended from. the speed, and boilers and engines eak easily be oO . ’ , 

Passenger carriages and wagons bails, either for cash or for payment, yp strong oon to bear a any ge ps with wv. Fc indicator diagrams _ —_ good, and — ome’ — — 
over a period of years. 1e engine is small it generates the power. Your invention of balancing the momentum of the moving parts, already adopted in 

RAILWAY WAGONS FOR HIRE. the best engines for steam navigation, enables engines te be run at almost any speed without inconvenience, if well constructed in 
CHIEF OFFICES,—OLDBURY WORKS, NEAR BIRMINGHAM. other respects; and in your present engine you have embodied the best engineering knowledge of the age, with the addition of 

eee a. ee ee eee Doe ee: several features of originality and importance. While, then, the disadvantages of your engine are nil, its advantages are great and 
IIE BIRMINGHAM WAGON COMPANY (LIMITED) manifest. A high pressure and high speed render possible large expansion, with a great saving both in coal and water. Then the 
MANUFACTURE RAILWAY WAGONS of EVERY DESCRIPTION, fer) Motion is more equable than in common engines, and the weight of machinery and the space occupied by it are small. The most , 

HIRE and SALE, vy immediate or deferred payments. They have alsowagons| remarkable feature, however, is the wonderful reduction of first cost which your system permits; and people will now have engines ~ 
for bire oa “0 of carrying +S and a pose) ep ¢ woe oe CY tape a spec who before thought them quite beyond their reach. Their production, as I understand, you have reduced to a manufacture, To sum 
ally for chipping purposes. Wagons in working or EDMUND FOWLER, Bee. o— —— ~ > en Poe are i. my see brought out a machine long wanted, and likély to = oe in 

eee ee eee iat To John Bourne, Esq. C.E., Author of “A Treatise on the Steam-Engine,” “A Catechism of the Steam-Engine,” &e., & 
*.* Loans received on Debenture; particulars on application. ’ q+, Uta, e) e m-ingine, atechism 0 g ’ 7) ° 

HE LONDON CRITERION OF MACHINERY, = 
7 TOOLS, HARDWARE, METALS, &c. Balanced Compounds for Pumping and Winding, for Mills, &c., equally moderate, = 

A Monthly Price-List and Advertiser of New and Second-hand Machinery, oan Are of ey tn ran JOHN BOURNE AND CO., 66, Mark Lane, London. 
To all users of steam-power and others requiring machinery of any descriptiox }————— a meng ceppestompientiomass 

this list will be found most useful, and for constant reference an invaluable guide 

aan ot anise beaten for all kinds of machinery, tools, N e H O L M A N A N D S O N S 9 

“drertnmcnts and entre received up to the 25th of each month. B R A S S AN D I R Oo N F Oo U N D R I E S AN D E N GINE WwW O R K S ’ 

PENZANCE AND ST. JUST, CORNWALL, prod J.T. RODDA AND CO., ENGINEERS, 

Sole Makers of Stephens’s Improved Patent Pulveriser, 

} 
| 

Contractors, Iron, Steel, Hardware, and Machinery Commission Agents, | 
122, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

Now ready, price aor by on 3e. ad. Sixth Baition ; Twentieth Thousand Copies | FOR REDUCING TIN ROUGHS, I.EAD SKIMPINGS, AND OTHER ORES, 

- . ee ne oon gee The advantages possessed by these machines over others are— 

En he calito eae ONS ON MINES, between Father and! 1,THE CHEAPNESS. | 5--THE PERFECT MANNER IN WHICH IT I8 DONE. 
principally questions and answers, with a view to assist applicants intending ts | 2.—THE SIM PLICITY OF CONSTRUCTION. 6.—THE SMALL AMOUNT OF POWER REQUIRED TO 
Seas, ond Sthoriateomenion on the Goring tra naroah tables, — of ee | : san QUANTITY OF STUFF Bat I ae | DRIVE THEM, 

hed ving and p' ing power of ventilation eond ‘ y IR TLV 
subject which h d h controversy. » | & I " - 

OUTS RLS Ey | MACHINES MADE SPECIALLY FOR EXPORTATION. is 
apenk to the value of the werk 0— out of hundreds in Mr. Hopton’s possession | For prices, testimonials, and further particulars, apply to N. H. and Sons, Sole Makers, at the above address, or to our London . 

“The book i iv - 5 gs rary mn fail to be well received by all connected with collieries.”— | “eae person or persons infringing on the patent or manufacture of these machines, or any part thereof, will be prosecuted Qn 
pee... contents are really valuable to the miners of this country.”—Miners Con-| wader the Act. . F ’ ’ ‘ ( ' 

“Buch a work, well understood by miners, would do more to prevent collier Estimates given for all classes of Mining Machinery, &c., for home and foreign supply. 
accidents than an army of inspectors.”—Colliery Guardian, ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO, London: MININe JOURNAL Office, 26, Fleet-street; and to be had of al hook sellers, London Agent—Mr, J, COATES, 33, Frederick Street, Gray’s Inn Road, London, W.O, 
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NOBEL’s DYNAMITE 
Is the MOST ECONOMICAL and POWERFUL EXPLOSIVE for every kind of MINING and QUARRYING OPERATIONS; for 
blasting in hard or soft, wet or dry ROCKS; for clearing land of TREE ROOTS and BOULDER STONES; for rending massive 
BLOCKS of METAL; for SUBAQUEOUS and TORPEDO purposes; and for recovering or clearing away of WRECKS, &c. 

ITS SAFETY is evidenced by the total ABSENCE OF ACCIDENTS in transit and storage; it is insensible to heavy shocks, 

its GIANT POWER being only fully developed when fired with a powerful percussion detonator, and hence its great safety. 
As a SUBSTITUTE FOR GUNPOWDER its advantages are the GREAT SAVING OF LABOUR, rapidity and IN- 

CREASE OF WORK done, FEWER and smaller BORE-HOLES required, greater depth blasted, safety in use NO DANGER 
FROM TAMPING, absence of smoke, unaffected by damp, &c, 

For information, apply to the— 

BRITISH DYNAMITE COMPANY (LIMITED), GLASGOW; 
OR AT THE 

London Export Office, 85, GRACKCHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

THE DARLINGTON ROCK BORER. — 
No VALVE—BLOW obtained by the movement of the PISTON. 

IN USE IN FRANCE, GERMANY, SPAIN, AND ELSEWHERE, 

Rock Borers, Air Compressors, and Electric Blasting Apparatus. 
Sole Agents and Manufacturers for France.—The Blanzy 

Mining Company, 
WHERE BORERS MAY BE SEEN IN OPERATION, 

For letter of introduction, particulars, &c.. apply to— 

JOHN DARLINGTON, 
2, COLEMAN STREET BUILDINGS, MOORGATE STREET, LONDON. 
ae 

MINING MACHINERY AND TOOLS. 
THE TUCKINGMILL FOUNDRY COMPANY,| 4g 

85, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, F.C. WORKS: TUCKINGMILL. 

MANUFACTURERS of every description of MINING MACHINERY, 
TOOLS, MILLWORK, PUMPING, WINDING, & STAMPING ENGINES. 

SOLE MAKERS OF 

BORLASE’'SS PATENT ORE-DRESSING MACHINES AND PULVERISERS. 
PRICE LISTS CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION, AND 

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS WILL BE GIVEN UPON INDENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS. 

TUCKINGMILL FOUNDRY AND ROSEWORTHY HAMMER MILLS. 
TUCKINGMILL, CORNWALL, AND 85, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C. 

THE “CRANSTON” ROCK DRILL. 
Scitarle for QUARRYING and OPEN CUTTING, SINKING SHAFTS, SUBMARINE BLASTIN+, TUNNELLING, DRIVING 

aDITS, &e., is the most simple and econ :mical Drill now in use. Tas no spring and pawl, or ratehet-gear to get out of order. 
Numerous “ Cranston” Drills have been supplied into the Hematite Iron and Lead Mining Districts of Cumber- 

land. This Drill is also in extensive use in Sweden, Belgium. India, and yarious other places. 
For Prices, Estimates, and other Particulars, apply to— 

J. G CRANSTON, parenter, 22, GREY STREET, 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 

STEAM BOILERS; AIR COMPRESSORS, worked by Hydraulic or Steam-power; PUMPING, WINDING, an all other MINING 
MACHINERY supplied. STEEL specially adapted for Mining Purposes supplied at current prices. 

R. SCHOLEFIELD’S © 
LATEST PATENT BRICK-MAKING MACHINE. 

PATENTED 1873. 

R.S. begs to call the attention of 

all Colliery Owners in particular to 

his PATENT SEMI-DRY BRICK 

y MACHINE, and the economical me- 

DLA thod of making bricks by his patent 

machinery from the refuse that is 

taken from the pits during the pro- 

cess of coal-getting, which, instead 

of storing at the pit’s mouth (and 

making acres of valuable land use- 

vO less), is at once made into bricks, 

at a very small cost, by R.S.’s Pa- 

If 

the material is got from the pit hill, 

tent Brick-making Machinery. 

the following is about the cost of 
production, and the hands required to make 10,000 pressed bricks per day :— 

2 men digging, each 4s. per day 
; sony gr paing, oe a OEE 

0 
mf cmp Seb ed ok * seeseconsbesonsvece ssesessaaseseans sipetetsstsscessssecsssssssesseccessnssantsnsensaneneas :. y ppedig, Nags gt: rte 1ine, and placing them in barrow ready for the kiln, 2s. per day 

1 cngine-man, 5s. per day 

° 

Orde wo Coaceo 

Total cost of making 10,000 pressed brickS ......c.sccsscscessessssesscecesssossessescecceeses £1 5 0, or 2s, 6d. per 1000, 

(SETTING AND BURNING SAME PRICE AS HAND MADE B NID I 8 HAND-} E BRICKS. N.B.—Where the material can be used as it comes from the pit, the eost will be rec As the above Machinery i icul: ‘ i : 
said Brick-making — = ee ee ene ee os 

THE MACHINES CAN BE SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORKS OF THE SOLE MAKER AND PATEN 
h. UOTE Oe SEEN IN OPERATION AT THE WORKS OF THE SOLE MAKER AND PATENTEE DAILY. SCHOLEFIELD’S E} GINEERING & PATENT BRICK MACHINE WORKS. 

KIRKSTAL ROAD, LEEDS. 

4 luced in digging. 
bind, &c., it will be to the advantage of all Colliery Owners to adopt the use of ‘the 

| 
| 

BICKFORD’S PATENT 
FOR CONVEYING 
CHARGH IN 

Obtained the PRIZE MEDALS at the “‘ROYAL EXHIBITION” of 1851; at 
he‘‘ INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION” of 1862 and 1874, in London; at the 
“IMPERIAL EXPOSITION,” held in Paris, in 1855; at the ‘‘INTERNA- 
TIONAL EXHIBITION,” in Dublin, 1865; at the ‘UNIVERSAL BXPOSI- 
TION,” in Paris, 1867; at the ‘GREAT INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION,” at Al- 
tona, in 1869: TWO MEDALS at the ‘‘UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION,” Vienna, 
in 1873; and at the‘ EXPOSICION NACIONAL ARGENTINA,” Cordova, 
South America, 1872. —_— 

I ee FORD, SMITH AND CO 
a of TUCKINGMILL, CORNWALL; ADELPH2 
) BANK CHAMBERS, SOUTH JOHN-STREET, LIVER- 

%\\ POOL; and 85, GRACECHURCH-STREET, LONDON, 
yi B.C. MANUFACTURERS AND ORIGINAL 

PATENTEES of SAFETY-FUSE, having been in- 
orm at the name of their firm has been attached te 
fuse not of their manufacture, beg to call the attention of 
the trade and public to the following announcement :— 

EVERY COIL ot FUSE MANUFACTURED by them has TWO SEPARATE 
THREADS PASSING THROUGH the COLUMN of GUNPOWDER, and BICK- 
FORD, SMITH, AND CO. CLAIM SUCH TWO SEPARATE THREADS as 
THEIR TRADE MARK. 

BENNETTS’ SAFETY FUSE WORKS, 
ROSKEAR, CAMBORNE, CORNWALL. 

BLASTING FUSE FOR MINING AND ENGINEERING 

PURPOSES, 
Buitable for wet or dry ground, and effective in Tropical or Polnr Olimates. 

W. BENNETTS, having had many years experience as chicf enciveer with 
Messrs. Bickford, Smith, and Co., is now enabled to offer Fuse of every variety ef 
his own manufacture, of best quality, and at moderate Pango 

Price Lists and Sample Cards may be had on application at the above address. 

LONDON OFFICE,~H. HUGHES, Esq., 85, GRACECHUROH STREBTP. 

| pete TIN, AND HOW TO COMPETE SUCCESSFULLY 
WITH AUSTRALIA. 

USE DYNAMITE. 
Invaluable for BLASTING the HARDEST and WETTEST ROCK; SAFER te 

USE; and EFFECTS a GREAT SAVING of time and money. 

Pamphlets free by post. An experienced man sent underground to give ia- 
structions when necessary, free of charge. 

Apply,— STEPHEN WILLIAMS, CAMBORN®D. 

THOMAS TURTON AND SONS, 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

CAST STEEL for PUNCHES, TAPS, and DIES 
TURNING TOOLS, CHISELS, &c. 

CAST STEEL PISTON RODS, ORAN K PINS, CON 
NECTING RODS, STRAIGHT and ORANK 

AXLES, SHAFTS and 
FORGINGS of EVERY DESORIPLION. 

FITLEs MARKED 
TURTON 

EDGE TOOIA MARKED 
WM. GREAVES & 80N 

Locomotive Engine, Railway Carriage aad Wagon 
Springs and Buffers. 

SHEAF WORKS AND SPRING WORKS, SHEFFIELD. 
Lonpon WAREHOUSE, 35, QUEEN STREET, CANNON STREET, CITY, E.0. 

Wherethe largest stock of steel, files, tools, &c., may be selected from. 

GEN? FOR LISTS, SHOWING EXTRA LARGE DISCOUNTS 
FOR CASH. 

HOWARD RYLAND AND CO., 
. MANUFACTURERS, 

105 anp 106, NEWHALL STREET, BIRMINGHAM, 
CLOTH AND MANILLA CARTRIDGE 

PiRt F060 2 § 3.2 LABELS. 
SELF-INKING ENDORSING STAMPS. 

DOOR AND WINDOW PLATES of Brass, Zinc, and of Plate Glass. 

Letter Copying Presses, Eveletting Presses, Embossing Presses, Stamps for 
Election Purposes, Dating Stamps, Key and Umbrella Labels, Wine Merchante’ 
and Chemists’ Wax Seals, Sealing and Bottling Wax, Glue, Post Boxes for Jewel- 
lers and others, Brass Checks for large Works, Concert Halls, Hotel Keepers, &c., 
Brass Lbels for Patentees, Gummed Tickets for Drapers, Gummed Labels, &c. 

Printing, Letter Cutting, Die Sinking, Engraving, Wood Engraving, &tereo 
typhing, Bookbinding, executed ai exceedingly low prices, 

Birmingham Goods of every descriptiod supplied ut low prices for cash ouly. 

Endorsing Inks supplied, Ok1 Stamps repuired, Door and Window Plates re 
engmved, and mnade as new. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 

HT. R. and Co. are now supplying DIRECTION LABELS, sabjeet to 30 percent 
dis. off List Prices. 

BN DORSING SYAMPS, No. 3, at 3s. 91. each,and ENGRAVING at Is. 34. 
per dozen letters; usuil price, 73. 61.; ant ENGRAVING 2s. 64, per dozen 
letters. 

FLEXIBLE PRINTING STAMPS at less tian half the List Price. Key and 
Umbrella Labels at 6d. each, engraved. 

DOOR and WINDOW PLATES, at very low prices. 

AGENTS WANTED. 

ans RUBBER AND KAMPTULICON COMPANY, 
32, Cannon-street, and 86, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. 

|} AMPTULICON, 
A Warm, Soft, and Noiseless Floor Cloth, 
For Hotels, Clubs, and Public Buildings. 
For Counting Houses and Shops. 

|} AMPTULICON, 
For Library, Study, and Billiard Room. 
For Halls and Stone Buildings, 
For Railway Waiting Kooms. 

_ RUBBER GARDEN HOSE. 
In 60 feet lengths, with 
Brass Fittings, complete. 
Garden Syringes, Hose, Reels, &c, 

| ‘none RUBBER DOOR MATS. 
Suitable also for Carriages, Dog Carts, Xe. 
Patent Draught and Dust Excluder. 
Patterns and Price Lists upon application. 

| aman RUBBER WATERPROOF GARMENTS, 
Ladies’ Waterproof Mantles. 
Gentlemen’s Waterproof Coats. 
Driving Aprons, Fishing Stockings, 
Air, Water Beds, Pillows, Cushions, &c. 

\' JULCANISED INDIA RUBBER 
Carriage and Engine Springs. 
Wheel Tyres, Sucticn Hose, Solid Cord. 
Sheet Rubber, Washers, Valves, Drivirg Bands. 
Superior Leather Cloths, &c. 

RITANNIA RUBBER AND KAMPTULICON COMPANY 
82, Cannon-street, and 86, Queen Victoria-street, E.C. 

THE GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM FOR WALES. 
"= SOUTH WALES EVENING TELEGRAM 

(DAILY), and 
SOUTH WALES GAZETTE 

(WEEKLY), established 1857, 
he largest and most widely circulated papers in Monmouthshire and South Wales 

Cuisr Orrices—NEWPORT, MON.; and at CARDIFF. 

The “‘ Evening Telegram” is published daily, the first edition at Three P.m., the 
second edition at Five p.m. On Friday, the “Telegram” is combined with the 
‘South Wales Weekly Gazette,” and advertisements ordered for not less than six 
consecutive insertions will be inserted at an uniform charge in both papers. 

P. 0.0. and cheques payable to Hezry Russell Evans, 14, Commertial-street 
Newport, Wsnmouthshire. 

Just published, Free Edition. . 

UIDE TO HEALTH; or, ADVICE AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
SW THE CURE OF NERVOUS DEBILITY.—A New Medical Work on the 

Treatment of Loca! Debility, Consumption, Loss of Memory, Physical Depression, 
Indigestion, and all diseases resulting from loss of nerve puwer. Illustrated with 
casesand testimonials. Sent free for two stamps.—Dr. Sairx will, for the benefit 
of country patients, on receiving a description of their case, send a confidentia 
etter of advice. 
Addresa, Dr, H. 8u1TH, 8 Burton-creseent London, W.0, 
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